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SUMMARY

Switching occurs in many types of amorphous semiconductor

but in this work the emphasis has been placed on devices made from

chalcogenide glasses. There are two types of device: a memory

switch and a threshold switch. The operating mechanism of the

latter has been the subject of much controversy so most effort has

been directed towards elucidating the mechanism involved.

Many theories and observations relating to switching have been

published and the literature has been reviewed critically to assess

mechanisms which may be applicable to chalcogenide glass switches.

Only two processes, thermal breakdown and a space charge injection

process app ear to provide potential explanations of threshold switch

behaviour. The experimental results obtained in this project were

examined from the viewpoints of these two theories.

Switching devices must be made from thin films if low voltage

working is required. When chalcogenide glasses are evaporated,

dissociation occurs and the thin film composition differs from that

of the starting material. The system AsTeSi was examined most

extensively to establish the influence of evaporation technique on

thin film composition and resistivity.

Threshold switching was examined in bulk glasses and in thin



films with both sandwich and coplanar electrode arrangements.

In each case, the behaviour conformed to that predicted for

reversible thermal breakdown. However, for thin film sandwich

samples the explanation depends critically on the experimental

observation that conductivity is field-dependent. Breakdown

appeared to be localised and the switching and on-state

characteristics were consistent with filament formation.

Memory switches were investigated briefly, but they

share the same technology as threshold switches and threshold-

type breakdown always preceeds memory switching.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. SWITCHING DEVICES

1.1.1. Classification of switching devices

When a high field is applied to some types of amorphous

semiconductor, a rapid transition from a high resistance to a low

resistance state occurs. This switching action has been most reliably

observed in glasses of the chalcogenide type; those based on the

elements S, Se and Te with additions of As, Ge and Si. The wide range

of potential applications of switching devices has led to a great deal of

interest in the basic properties of the chalcogenide glasses and the

factors which affect switching performance. The work of this project

was directed towards the latter.

Switches made from chalcogenide glasses are two-terminal devices

and they have symmetrical current-voltage characteristics. The I - V

relations may be classified as in fig. 1.1. into four basic types (1) :

a) A negative resistance device. There is an extended region of

negative differential resistance. With a suitably large series

resistor a quasi-stable operating point can be achieved in the

negative resistance region.

b) A monostable or threshold switching device. There is no

stable operating point between the high and low resistance
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Fig. 1.1

I

Basic switching characteristics.
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states.

c) A negative resistance device with memory. This behaves as

type a) but in the high current region, a stable low-resistance

or on-state is established. This is maintained even when the

supply voltage is reduced to zero.

d) A switching device with memory. There are two stable states

and a direct transition occurs from the high resistance to the

low resistance states.

The types b) and d) are those observed in thin films of chalcogenide

glass and they are considered in detail in the following two sections.

The negative resistance characteristics of fig. 1.1. are current

controlled (CCNR). Their dual is voltage controlled negative resistance

(VCNR) which is associated with an I - V relation of the type shown in

fig. 1.2. Characteristics of this form have not been observed with

chalcogenide glasses, but another type of amorphous semiconductor,

silicon monoxide, does exhibit VCNR and this is discussed in section 3.5.6.

1.1.2. Threshold switching behaviour

Detailed I - V characteristics of a monostable or threshold switch

are shown in fig. 1.3. Only the positive quadrant is shown but the device

is not polarity-sensitive. The off-state is characterised by a high

resistance and below the threshold or switching voltage, V^, the
device behaves as a stable resistor. At voltages below roughly 0.4 V ^

the characteristic is ohmic. Between 0.4 V . and V . , the current
th th
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Fig. 1.2

VCNR Characteristic.

Fig. 1.3

Voltage

Threshold switch characteristic.
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rises exponentially with voltage. Switching is very rapid, typically

1 ns or less, and a new stable operating point is achieved where the

load line intersects the on-state characteristic.

The on-state has a dynamic resistance close to zero, i.e. the

current rises almost vertically and the holding voltage, V^, is almost
constant. However, the on-state can only be maintained when the

current exceeds a minimum holding level, 1^. If the current falls below

1.^, the device switches off along the load line and regains the high
resistance state. Thus the device always returns to the off-state when

the voltage supply is reduced towards zero so the basic mode of

operation is that of a monostable device.

When a square voltage pulse is applied and the pulse amplitude is

greater than V^, switching occurs, but there is a delay time, t^,
during which the device remains in the off-state. For typical thin film

devices t^ is about lyus and the switching time, t ^ Ins. The delay
time decreases rapidly as the voltage pulse amplitude is increased.

The off-state I - V characteristic is affected by the chalcogenide

glass composition, resistivity, electrode area and separation, ambient

temperature, electrode metal, the voltage duty cycle and waveform

shape. By contrast the holding voltage and current are only slightly

affected by any of these variables. This means that if the device is

required to meet a specified condition, e.g. a certain on : off resistance

or capacitance ratio, then it must be achieved by manipulation of the

off-state characteristic.
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1.1.3. Memory switching behaviour

In the off-state, a memory switch behaves very similarly to the

threshold device. Memory glass compositions tend to have lower

resistivity than threshold glasses so the off-state resistance may be

lower, but the I - V relationship below V ^ follows the same ohmic
then exponential dependence as in the case of threshold switches.

Switching occurs along the load-line to the on-state operating

point (fig. 1.4.). However, a forming time, t^, of 1 - 10 ms is needed
to establish the on-state. If the voltage supply is reduced after a

shorter period than tp the device behaves as a threshold switch and
when the current falls below I. , it returns to the off-state. If the

h

device is held in the on-state for a period longer than t^, then a non¬

volatile memory state is established and the device remains in the

conducting state even when the supply voltage is reduced to zero.

Application of a high current pulse returns the device to the off-state.

The memory switch is a relatively slow device on account of the

time needed to change state, but interrogation of the device to

ascertain which state it is in is limited only by the RC time constant

associated with the device. This time can be very short, of the order

of 1 ns, so the memory switch is best suited to applications where a

change of state is rarely required, i.e. it is a read-mostly memory

(RMM) element.
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Fig. 1.4

Memory switch characteristic.
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1.2. APPLICATIONS

1.2.1. Applications of switching devices

A great deal of interest in amorphous switches has arisen

because they represent a new class of semiconductor device. They

do not depend on controlled doping of a very pure and perfectly ordered

crystal as in the case of silicon or germanium. Indeed initial

experiments with chalcogenide glass switches suggested that the

device characteristics were not dependent on material purity. More

recent work has confirmed this general feature but has also shown

that resistivity can be very sensitive to composition changes and that

some impurities, such as oxygen, can have a strong influence.

Most experimental work on chalcogenide switches has been done

with discrete devices. They have proved very adequate for research

into the operating modes of the devices. However, it is very unlikely

that any new type of electronic device will succeed commercially unless

it can fulfil two basic conditions:

1. It must be compatible with silicon integrated circuits. For

most purposes this means low voltage, low current operation.

2. The process used to make the switches must be capable of

producing large numbers of identical devices with only a few

processing steps.

The low voltage requirement defines the electrode separation.
7 -1

In thin samples, switching occurs at a field value of about 10 V.m

The electrodes therefore must be only 0.5 - lum apart. Films of this
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thickness can be readily deposited by evaporation in a vacuum. This

technique can also be used to produce large numbers of devices on a

single substrate so it represents a potentially good production technique.

Evaporation was used extensively in this project and the basic features

of the experimental work are described in chapter 5.

Both memory and threshold switches are two-terminal devices.

This makes their geometrical layout very simple: an electrode above

and below a glass film or two surface electrodes separated by a narrow gap.

The simple geometry means that it is easy to incorporate the devices into

an array with access by X and Y strips to each electrode. With any two-

terminal device however, the bias and control functions of the supply

voltage are inextricably mixed. In turn this demands that the device

characteristics, and in particular V^, be repeatable from one device
to another and also throughout the life of each device. Thus the

mechanism by which switching is initiated should be elucidated and

controlled.

Many possible applications have been suggested for amorphous

switches but in the following sections only the most general applications

are considered. They also represent the circumstances in which the

switching devices are likely to be used most widely.
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1.2.2. Threshold switches: application to displays

The cathode ray tube is very widely used as a cheap and efficient

component of display systems. However, it does suffer from

disadvantages of size, ruggedness and limited life and there is enormous

potential for a solid state equivalent. One approach to this problem

has been to use a threshold switch in series with an electroluminescent

cell and a current limiting resistor (2) as shown in fig. 1.5.

The electroluminescent cell may be treated as a capacitor with a

high leakage current. If the capacitor is initially uncharged and the

a.c. supply voltage is just below V ^ then almost all the supply voltage
is dropped across the switch - assuming it has a higher (off-state)

resistance than that of the resistor or the electroluminescent cell.

There is then no light output. If the capacitor is initially charged and

the supply voltage reinforces the voltage on the switch, then switching

will occur when V
^ is exceeded. The capacitor discharges and charge

builds up with opposite polarity. However, if the leakage resistance

of the capacitor is too high to allow the switch holding current to flow

after the capacitor has been charged,then the switch will return to the

off-state. In the next half cycle the process is repeated but with

opposite voltage polarity. Thus there is a level of supply voltage where

bistable operation may occur; the electroluminescent cell may or may

not emit light depending on the initial conditions.

Small experimental alphanumeric displays have been made. The

basic unit shown in fig. 1.5. (but without the variable resistor) exists at
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Fig. 1.5

Display element incorporating a

threshold switch.
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each crosspoint of an array and a constant amplitude a.c. signal is

applied to each unit. To switch on any element, extra pulses are applied

along the appropriate X and Y lines so that the voltage on the required

threshold switch exceeds V^. Switch-off is accomplished in a similar
way by applying a pair of pulses to reduce the voltage across a device

to the point where even with the potential on the capacitor, the switch

cannot fire.

The whole process is an attractive one for obtaining solid state

displays, but one of the principal difficulties lies with the

electroluminescent material. Doped ZnS phosphors have been used;

they are cheaply and easily deposited over large areas but operate at

high voltages, usually 100 - 200 volts. Thus high voltage threshold

switches are required. These are difficult to prepare in thin film form

and have a relatively slow switching speed. Films about 25ym thick
can be prepared by a thick film screen-printing and firing process and

this may prove to be the most efficient technique to use for the

production of high voltage switches.

Other applications which have been investigated for threshold switches

have been linear amplifiers and 3-level logic systems (3).

1.2.3. Wire-access memory arrays

Semiconductor memories have been extensively developed to provide

cheap and reliable memory elements. The two basic types have serious

disadvantages; either they are volatile in which case all information is
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lost if the power is shut off, or else they are of the read-only type

where the information pattern is determined by the metallization layer

which interconnects the devices. This is non-volatile, but there is a

commitment to the memory pattern when the unit is made and this

may be expensive for small numbers.

A memory array has been developed which overcomes the greatest

disadvantage of the read-only memory (ROM) (4). By using amorphous

memory devices, the whole array is programmable but since the

write/erase sequences are slow, the unit is envisaged as a read-mostly

memory (RMM).

The RMM comprises a simple X - Y array. At each crosspoint

there is a memory switch and an isolating element to eliminate spurious

shunt paths between crosspoints. The isolation element may be either

a threshold switch or a simple p-n diode. Operation with the threshold

switch is rather slow (access time several Jds) and the technology of the
device has not yet been fully evaluated. Diodes on the other hand only

limit the interrogation time by the RC product in the devices and access

lines. Access times of about 20 ns have been achieved in a 16 x 16 array.

The use of isolating diodes allows one address line, isolation

between the lines and the diodes themselves all to be diffused into a

slice of silicon. The amorphous semiconductor is then deposited over

the diode top contact and a final address line applied. In this form RMM

arrays have been the first units incorporating amorphous switching

devices to be seriously evaluated.
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1.2.4. Electro-optic access memories

One of the most important factors which limits the packing

density of the RMM described in the previous section is the space

needed for access lines and their isolation. One of the attractive

features of amorphous switches is that optical techniques can be

used for read, write and erase functions of the memory and

potentially fast-access high-density memories are possible.

To change the state of a memory switch, a controlled amount

of energy must be supplied over a specified time period. The time-

energy conditions derived for electrically alterable devices (4) are

shown in fig. 1.6. To each switch-on condition, there corresponds a

switch-off condition (marked by X). It is also possible to achieve the

write and erase (switch-on and switch-off) energy conditions from a

laser. The operation of memory switches is reviewed in chapter 4,

but clearly with laser controlled systems high storage capacity should
10 -2

be possible, perhaps up to 10 bits, m

There are several possible techniques which may be used to read

the information pattern of the memory. The reflectivity of chalcogenide

glass differs between on and off states and so also do the near infra-red

transmission characteristics. Another process which has been suggested

is analagous to the Xerox process. If a large enough resistance change

occurred between on and off states an electrostatic charge pattern

could be stored on a chalcogenide glass plate and used as the basis for

a Xerox-type printing operation.
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1.2.5. Comment on device evaluation

There are many other applications of amorphous switches apart

from the three considered in the previous sections. However, if any

new type of device is to make much progress commercially it must

first of all have a unique application, i.e. not duplicate any existing

device. Only in this way is it possible to justify the large expenditure

which is necessary to establish any new technology.

Amorphous switches have several unique features; they do not

depend on perfect structural order and hence the need for tedious and

difficult crystal growing; they are not sensitive to minor impurities;

there are no junctions, only simple 2-terminal devices and most metals

appear to provide good ohmic contacts. Against this, however, must be

set the considerations that from the viewpoint of solid state physics,

chalcogenide glasses are poorly understood; there is little depth of

reliable experimental data and the precise mechanisms responsible for

switching are the subject of much controversy.

Against this background, chalcogenide switches only make sense

commercially in terms of unique and widespread applications which are

not likely to be realized by current semiconductor technology. It is

only in this way that sufficient time will be gained to assess amorphous

switches in detail.
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1.3. ORGANIZATION OF THIS PROJECT

Switching has been observed in a large number of different

materials. In chapter 3 the possible mechanisms which can give rise

to switching are reviewed. In most cases the conditions for a

particular mechanism to be applicable are fairly clear, e.g. it may

require a certain band structure or perhaps fields in excess of
8 -1

10 V.m . There are also experimental variables such as ambient

temperature and device geometry which have an influence on switching

and their affects can also be derived for each possible mechanism and

compared with experimental results.

A great deal of interest has been aroused in amorphous switching

devices in the past 2-3 years and consequently much parallel but

independent experimental work has been done. Where this applies to

the work done as part of this project, it is indicated as such. In the

interpretation of experimental data, many of the concepts are well

developed but have not been previously applied to amorphous semiconductors.

The historical development of switching and the present state of the art

are reviewed in chapter 4 in terms of the possible mechanisms considered

in chapter 3.

The technology associated with the production of amorphous

switches is not well defined nor is it described in any detail in the

literature. Chapter 5 describes the investigation made into methods

of preparing thin films of chalcogenide glass, composition and contact

effects and other factors which influence film resistivity. This basic
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work is inherent in the establishment of any new technology in a

research group but the understanding and control it gives is essential

for gaining meaningful experimental data on devices.

Most controversy over the operating mechanism of switches

concerns the threshold or monostable device, therefore most

experimental work has been concentrated on the threshold switch:

chapter 6. The experimental work on the memory switch is treated in

chapter 7. An alternative description of switching is that the

mechanism by which current is limited in the off-state changes very

rapidly to the current-limiting process which characterises the on-state.

They may simply be different aspects of the same conduction mechanism

or they may be completely different. The experimental work was aimed

at resolving this question and identifying the mechanism(s) involved.
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CHAPTER 2 GLASSES, IN PARTICULAR THE CHALCOGENIDES.

2.1. GENERAL FEATURES OF GLASSES

Bulk glasses are made by fusing together appropriate elements or

compounds and allowing the melt to cool rapidly so that no crystallization

occurs. This requires a progressive increase in viscosity as the melt

is cooled and no discontinuous changes in first-order thermodynamic

properties such as volume, heat content or entropy.

Transformation from properties which are characteristic of those

of a liquid to those of a solid occurs over a temperature range about a

temperature, T , which is known as the glass transition temperature.
§

Unlike the thermodynamic melting point of a crystal (T ), T^ is not a
uniquely defined temperature; it depends on the cooling rate during glass

formation. In general, the glassy state may be considered as unstable

and the ease with which devitrification can occur depends both upon the

glass composition and the thermal conditions under which the glass was

formed.

Since the glassy state is continuous with the liquid state, it has

essentially a disordered 'liquid-like' structure. During the quenching

process the relative atomic positions of the melt are 'frozen-in'.

Direct information about short range order in glasses is derived from

X-ray, electron or neutron diffraction. The volume which interacts with
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the incident radiation is much greater than the volume over which some

order exists and the diffraction pattern corresponds to that of an

isotropic body. All structural information must therefore be presented

as a radial distribution function. This gives the probability of finding

an atom at a given distance from an arbitrary central atom. The

distribution function for vitreous As^S^ is shown in fig. 2.1. (5). The
first peak represents nearest-neighbours to the (arbitrary) reference

atom. It is well-defined and at a distance which to a first approximation

is the same as that for nearest-neighbour separation in the corresponding

crystalline material. The second and subsequent peaks of the

distribution function gradually become less distinct and merge with the

paralola 47Tr^dr which is characteristic of a random structure.

The original description of the 'random-network' model of glass

structure was made by Zachariasen in 1932 (6) for the case of silicate

glasses. The atoms in the glass form an extended 3-dimensional

network but unlike the perfect periodicity of a crystal, there are

distorted bond lengths and angles in a glass so that beyond the first few

coordination shells, all regularity is lost. A 2-dimensional

representation of this 'random-network' model is shown in fig. 2.2.

The hypothetical compound M X may exist as a crystal or as a glass

with a triangle MX^ as the basic unit in each case. The lack of any

long-range periodicity in a glass also means that it is a structure which

can be formed for a wide range of compositions. The disorder shown in

fig. 2.2. (b) is configurational. With multicomponent glasses another
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degree of disorder may be introduced by local composition differences.

Although the 'random-network' representation of fig. 2.2. serves

as a basic model for glass structure, it is nevertheless possible to

recognise several types of local order in glasses, e.g. tetrahedra in

CdGeAs^, layers in As^Se^ and rings and chains in Se. In multicomponent
glasses there is also the possibility of metastable separation (liquid-

liquid or liquid-crystal) into two or more phases (7).

Disordered materials can be produced by evaporation. In terms of

atomic arrangement they are amorphous and probably very similar to

materials of the same composition produced by quenching from a melt.

However, to preserve any distinction, evaporated films are described as

'amorphous' and the terms 'glassy' or 'vitreous' are applied to materials

which have a specifiable relationship to the liquid state.

The common glasses such as those based on simple oxides, e.g.

Na„0, CaO and SiO , are ionic conductors; the charge carriers are the
« -}-

small relatively mobile alkali ions, e.g. Na . The glasses may therefore

be considered as solid electrolytes. Electronic conduction is observed

in the variable-valency transition metal oxide glasses and in chalcogenide

glasses. Switching has been observed in both types of glass but the work

of this project is based on chalcogenide glasses and they are considered

in detail in the following sections.
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2.2.1. Composition of chalcogenide glasses

The chalcogenide glasses are formed from compounds of S, Se and

Te (the chalcogens) with a variety of elements, e.g. P, Sb, Bi, Tl, Pb,

Ge and Si. In the binary systems As - S and As - Se, the compounds

As„S and As Se readily form glasses which may be regarded as
Z j Zi o

prototypes for the whole range of chalcogenide glasses. Other binary

glass-forming systems are: Si - S, Ge - S, Ge - Se, Si - Te and Se - I.

An even larger number of ternary glasses can be formed. Fig. 2.3. shows

some of the ternaries in which glass-formation is known and indicates

the approximate extent of the glass-forming region for each. If the

size of the glass-forming region is taken as a measure, the differences

in tendency towards glass-forming ability for the different elements are (8):

s > Se > Te

As > P > Sb

Si > Ge > Sn

When four or more components are considered, the range of compositions

clearly becomes very large.

Most chalcogenide glasses can be prepared by cooling from the melt.

It may be necessary to melt the glass in an inert atmosphere or under

vacuum to avoid oxidation of the component elements. The glass-forming

region can be extended by very rapid cooling techniques or by deposition

from the vapourphase by techniques such as evaporation or sputtering,

e.g. As^Te^ is amorphous when evaporated, but only very small quantities
can be prepared in the glassy state by quenching. However, if As^Te^
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is alloyed with 20% or more of As^Se^, it can easily be made as a bulk
glass.

Details of the glass-forming regions of the bulk glasses used in

this project and the problems associated with their evaporation are

given in chapter 5.

2.2.2. Electrical properties of chalcogenide glasses

The resistivity of a chalcogenide glass depends on its composition
14

but a very wide range of values exists: from 10 TL.m for As S to
L* J

lOft.m for As„Te .T1 Se. From a device point of view such a resistivity
Z j z

range is very useful since it means that the device characteristics can

be tailored to a particular application by selection of a suitable glass

composition. Resistivity changes steadily with composition. In the

system As^Te^ + Si which is discussed in detail in chapter 5, the
resistivity increases steadily by one order of magnitude for each 7%

silicon added up to about 45% Si which is the limit of the glass-forming

region.

The chart in fig. 2.4. shows typical glass compositions which are

required for a specified resistivity value (8). In general, resistivity

tends to decrease when larger atomic weight elements are used, e.g.

Ge in place of Si or Te in place of Se.

Ionic effects may be present at high temperatures but at normal

ambient values there is no evidence of ionic transport in chalcogenide

glasses (9).
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Fig. 2.4

Resistivity of some chalcogenide
glass compositions.
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Conductivity increases with pressure and the occurrence of

photoconductivity, a small but measurable Hall-effect and a thermo¬

electric effect, all indicate that conduction is predominantly due to

the movement of electrons and/or holes. The sign of the charge carriers

is in some doubt. The thermoelectric power has been measured in many

chalcogenide glasses and always found to be positive. Its magnitude is

of the order of mV.K ^ which is typical for crystalline semiconductors.

The Hall effect has been measured in a few of the more conducting

chalcogenide glasses and has always been found to be negative. There

has not been any adequate explanation why the sign should be different

from that of the Seebeck coefficient. The mobility values derived from
__ 6 2 —X —x

Hall coefficients are low - around 10 m .V .s . Measurement of

a trap-limited drift mobility in chalcogenide glasses is difficult, but a

-11 2 -1 -1
low-field value of 5.10 m .V .s . has been estimated for holes in

As2Se3 (10).

2.2.3. Physical and optical properties

Optical absorption in chalcogenide glasses is characterised by an

absorption coefficient, o< , which increases exponentially with photon

energy. Saturation occurs at high values of 0( ( ~ 10^ m \) The upper

limit of the exponential tail can be used to define an optical energy gap

^opt' ^°r P^10^011 energies greater than E the experimental absorption
data fit the standard formula for indirect-allowed transitions in

semiconductors (11). This implies a relaxation of the momentum
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(k)-conservation rule, but not that for energy conservation. Values of

E
^ change steadily with composition, e.g. As^Te^ 0.95eV,

As^Se^ 1.90eV and As^S^ 2.65eV (all measured at CX = 10^ m ^ (12) ).
The dielectric constant depends on glass composition, but typical

values lie between 10 and 20. The density varies between 4 and
3 -3

6 x 10 Kg.m . The range of values of thermal conductivity, K , is
-X —X 6 —X -3

0.3 - 2 W.m .K (13) and of heat capacity, C, 1 - 3 x 10 J.K .m .

The glass transition temperature, T , is particularly important

since it defines the upper temperature limit to which a glass can be

taken without any drastic change in its structure or properties. A

detailed map of T^ values for bulk glasses from the ternary system
As - Te - Si is shown in fig. 5.1. For this system, values of T^ between
500°C and 120°C can be obtained. This serves to illustrate the general

feature of all multicomponent chalcogenide glasses; a wide range of

compositions is possible and by suitable choice of glass, any required

properties (within a reasonably wide range) can be obtained.
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2.3. CONDUCTION IN CHALCOGENIDE GLASSES

The low-field d.c. conductivity of nearly all chalcogenide glasses

obeys the equation:

cr = <r0 exp ( - )
The activation energy, ^E is usually in the range 0.4 - 0.8 eV and the

3 4 -1
pre-exponential term, 0^, in the region 10 - 10 Ifi.ra) . Equation
2.1 is characteristic of that for an intrinsic semiconductor with a band

gap 2 AE. In general, the conductivity of chalcogenide glasses is not

sensitive to impurities and this also suggests intrinsic conduction.

The effect of structural disorder in the band model for an amorphous

semiconductor is to introduce 'tails' of localized states in the gap above

and below the conduction and valence bands. Thus only a pseudogap

exists as shown in fig. 2.5.(a). In simple glasses, a strong local atomic

ordering may persist beyond the first coordination sphere and the effects

of broken bonds, local inhomogeneities, etc., would be to introduce

well-defined defect energy levels as in the case of a crystal. This is

shown in fig. 2.5.(b). With multicomponent chalcogenide glasses,

compositional as well as configurational disorder exists. This has the

effect of broadening the tails of localized states and they may overlap

appreciably as shown in fig. 2.5.(c). Structural defects are less probable

and when they do exist they are less well defined spatially, so the tails

may be taken to be approximately monotonic.

The Fermi level is fixed by the requirement that the number of

empty states in the tail of the valence band above the Fermi energy must
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Fig. 2.5

Energy diagrams for the development of
the mobility-gap model for conduction
in amorphous semiconductors.
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equal the number of occupied states in the tail of the conduction band.

Although there may be detailed differences in the shapes of the conduction

and valence band tails, the Fermi level is assumed to be located approx¬

imately in the middle of the'gap' and good compensation exists.

The overlapping tails mean that a large density of states can exist
25 26 "*3 —1

at the Fermi level. This may be as high as 10 - 10 states.m .eV

(14) and consequently the depletion or enhancement layer depth around

any source of charge imbalance is very small, e.g. 2 - 3 nm. When

contacts are made to a glass, the tunnel current density through such

a thin barrier region is very large and all metals should act as ohmic

contacts (provided there is no chemical reaction or diffusion).

The model developed in fig. 2.5.(c) has a continuous density of

states across the 'gap'. To reconcile this with the widespread

applicability of equation 2.1, Cohen et al. (15) have introduced the concept

of a mobility gap. In crystalline semiconductors there is a well-defined

band edge at the critical energies E^ and E^. In amorphous semi¬
conductors, however, the states change their character at E^ and E
from extended to localised. Well above E and below E , transport is

c v

characteristic of band conduction. A mean free path can be defined and

its lower limit, the electron quantum wavelength, sets a lower limit
-4 2-1-1

to the carrier mobility of about 5.10 m .V .s . In the localized

states, conduction is by phonon-assisted hopping and the mobility is about

three orders of magnitude lower than that in the conduction and valence

bands. The mobility edge as proposed by Cohen is shown in fig. 2.5.(d)
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and the sharp mobility change occurs within an energy range kT about

E and E .

c v

In the region in between, transport is considered to involve

extended (band) states in which the mean free path tends to the limiting

value determined by the average interatomic spacing. The carriers

are continuously under the influence of scattering centres so that the

process is characteristic of Brownian motion (14).

The equation for conductivity in an intrinsic semiconductor given

by equation 2.1 holds over the approximate temperature range 200 - 500 K.

Beyond these limits, however, there is some departure from equation 2.1.

This is shown in fig. 2.6. The curves marked 'Male' and 'Croitoru' are

those measured by these authors for the composition As Te Ge Si
rx O 1U

(16) (17). Fagen's data is for a glass of similar room-temperature

resistivity but with composition As Te S Ge (18). There is no

discontinuity in conductivity at the softening point of either glass.

For temperatures above room temperature, Male's results have

been replotted in fig. 2.7. as logcr against temperature. For

comparison, an equation with a constant activation energy is also shown.

Up to 500 K, conductivity accurately described by an equation of the form:

cr = O" exp (aT) 2.2

where CT^ and 'a' are constants. Alternatively, the conductivity may
be described in terms of its room temperature value, CJ~ , and the

temperature rise AT = T - T^:
CT = CT exp-(a AT) 2.3

a
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Fig. 2.6

Variation of conductivity with temperature
in chalcogenide glasses.
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Equation 2.3 is shown in fig. 2.7. with a = 0.04.

When temperatures in excess of 100°C are encountered, equation

2.3 provides a more accurate description of the conductivity -

temperature relation than equation 2.1. Equation 2.3 is also more

convenient to use for analysis since it can be easily integrated. On

occasions, however, it is useful to retain the concept of an activation

energy so both equations 2.1 and 2.3 are used in later sections. For

small temperature increases they can be used interchangeably.

The a.c. conductivity of chalcogenide glasses increases with

frequency. This is most marked for high resistivity samples, e.g.

as shown for As S in fig. 2.8. (11). Up to about 1 MHz, CT increases
Z j

0 8
as U) ' . This is good but not unambiguous evidence for hopping

between a random distribution of sites. The influence of frequency-

dependent conductivity is not very great in glasses which are used for

switching devices. Their d.c. conductivity is too high to be affected

by the a.c. component and device operation is limited to frequencies below

about 1 MHz by the delay and recovery times of the switching cycle. A

hopping conductivity mechanism may, however, be responsible for the

decrease in activation energy of conductivity at low temperatures

(fig. 2.6.). If devices were operated in that temperature region, then

it is also likely that their off-state resistance would be dependent on

the measuring frequency.
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Fig. 2.7

Comparison of conductivity-temperature
expressions with Male's experimental
results.
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Frequency variation of conductivity
for AS2S2.
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CHAPTER 3 MECHANISMS WHICH COULD BE USED TO EXPLAIN
SWITCHING

3.1. SWITCHING AS A FORM OF DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN

All dielectrics show some form of breakdown under high field

conditions. Usually breakdown is catastrophic and permanent physical

damage results. Under some conditions, however, it may be reversible;

no permanent change occurs and when the high field is removed, the

dielectric may return to its original insulating state. Superficially, this

is the threshold switch behaviour. In the case of a memory switch, a

second input of energy is required to return the dielectric to its

original state.

In this chapter, the principal models of dielectric breakdown are

reviewed. For each case, the principal features of the mechanism are

derived and their possible relevance to switching considered. Some models

have already been used to describe memory or threshold switching in

chalcogenide glasses; others describe similar behaviour in different

classes of materials. The overall objective of the chapter is to show

which models could be applicable and then to assess them in detail in the

discussions on published results (chapter 4) and experimental results of

this project (chapters 6 and 7).
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3.2. GENERAL THERMODYNAMIC APPROACH

The existence of a region of bulk negative resistance implies a

degree of electrical instability. If the negative resistance is to be

observed under steady-state conditionsthe material, initially

homogeneous, must become heterogeneous in an attempt to reach

stability. As well as satisfying the conditions for electrical stability,

the material must also satisfy the general thermodynamic condition

that stability implies a condition of minimum entropy production. Ridley

(19) has treated this problem for the two types of negative resistance:

voltage controlled and its dual, current controlled negative resistance.

The I - V characteristics have already been described in chapter 1.

Ridley's treatment considers the consequences of the existence of a

region of negative differential resistance. Only the current-controlled

case will be treated in detail in this thesis.

In order to consider the thermodynamic stability of a material

with characteristic shown in fig. 3.1., assume that it is initially

electrically homogeneous and a voltage V produces a field E^ and current
density J in the negative resistance region. To investigate the stability

of the material in this condition, separate a small current filament with

an area a fraction'b of the total cross section. If the current density in

the filament is higher than in the remaining material, two processes

will occur:

1. The electrical bias conditions will either reinforce the deviation

from homogeneity or damp it down.
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Fig. 3.1
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2. There will be a change in the entropy production rate for

the material as a whole. If the total entropy is reduced

by filament formation then the heterogeneous arrangement

will be favoured.

For steady state conditions, diffusive effects at the filament

boundaries may be neglected and the entropy production rate s is given

by.

s = 5^(1 - b) + s^b 3.1
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the area outwith the filament and

to the filament respectively. Under steady state conditions, the total

rate of entropy change arises from the electrical energy input:

hT = Eih 3-2
= 2T = E2h

Substitution of equation 3.2 in 3.1 gives:

Ti = ElJl(1 "b) + E2J2b 3,3
The current and field conditions in the filament and remainder of the

material may be described by incremental relations:

JyV^i 3A
h ~ ^0 +^2

and

■p - r
,

0 dj
E = E + A T 3-5

1 0 dj ' a J1

E2 E0 + dJ 'AJ2
with the average E^, condition remaining constant, so:
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Jjfl - b) - J2b = J0 3.6

AJjU -b)+ AJ2b = 0 3.7
If equations 3.4 - 3.7 are substituted into equation 3.3, the entropy

production rate is given by:

= M aji2 3.8
i.e. the sign of As is the same as dE/dJ so the formation of a current

filament in the negative resistance region is consistent with a reduction

in the rate of entropy production and is therefore a thermodynamically

favourable condition. Equation 3.8 also shows that As is minimised

for conditions of minimum Joule heating.

For a current density there are many possible stable states,

each characterised by a filament of area b and field E. The entropy

production rate is:

Ts = JQE= [j^l - b) + J2b] E 3.9
The most favourable steady state will be that for which the field is a

minimum. If J^q and represent the values of current density at
E . in fig. 3.1., then for any other level of current density, J , the

mm U

filament area will be given by:

J0 J10
b = — — 3.10

J20 ~ J10

This means that as the current increases through the negative resistance

region the filament area increases steadily and when the differential
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resistance reaches its upper positive region, the filament has spread

over the whole device area.

The electrical stability of a device with the characteristic shown

in fig. 3.1. is dependent also on the conditions imposed by the external

circuitry. For stable d.c. operation, the device can only be biased in

the negative resistance region if the load resistor R is greater than

the negative resistance at the operating point, R . A typical load line

which satisfies this condition is shown in fig. 3.1.

Under a.c. conditions, however, the power dissipated by the

external resistance must be greater than that generated in the

negative resistance. For small voltages, V, and neglegible reactance,

this means that for a.c. stability:
2 2

\r X V_
R_ R

L n

i.e. RT < |R | 3.11L " n

Thus, although filament formation is thermodynamically

favourable under conditions of minimum Joule heating and negative

differential resistance, stable conditions in the negative resistance

region with respect to d.c. and a.c. operation are likely to be difficult

to achieve.
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3.3. THERMAL BREAKDOWN

3.3.1. Conditions for negative resistance

In all semiconductors or insulators, conditions may occur where

the self-generated Joule heat may exceed the capacity of the system to

dissipate it without a large rise in temperature. Current increases

with temperature; this leads to more Joule heating and consequent

thermal runaway if no current limit is provided. The whole process may

be reversible; if no physical changes occur in the high temperature

state, the sample may return to its original characteristics when

allowed to cool.

Chalcogenide glasses have large negative temperature coefficients

of resistivity and low thermal conductivities, so thermal runaway must

always be considered as a possible breakdown mechanism at high fields.

Even if it is not the dominant mechanism which gives rise to switching,

thermal effects are likely to be present and their influence must be

understood.

The current-voltage characteristic for a device in which thermal

breakdown occurs is similar to that of fig. 3.1. Below a voltage V ^ (or
the corresponding field, E^), steady conditions of V, I and AT can be
maintained where AT is the difference between the sample internal

temperature and the ambient value. Beyond V current and temperature

increase rapidly so the voltage across the device drops. A stable d.c.

operating point within the negative resistance region requires a large

load resistance as shown in fig. 3.1.
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To assess the differential resistance at any point on the

characteristic, consider a d.c. signal (subscript 0) with a small

superimposed a.c. signal (subscript 1) (20). The practical difficulties

which occur when the device is biased in the negative resistance region

were mentioned in section 3.2. but they do not affect the validity of

the analysis. The small signal power dissipation is approximately

given by :

p = v I + V I 3.12
1 10 0 1

This gives rise to a temperature change, T^ :

P = r T 3.13

where P is the thermal conductance between the device and ambient.

Current is a function of voltage and temperature:

Ix = gV1 + hT1 3.14
where

6i
g bv

b i

To
h =

V0b t

and in general, both h and g are functions of t , the temperature

associated with the d.c. bias conditions, VQ and 1^.
If as derived from equation 3.13 is substituted in equation 3.12

and the resulting expression for T^ put into equation 3.14, then the
differential impedance, Z, is given by :

V r+hv0
Z =

h %r + hI0
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dV
„ 1 - y

i.e. -TT- = R_. 3.15
dl 0 x + y

where Rq = VQ/IQ , x = RQ „ _ VQT
0 ' 3 p 6T vo

x and y are dimensionless and are the representative parameters of the

isothermal characteristic at the operating temperature and the

temperature coefficient of current respectively.

Sectors of positive and negative differential resistance in the

x - y plane are separated by the lines y = 1 and x + y = 0. For

chalcogenide glasses, and most other semiconductors, y > 0. The

influence of the frequency of the a.c. signal on differential impedance is

considered in section 3.3.9.

3.3.2. General treatment

When a field, E, is applied to a dielectric, the equation for energy

balance is :

h T 2
C = div ( K grad T ) + CT E 3.16

O t

where C is the specific heat per unit volume

K is the thermal conductivity

CT is the electrical conductivity

In addition, G~ and K may be variables:

K = K (T)

CT = CT(E, T, t)

The current continuity equation must also hold throughout the sample:
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div (cr E) - 0 3.17

Because of the widespread occurrence of thermal breakdown, many

solutions of equations 3.16 and 3.17 have been produced over the past

50 - 60 years (21) (22) (23). For application to switching, conditions

appropriate to chalcogenide glasses must be considered. The thermal

conductivity, K , can usually be taken as a constant with respect to

temperature. The low-field conductivity as a function of temperature

was described in chapter 2. Two forms of equation may be used:
Ae

CT = O~0 exp ( - ) 3.18
cr= cr exp (a At) 3.19

a

where CT^ is a constant, AE is an activation energy, usually about
0.45 eV, O" is the conductivity at ambient temperature T or some

3 3

other reference temperature, AT is the deviation from T^ and a
is a constant : a = 0.04. It was shown in chapter 2 that for temperatures

in the range 300 - 500 K, equation 3.19 is more accurate than 3.18. Under

high field conditions ( > 10^ V.m "*"), the conductivity may also be field-

dependent. In the analysis of thermal breakdown, it is therefore

convenient to consider first a conductivity equation such as 3.19 and then

repeat the analysis with an appropriate field-dependent conductivity

equation.

To obtain equations which describe thermal breakdown in chalcogenide

glasses, it is useful to consider three time regions for which the general

energy balance equation (3.16) can be solved:

1. The steady-state case. This gives the d.c. thermal breakdown
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condition. If current increases are made slowly, heat loss

always balances heat produced and the time derivative term

in equation 3.16 may be neglected.

2. Impulse breakdown. Application of a very short voltage pulse

produces an adiabatic condition where all electrical energy

supplied goes towards heating the sample. The sample

temperature falls to the ambient value in the interval

between pulses.

3. A.C. breakdown. The breakdown strength depends on the

frequency of the applied field with cases 1 and 2 as extremes.

This is an important practical case since switching devices

may be required to operate at high frequencies.

Each of these three cases is analysed in some detail to demonstrate

which factors affect the breakdown process. Where possible, specific

equations are derived so that their quantitative predictions can be

compared with the experimental data of chapters 4 and 6.

3.3.3. D.C. thermal breakdown for CT = cr(T)

Under steady-state breakdown conditions, the time derivative

in equation 3.16 is zero and the energy balance equation is reduced to:

div ( K grad T) = - 0~E 3.20

The thermal conductivity, K , is usually taken to be independent of

temperature. The device dimensions in the plane of the area, A, are

normally much greater than the electrode separation, d, so only the
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temperature distribution along the x - axis need be considered. (This

is also the direction of current flow). The energy balance equation is

therefore:

K = - <y ( )2 3.21.2 dx
dx

This equation may be solved with that for o~ (equation 3.19) for

appropriate thermal boundary conditions.

The analysis follows that developed for thermistors (24) (25) (26).

The simplest boundary condition to consider initially is that the electrodes

are massive enough to remain at ambient temperature under all

conditions. The temperature in the middle of the sample is AT above

ambient and in general, the temperature gradient between an electrode

and the mid-point is non-uniform. This implies a non-uniform

distribution of resistivity and field within the sample. The boundary

conditions are:

AT = 0 at the electrodes, i.e. x = 0 and x = d

dT
= 0 in the middle, i.e. at x = d/2.dx

The solution of equations 3.19 and 3.21 results in a temperature

distribution which is given by : (27)

AT cosh i£A - cosh iA 3 22
AT 1 — cosh iA

max

where £ = 2x/d

kA=

G is the temperature coefficient of resistance of the semiconductor
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or insulator

AT is the value of temperature increase at x = d/2.
max

The distribution of equation 3.22 is shown in fig. 3.2 as a function of

current, i, and the dimensionless parameter, A .

For i A =0, the temperature distribution is parabolic. In fig.

3.2 the solid line represents equation 3.22 and the points are

derived from an equation:

A2- = 4 ( 2L- ) _ 4( —\2 323at [ a ' 1 d '
max

The other extreme condition, i A =00, results in a

rectangular temperature distribution with a discontinuous increase in

temperature from AT = 0 to AT at x = 0 and x = d. For thin
max

film or small bulk samples, typical values of i A are small and usually

i A « 1. The parabolic temperature distribution given by equation

3.23 is therefore the most realistic.

The resistivity distribution for i A = 0 is shown in fig. 3.3.

Resistivity has been expressed in terms of the average value across the

sample. Since current is not a function of x, the voltage distribution

is the same as that for resistivity and its slope represents the field

distribution. This is also shown in fig. 3.3. In the relatively high

resistivity regions near the electrodes the local field may be up to

three times greater than the average field across the sample. If

conditions are such that i A > 1 then the field near the electrodes may
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Fig. 3.2
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8 — X
be considerably greater. At very high fields ( ~ 10 V.m ) other

forms of dielectric breakdown such as avalanche ionization or internal

field emission may occur. These mechanisms are treated separately

in section 3.4 but the purpose of fig. 3.3. is to show that they may also

be involved in cases of thermal breakdown.

The rate of heat dissipation as derived from equation 3.21 is:

dT
VI - K A —=— 3.24

dx

As shown in fig. 3.2., dT/cbc does not depend on AT and it varies
max

throughout the sample. For i A =0, the average value of dT/dx occurs

at x = 0.25 d and the non-uniform temperature gradient may be

represented by the average value shown in fig. 3.2. :

/ dT \ ^ AT
\ dx / * 0.33d

If equation 3.24 is expressed in terms of a thermal conductance, P:

VI = r AT 3.25

The thermal conductance to both electrodes is given by:

r - 3-26

for the parabolic case, i A =0.

The variation in the mean resistance of a sample is shown in fig.

3.4. as a function of temperature for the two limiting temperature

distributions of fig. 3.2., (i.e. those given by i A = 0 and i A = 00 ).

The mean resistance is expressed in terms of the resistance of the

sample when AT = 0. It has been assumed that the constant 'a' in

the conductivity equation (3.19) is; a = 0.04, i.e. equivalent to an

activation energy AE = 0.5 eV.
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Variation of mean resistance with temperature
distribution and maximum internal rise in
temperature, (ATmax).
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For any value of AT , fig. 3.4 gives a mean resistance or
max

voltage : current ratio . Equation 3.25 must also be satisfied and for

a specified temperature increase this can only occur at unique current

and voltage values. The solution of equation 3.25 with the appropriate

resistance expression is best done graphically to obtain an I - V

characteristic. This is shown in fig. 3.5. The line R^q represents the
resistance when AT = 20 K and the temperature distribution is

parabolic. The constant power line appropriate to AT = 20 K (derived

from equation 3.25) is also shown in fig. 3.5. and marked as

intersection of the R^q and P^q lines gives the current and voltage
values appropriate to A T = 20 K. Since fig. 3.5. shows log I against

log V, constant resistance and power lines are orthogonal. The method .

of solution is therefore quick and straightforward. The constants used
-1

in the derivation of fig. 3.5. are: R =10 MTL , a = 0.04 K and
a

r = 0.3 mW.K \ The thermal conductance is that for a sample
-8 2 -1 -1

0.2 mm thick with A = 4.10 m and K = 1 W.m .K

The current-voltage characteristic of fig. 3.5. is ohmic at low

voltages .then non-linear up to a voltage V ^ where dV/dl = 0. The
characteristic has been plotted as log I against V in fig. 3.6. Most of

the non-ohmic region can be described by an equation of the form

1 = !0 exp "V" 3-27
0

where IQ and VQ are constants at any specified temperature. Fig. 3.6
also shows I - V curves at two temperatures above T . They were

derived by the method shown in fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5
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Iq and increase with temperature. represents the point of
transition from an ohmic to exponential I - V relation and switching

occurs at V,. = 3 V for each of the curves in fig. 3.6. Thus V andth 0 & 0

V
h have the same temperature dependence.

The shap e of experimental current-voltage characteristics in

the pre-breakdown region is treated in chapter 6 for several different

geometries.

3.3.4. D.C. thermal breakdown for CT = Q~(T , E)

The conductivity of a dielectric frequently depends upon the field

as well as temperature. The precise CT - E relation depends on the

material and conduction mechanism. For a field-assisted hoppirgprocess

such as the poole-Frenkel effect, CT is given by:

=

-jjr r^i -(
e E .%->

™ie0
3.28

where errand cjy are constants.
K . is the dielectric constant of the insulator.

An equation of this form has been used by Sze (28) to explain thermal

breakdown in silicon nitride. More complex expressions for <J~, such as

that suggested by Hartman for SiO (29) may also be used:

O- = Ai.e*p(/SE%- 2L).(l-eXp p2E) 3.29
where z3 - <& + 4> >
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Vp ; cb, CX and & are constants.

Manipulation of these equations is rather difficult in any analysis

of thermal breakdown. It is more appropriate and convenient to

anticipate the results of chapter 6 and use the equation:

CT~ = CP exp (a AT) exp ( ) 3.30
a

0

This equation was derived from experimental measurements of current-

voltage characteristics of thin chalcogenide films. The form of equation

3.30 is not a result of Joule-heating within the sample; it may therefore

be used to calculate self-heating effects. The temperature dependent

term in equation 3.30 is the same as that used in the previous section.

In the field-dependent term, is a constant; its experimental value

is 3.3.10^ V.m for the samples discussed in chapter 6. An expression

similar to equation 3.30 has been observed by Klein (30) for SiO.

The equation for conductivity may be substituted into the steady-

state heat balance equation (3.25) :

vi= n at

i.e. cr AdE2 exp (-§-).exp (a AT) = TAT 3.31
E0

The left side of equation 3.31 represents the rate of heat generation;

the right side represents its rate of dissipation. At the turnover

voltage, both rates are equal, i.e. the derivatives of each side with

respect to temperature are equal:

9 Et-h
CT^ A a d exp (—— ). exp (a A T^) = P 3.32
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where the subscript 'th' represents the appropriate value at threshold

conditions. If equation 3.32 is substituted in equation 3.31 :

AT,, = —
th a

i.e. self-sustaining thermal runaway occurs when the internal

temperature has risen about 25 K above the ambient value since

a = 0.04 for typical chalcogenide glasses used in switching devices.

This value of AT
^ in equation 3.32 gives:

2
, Eth. n

Ethe*P<E- ' ° A ead o~ 3'33
0 a

2 ^th I-1 d
or V exp (— ) = 3.34th Vn Aea Cr0 a

where = E^.d an<^ = ^0*^' Equation 3.34 may also be used in
cases where conductivity is not field dependent, i.e. V « V^,
so the term exp (V^/Vq) reduces to unity.

3.3.5. Factors which influence steady-state thermal breakdown

There are many factors which influence thermal breakdown in

chalcogenide glasses. Among the more important are glass composition,

sample geometry and ambient conditions. The glass composition

determines the magnitude of the terms in the conductivity equation and

other fundamental constants such as thermal conductivity. Temperature

is the most important of the ambient conditions; along with sample

geometry, it may be used to give a quantitative description of the
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breakdown characteristics.

The breakdown equation derived in the previous section may be

used to demonstrate how V
^ may be controlled:

2 ^th P d
V+i, exP ( Tr- = 7 3.34th Vn Aeacr0 a

There are three sets of conditions for which V shows significantly

different behaviour.

1. Thick samples Equation 3.33 shows that E ^ decreases with
increasing sample thickness. In the case of 'thick' samples E E^.
It was also shown in section 3.3.3. (equation 3.26) that in thick samples,

the temperature distribution may approach the uniform gradient

condition, and

P = 1.5 K A
d

Thus, equation 3.34 reduces to:

.,2 1.5 K , ,,V.. = 3.35
th e a cr

a

i.e. V is not geometry-dependent. It does, however, depend on glassth

composition and ambient temperature through the term O" . If theSi

conductivity term were described by an equation with an activation energy -

e.g. equation 3.18, then V ^ would also have an activation energy, but
it would be only half that for resistivity.

2. The constant P case. As in the 'thick sample' case, V ^ « VQ
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Vth
and the term exp( —— ) reduces to unity. For some geometrical

0

arrangements, the rate of transfer of Joule heat from dielectric to

ambient may not be limited by the thermal conductance of the dielectric

layer. The effective value of P may then be determined by the thermal

properties of the electrodes or substrate. In such a case, I 1 is

independent of the electrode separation, d. The expression for V ^ is
then:

V2 = r d 3.36
th A e a G~

a

Breakdown voltage varies with electrode separation as: V c< d . The

variation of V
^ with temperature is the same as in case 1: it may be

described by an activation energy which is half that of the sample

resistivity.

This constant P case represents the thermistor-type analysis.

It provides the simplest conditions for evaluation of current-voltage

relations. Becker et al. (24) have solved the equations :

VI = P ( AT)
. AE AE ,

v = IRa ®<P (jjf - pjr )
4 3

for the case of a thermistor where R = 5.10_n_ ,
a 'a

_4_1
P = 5.10 W.K . and T = 300 K. The result is shown in fig. 3.7.

a

There are two limiting regions of positive differential resistance and their

ratio depends on the activation energy, AE. A region of negative

resistance only exists if A E ) 0.12 eV.

3. Thin samples. Breakdown fields are higher for thin samples than
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Fig. 3.7

Voltage (volts)

Thermistor I - V characteristics.
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V
thick and conditions may be such that > VQ. When the exp (-^7^ )
term in equation 3.34 is dominant, then:

Vth - vol°s<a^v2» 3'37
a th

This means that has a much greater influence on V ^ than any of the
terms in the Log expression. Thus, the variation of V ^ with thickness
should be approximately the same as that for V^, i.e. d, since

Vq is derived from a field which is constant for any particular glass
composition (chapter 6). Only temperature has a strong effect on the

magnitude of the Log expression in equation 3.37 since :

<Ta = o;oexp(aAT)
where CT . is the conductivity when AT is zero.

aO

Thus, the temperature dependence of V ^ is approximately given by:
V h(T) OC V (T).(-aAT) 3.38

For the thin chalcogenide films described in chapter 6, may be

expressed as:

V0(U = voi«P(w> 3-39
where the activation energy, ^ is about 0.1 eV.

The variation of V
^ with temperature described by equations 3.38 and

3.39 is shown in fig. 3.8.

If 4^=0 then V , decreases linearly as A T is increased.T th
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Fig. 3.8

Temperature (°C)

Thermal breakdown with cr = o~(T,E);
variation o£ threshold voltage
with temperature.
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The relative importance of each of these three cases on the value

of thermal breakdown voltage may be summarised in a graph of

against sample thickness : fig. 3.9. Constants typ'cjal of chalcogenide
-5 -1 -7 2

glasses have been used: a = 0.04, CT = 10 (Tl.m) , A = 10 m ,

H = 2.10 W.K and E^ = 3.3.10 ^ V.m . The inclusion of a field
term in the conductivity equation has most influence in thin films. For

thicker samples where E^/E^ is less significant, the occurrence of
a uniform temperature gradient leads to a constant for d > 1 mm.

Thus as sample thickness is increased, on the basis of a thermal

breakdown mechanism , there should be a steady change from a constant

breakdown field to a constant breakdown voltage.

3.3.6. Filament formation

The shape of the current-voltage characteristic for thermal

breakdown has been derived (fig. 3.5.) from the solution of the equations:

VI = P ( A T) 3.40

f=x-/°<T»
At low voltages the characteristic is ohmic; this is followed by a non¬

linear region with I ex. exp V approximately. Beyond V ^ there is a

negative resistance region and the characteristic approaches a constant

power line.

Fig. 3.10(a) shows the generalised I - V characteristic (solid line).

It has the same shape as the characteristic drawn in fig. 3.5. Fig. 3.10(b)

shows the slope, dV/dl, as a function of current for the curve of



Fig. 3.9

Electrode separation (jum)

Variation of thermal breakdown voltage
with electrode separation:
influence of T and cr expressions.
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fig. 3.10(a). For all current values, even in the negative resistance
dV .

region, yy- < R^ where R is the load resistor in series with the
device. This means that a stable d.c. operating point can in principle

be maintained on any part of the I - V characteristic.

The analysis of Ridley, described in section 3.2. showed that

filament formation in a current-controlled negative resistance region

is thermodynamically favourable. The physical consequence of filament

formation in conjunction with thermal breakdown is that the effective

sample area decreases while the internal temperature continues to rise.

If the thermal conductance between the sample and ambient is area-

dependent, then the formation of a filament may cause the power dissipated

to rise more slowly with temperature than was the case for the pre-

breakdown region (equation 3.40). The instantaneous resistance (V/I)

as given by equation 3.41, is dominated by the (T) term and continues

to decrease rapidly in spite of the reduction in area.

The effect of filament formation on the I - V characteristic is shown

schematically by the dashed line in fig. 3.10(a). The magnitude of the

negative differential resistance is increased and it may exceed -R^ :

fig. 3.10(b). The region of the characteristic marked ABC in fig. 3.10(a)

is not accessible in terms of a stable operating point, so filament

formation implies rapid switching from point A to point C.

In the region beyond point C, an increase in current may involve an

increase in internal temperature or an increase in filament area or,

more likely, both effects. When the current is reduced, stable conditions



Fig. 3.10
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Load lines

dV
V - I and f|j - I characteristics showing
schematically the effects of filament formation.
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can be maintained down to point B. This represents the minimum

power level at which a hot filament can be sustained. If the current

is reduced below the level at B, switching along the load line occurs

to a stable point on the off-state characteristic : D.

This argument is qualitative, but it does indicate the principal

effects of filament formation associated with steady-state thermal

breakdown. There would be no accessible negative resistance region

close to V,, ; the I - V characteristic would show considerableth

hysteresis; there would be a minimum holding current associated with

a constant minimum holding power below which the device could not

be maintained in the on-state and there would be a small region of

negative resistance just before switch-off. All of these features

are observed in the experimental characteristics of amorphous

chalcogenide switches.

3.3.7. Impulse thermal breakdown

When very short pulses of constant voltage, V , are applied to a

sample all the energy can be considered as contributing to the heating

of the sample, i.e. during the pulse there is negligible heat loss via

electrodes, etc. The pulse repetition rate must also be low enough

to make each pulse an isolated event; the sample cools to ambient

temperature between pulses.

For this adiabatic condition, the energy balance equation

(equation 3.16 in section 3.3.2.) becomes:
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dT
JE = C "TT7 3.42

p dt

The case which is of interest occurs when V is large enough to produce

thermal breakdown. Solution of equation 3.42 then gives the time

taken to establish a thermal runaway condition.

The general approach used to derive the equations which describe

dynamic breakdown follows the pattern of sections 3.3.3. and 3.3.4. for

the steady-state case. Conductivity is a function of both temperature

and field; the relative importance of each variable depends on device

geometry and ambient conditions and these are treated in the following

section.

When the conductivity equation:
E

CT = CT exp (a AT) exp ( ) 3.43
E0

is substituted in equation 3.42, integration may be carried out:

1
b E2 A

at = dT
0

.... 3.44

The limits of integration are set by the condition that after a time, t,

the sample internal temperature has risen AT above the ambient

value, T .
a

- CT t ^
E2exp(-£ ). = exp (-a AT) dT

p Eq C

3_
a

1 - exp (-a AT)
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i.e. E^e*p<Ji).t = "T ( fa " /^T ' 3'45

where ^ is the sample resistivity at a temperature, T, which is

A T above T ,

a

By analogy with steady-state breakdown, thermal runaway occurs

when AT is 20 - 50 K above T , but because the resistivity varies

strongly with temperature, the condition for breakdown may be taken

as AT = CO , i.e. p^ = 0. If this occurs after a time t^, the delay
time, then:

2 E Cp
E exp(-=2-).t = ——1- 3.46

p EQ d a

If equation 3.45 is divided by equation 3.46:

t fT

On the assumption of a uniform temperature throughout the sample,

may be calculated for any value of AT. In fig. 3.11. the temperature

rise is plotted as a function of time normalized to t^ = 1. The current
density, calculated from p^ and is also shown in fig. 3.11. as a
function of time. J is the current density when AT and t are both zero.

3.

A similar analysis of impulse breakdown has been produced by

Burton and Brander (31) and Brander (32). However, they did not

consider field-dependent conductivity and they used an activation energy
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Fig. 3.11

Normalized time: ■£
rd

Current and temperature increase
during the delay time.
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to describe the dependence of ^0 on T. This makes the manipulation
of the equations much more difficult but produces the same result as

equation 3.45.

It was assumed at the beginning of this section that no heat was

lost to the surroundings; it all contributed to raising the sample

temperature. This will only be true for short pulses. An assessment

of how short the pulses would have to be may be made by considering a

slab of chalcogenide glass. If the temperature at the surfaces is

suddenly changed, the temperature in the middle of the slab rises ( or

falls ) to half the difference temperature in about 0.2 jas for a slab 1yitm
thick (33). This is the order of time to produce a significant temperature

change in a thin glass film. The time to produce a corresponding

temperature change in a metal electrode is much shorter. Experimental

conditions usually require that pulses of 1 jss duration or more be used to
study impulse breakdown in glasses. Heat loss via electrodes is

therefore significant.

Klein (34) has studied impulse thermal breakdown in silicon monoxide.

He obtained a machine solution:

.t2 , V s dKB , „Q
v v"1 = 3'48

0 a

where H is the substrate thickness

K is the thermal conductivity of the substrate

B is a function of the pulse length.

For the case of a sandwich sample, the substrate is provided by the
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electrodes. Equation 3.48 gives the minimum voltage for impulse

breakdown in a given pulse time. If a larger voltage is applied, the

delay time is reduced in the same way as implied by equation 3.46.

The overall effect of heat loss via electrodes is to increase the

delay time before breakdown occurs, but if a filament is formed when

AT = 25 K as in the steady-state case (section 3.3.6.), the delay time

is shortened. The two effects tend to cancel each other and equation

3.46 therefore gives a reasonable assessment of t^.

3.3.8. Factors which influence impulse breakdown

The influence of device geometry and ambient conditions on impulse

thermal breakdown can be assessed in the same way as for steady-state

breakdown (section 3.3.5.). The general relation between pulse voltage

amplitude and delay time may be derived from equation 3.46 :

9 V C PJ2
V exp () .t = 3.49

P VQ d a

The relative importance of depends on the electrode separation, d,

and equation 3.49 can be studied for two cases : thin samples where

V > V and thick samples where V « Vn. The distinction between
p ^ 0 r p 0

these two cases for steady-state breakdown is shown in fig. 3.8. Since

equation 3.49 was derived for circumstances of no heat loss, it represents

experimental conditions where )> and the pulse length is

shorter than the thermal time constant for heat dissipation via the
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electrodes and substrate. The influence of geometry and ambient on

thermal conductance, P , therefore need not be considered.

1. Thick samples. With V « V^, equation 3.49 may be simplified
t0:

2
2 C/°ad

V t, = — 3.50
p d a

2 -2
This means that the delay time, t^, is proportional to d and V . The
temperature dependence of t^ arises wholly from its dependence on .

Thus:

, AE .* eXp(TT»
or t^ c< exp (-a AT).

2. Thin samples. As in the case of steady-state breakdown, when
2

V > V„, the exp (V /VP term is more significant than V . Equation
pO pO p

3.49 may be expressed as :

V C p d2
exP(vjj~ )'td ^ f 3'51

The delay time, t^, is exponentially dependent on V , i.e. log t^ varies
linearly with V . The slope of the line is - VQ . The dependence of

2

t^ on electrode separation involves two terms: d and since is
derived from a constant field, E^. Thus:

2 1 ,

td <X d exp ( - — )
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for constant values of V

Temperature influences t through the terms 0 and V ind / a 0

equation 3.51.

1
td(T) cx p (T) exp V0(T).

3.52

VQ decreases with increasing temperature (chapter 6) so its overall
effect on equation 3.52 is to make t.. a more sensitive function of

d

temperature than is the case for thick samples where ^(T) depends
on p (T) only.

3.3.9. A.C. thermal effects

The two cases of thermal breakdown which have been considered

so far have represented the limiting conditions. In the steady-state

case, thermal equilibrium always exists (unless filament formation

occurs). Under impulse conditions, no thermal equilibrium is

established. Between these two extremes the influence of thermal

time constants for heating and cooling must be considered.

The analysis of the a.c. admittance of a temperature-dependent

circuit element follows that developed in section 3.3.1. to show the

conditions required for negative resistance. It has been developed most

generally by Burgess (35) ..

If a d.c. voltage with a small superimposed a.c. signal of

amplitude is applied to a sample, then the time-variation of current

I , power P, and temperature increase AT, are given by:
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V = Vq + exp jcot
I = IQ + Ip exp joot
p = Vo + CVo + v0Ii)expjwt

AT = ATq + AT exp jcot
If the expressions for power and temperature are substituted into

the energy balance equation:

VI = CAd ilAZ) + p (A T)
dt

then the steady-state and time-variant portions are:

VI = r (AT )
0 0

and

P1 = Vl + Vo = AT1[j-CAd+ rj

where P^ is the value of thermal conductance at the mean

temperature increment This is only necessary if I 'is

temperature-dependent. The total thermal admittance

P^ = P^/ A T is frequency-dependent. The effective
thermal time constant is

T = CAd/ P

as:

1

As in section 3.3.1. the alternating current may be expressed

h -gVj ♦ hTj
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where g = ^ *S b V tq

h = bl
bT V0

and the a.c. admittance is then:

gr,+ h 1
V , . - 0Y<"> =

p - h v„ 3-54w 0

At zero frequency, equation 3.54 reduces to:

Y ( 0 ) =

g Tj + h I,
0

Since is real, Y(0) has no reactive component and is a constant,

Gq , which represents the slope of the steady-state I - V characteristic.
At infinitely high frequencies, equation 3.54 gives:

hi.
0

g +
Y ( CD ) =

Poo

x

i.e. Y (CO ) = g.

Therefore, in this case too, the admittance is a pure conductance,

g is the isothermal conductance, i.e. because of the thermal inertia

of the device and its associated time constant, 1" , there is no

thermal response to very high frequency signals.

To examine the thermal behaviour at intermediate frequencies,
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substitute

C
= jwCi + —(Cx = CAd)

into equation 3.54 then separate Y (to) into its real and imaginary

parts. In terms of resistance and reactance, this gives:

R(W) -

22
gto Ct M- - ty(T> hy

2 2 2 *"1^ 7ui2c2g2 + (-L + hi0)2

WClh^V0+I0»
X(u) = — 3.55

ill r i
W clg + (-y- + hIQ)2

For semiconductors such as chalcogenide glasses, h is always positive.

X (to) is therefore inductive and the effect of thermal inertia is to

simulate an inductive effect with the current lagging the voltage

signal. The locus of the tip of the I - V characteristic is an ellipse.

This is shown in fig. 3.12. The thermal admittance may be represented

by an equivalent circuit composed of resistors and an inductor. This

is done in chapter 6 with experimental results.

Under a.c. conditions, dielectric loss may be sufficient to give

rise to significant heating effects. This has been analysed by Klein and

Levanon (36) for the case of silicon monoxide. The chalcogenide glasses

which are used in switching devices have much lower resistivities than
4 8 -1

SiO (10 -TL .m rather than 10 11 .m ) and at frequencies below fT ,

heating due to dielectric loss is neglegible.
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Fig. 3.12

Influence of frequency on small-signal
a. c. I - V characteristics.
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3.4. DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN BY ELECTRONIC PROCESSES

3.4.1. Introduction

In the study of breakdown in dielectrics, three basic modes are

usually considered. Thermal breakdown has been treated in 3.3. The

other two are usually described as Intrinsic and Electric breakdown.

Both depend on the interaction between carriers or carrier and host

material so they are considered together in this section. In the

literature, some theories are closely associated with certain classes

of materials, sometimes for experimental convenience and sometimes

because of unique properties of these materials. Where it has been

possible in this section, the application of a breakdown mechanism to

chalcogenide glasses is considered.

Three classes of electronic breakdown are described in the

following sections. They are:

1. Collective breakdown. With a high electron density and large

number of collisions between electrons, the equilibrium electron

temperature may rise without limit, ( as opposed to a rise

in the lattice temperature only for the case of Joule heating).

2. Avalanche breakdown. Collision with atoms of the dielectric by

high energy electrons may lead to ionisation and an avalanche

effect rather like a gas discharge.

3. Internal field emission. For very high fields, carrier tunnelling

between bands may occur. This is Zener breakdown. In some

cases, field assisted emission of trapped carriers may also occur.
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Each of these breakdown modes has optimum conditions for

occurrence. One general model may be used to demonstrate collective

and avalanche breakdown so it is described in this section. The two

variations are developed in the following sections.

In a dielectric under steady-state conditions, electrons gain

energy, £ , as a result of the electric field. The rate of energy

transfer from field to electron, A, is given by:

A = eym(£ )E2
where jj ( £ ) is the electron mobility which may be energy dependent.
The rate of change of A with energy is shown schematically in fig. 3.13.

(37).

The interaction between an electron and lattice vibrations involves

either the emission or absorption of a phonon of energy hv where h is

Planck's constant and V is the phonon frequency. The average number

of lattice quanta with energy hv is:

NV 1 + exP(pf" )kio J

_1
3.56

and the ratio of probability of phonon absorption to emission is Nv / 1 +

Thus only one out of (2NV + 1) collisions leads to a net energy loss. If
equation 3.56 is expanded, the rate at which electron-phonon energy

transfer occurs is approximately:
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where "J" ( £ ) is the relaxation time associated with the electron-

lattice collisions and TQ is the lattice temperature. The value of
h\> in equation 3.56 is an average over the phonons which can interact

with an electron of energy £ . The variation of B with energy is

shown schematically in fig. 3.13.

Three conditions can exist with respect to the relative values

of A and B. They are shown in fig. 3.13.

1. For field E^, A > B. There are no stable conditions. The
electrons continue to acquire energy until breakdown occurs.

2. At field E there is a single stable state: A = B. Any
m J

increase in field produces breakdown. E was defined by

von Hippel as the breakdown field.

3. For any field below E , two solutions are possible at energies

and (B > A). An electron with energy £^<
loses energy until 0 approaches 0, . Similarly if £<0^ the
electron will gain energy from the lattice until it reaches 0 ,

the position of stable equilibrium. However, if £ > the

electron energy increases indefinitely even for very low values

of field. Thus 0, represents a point of unstable equilibrium.

To achieve stable conditions for £> £
^ additional mechanisms

are needed which will transfer energy from the high energy

electrons. If the electron density is high, electron-electron

collisions may provide this mechanism. This leads to collective

breakdown. At lower electron densities, collisions with atoms
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of the dielectric may lead to ionization and hence avalanche

breakdown.

3.4.2. Collective breakdown

When the electron density is sufficiently high, electrons with

energy greater than can collide with lower energy electrons so

the whole system can remain in equilibrium with a mean energy only

slightly in excess of With a high collision rate and a rate of

energy exchange due to electron-electron collisions greater than that

due to electron-phonon interactions, the electron energy distribution

function is Maxwellian with a mean temperature T above the ambient

dielectric temperature, T . This means that the energy rate of

change terms, A and B, can be averaged over the distribution function.

These averaged values, A and B, have a similar functional dependence on

energy to A and B so von Hippel's general picture in fig. 3.13 remains

valid but for averaged values, so only energies up to £, need be

considered.

This description has a strong analogy with thermal breakdown. In

this case it is the steady-state electron temperature which rises until

at a critical value no equilibrium is possible and breakdown occurs.

The increased electron-phonon energy transfer near implies,however,

an increase in the internal temperature of the dielectric so thermal

runaway follows and will always be associated with collective breakdown.

The electron density necessary for collective breakdown has been
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3 4calculated by Stratton (37). This turns out to be 10 - 10 times

greater than the low field electron density. In amorphous

semiconductors the pre-switching I - V characteristic implies that

the maximum electron density could only be about 40 times the low

field value so collective breakdown is unlikely to be important as an

explanation for switching.

When the ambient temperature is increased, this has a greater

effect on the effective electron temperature than on phonon energy.

Thus the average functions A and B are moved to the right in fig. 3.13.,

but the relative displacement of A is greater than that for B so their

intersection occurs at lower values of A and B, i.e. an increase in

ambient temperature results in an increase in breakdown field. This is

opposite to the observed T - behaviour in chalcogenide switches.

Collective breakdown is a function of electron density. All

calculations and relationships associated with fig. 3.13. have no

functional dependence on sample dimensions. This too contrasts with

chalcogenide switches (and thermal breakdown).

Collective breakdown has been applied successfully to alkali halide

crystals. More complex relations can be derived for application to

covalent materials or solids with a high proportion of defects or

impurities. However, the theory still retains its basic features and is

therefore unlikely to be important in any explanation of switching in

glasses.
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3.4.3. Avalanche breakdown

If the electron density is low, a high energy electron may have

a negleigible collision rate with other (lower energy) electrons. Instead,

a collision with an atom of the dielectric may produce an ion and two

low-energy electrons. This has been described by Frohlich as a high

energy criterion (38) since it only applies to electrons with energies

high enough to produce ionization.

A similar treatment was developed by Seitz (39) and has become

known as the "40 generations theory". He considered a single electron

having i ionizing collisions as it crossed the dielectric producing 21
12

free electrons in a cone spread through the dielectric. If 10 electrons

-9 2
were produced in a sample 1 cm thick and area 10 m , the temperature

rise would be enough to give a thermal breakdown condition. Since
12 40

10 = 2 ,40 collisions are the approximate condition for avalanche

breakdown.

O'Dwyer has pointed out a serious objection (40). After the final
12 -9 2

collision, 10 electrons over an area of 10 m move towards the

anode, effectively acting as a sheet of negative charge. The immobile

holes act as a sheet of positive charge at a distance of d/40. This

arrangement acts as a capacitor but the field between the plates is of
13-1

the order 10 V.m . which is clearly unrealistic. O'Dwyer's

solution to this problem was to derive expressions for field and

potential throughout the sample. The distribution of mobile electrons

and stationary ions has to satisfy Poisson's equation and local continuity
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of electron current was also imposed.

This theory was applied successfully to NaCl and A1 O , and it

was found that the avalanche field decreased very quickly with
1

increasing sample thickness (— tx log d). For films 10 yum thick E■t / max

8 -1 _J-
was ~ 4.10 V.m . Forlani and Minnaja (41) derived E oc d ^

max

but at 10 um their numerical value of E was almost the same as
/ max

O'Dwyer's.

To achieve an avalanche effect as described by Seitz or O'Dwyer,

8 —1
field strengths of the order of 10 V.m are needed. In (relatively)

narrow gap materials such as chalcogenide glasses, thermal breakdown

occurs at average fields much lower than those needed for avalanche.

It was shown in section 3.3.3., however, that during thermal breakdown

high field regions can exist near the electrodes and avalanche breakdown

could occur there. This is discussed in section 3.3 and in chapter 4.

One of the most important applications of avalanche breakdown is

to p-n junctions. It provides a limit to diode reverse bias voltages or

to transistor collector voltages, and this form of breakdown has

therefore been studied in considerable depth.

The first experimental studies of avalanche effects in junctions

were by McKay (42) (43) and were explained on the basis of a theory akin

to that used for discharge in gases (44). The observed multiplication

factor M was related to CK , the ionization rate or number of electron-

hole pairs produced by a carrier per unit length in the direction of the

uniform field:
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Cx = (1 - M
d

where d is the effective junction barrier width. This equation assumes

that the ionization rate is the same for electrons and holes. Chynoweth

established that the rates are slightly different (45) and that they are

field dependent (46):

CX = OC^ exp ( - )

The theoretical basis for this equation was later established by Baraff (47).

There are several important features of avalanche breakdown in

p-n junctions. The most important is that breakdown is localised and

the small regions of avalanche are described as microplasmas. Light

is emitted due to electron-hole recombination so the spatial location

and density of microplasmas could be studied (48). The I - V

characteristics of single microplasmas have been studied by Senitzky

(49). The multiplication rate varied with current level and there was

a region of unstable negative resistance. However, a steady state can

exist if carrier generation within the filament is balanced by the radial

diffusion of carriers (50). This in turn demands uniform avalanche

conditions which are difficult to achieve experimentally.

Rose (51) estimated that the temperature rise in a microplasma

was in the range 15 - 40 K. A more recent treatment by Martirosov

(52) puts it at ~ 100 K (depending on current density).

As in the case of a gas discharge, the formation of microplasmas

is a statistical process. The probability that an electron will have

enough energy to produce an avalanche is strongly dependent on field.
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An increasing field produces first an increase in the on : off time of

microplasma current and then superposition of several microplasma

currents. Beyond this level there is strong interaction between

microplasmas (53) (54).

The statistical occurrence of microplasma current pulses has two

important consequences.

1. If a high voltage is applied, there is a time lag before any

avalanche occurs. This delay time decreases with increasing

voltage (55) and shows strong similarities to the delay time

which occurs with thermal breakdown (discussed in section

3.3.7.).

2. The on : off fluctuations of microplasma current at fields below

the overall breakdown field result in a very characteristic form

of high level current noise. Because of the importance of

avalanche effects in electronic devices, the associated current

noise has been studied extensively (56) (57) (58) (59). Current

noise has been measured in the chalcogenide glass As^Se^ at
fields of up to 5.10^ V.m ^ with no evidence of any avalanche

microplasma features (60). However, preliminary measurements

on a more conducting chalcogenideglass film composed of AsTeGeSi

indicated that current noise increased considerably when the

sample was biased close to its switching voltage, V^. This
could be due to localized avalanche breakdown in regions of the

sample where the field was much greater than the average value,
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e.g. as a result of Joule heating.

The effect of ambient temperature on avalanche breakdown voltage

is shown in fig. 3.14. for abrupt silicon junctions (61). An increase in

Ta reduces the mean free path between electron-phonon collisions. This
increase in scattering also means that electrons lose more energy to the

lattice and a higher field is needed to produce an avalanche. In amorphous

switches an increase in T results in a reduced value of breakdown
a

voltage so although some avalanche effects may be present, they do not

represent the principal mechanism which gives rise to switching processes.

3.4.4. Internal field emission

In p-n junctions with very high impurity densities, high fields can

exist and carriers can tunnel directly between bands. This process

becomes more significant than avalanche breakdown for diodes with a

turnover voltage below about 10 volts. (62). An increase in ambient

temperature slightly increases the tunnel current density so the field

necessary for breakdown is reduced.

A similar situation may also exist at a metal-semiconductor

junction or for the case of a very thin dielectric layer sandwiched

between two electrodes. This is closer to a situation which may arise

for chalcogenide glass switches. The tunnel current density increases

rapidly as thickness is decreased as is shown in fig. 3.15. (63) for the

case of a rectangular barrier.

Under the thermal breakdown conditions of section 3.3.3., a
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Fig. 3.15

Voltage (volts)

Tunnel current density as a function of
voltage and barrier width.
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relatively cool high resistivity region may exist at each electrode.

Fig. 3.15. shows the voltage and thickness conditions needed for

appreciable tunnelling.

A process related to internal field emission is field-assisted

emission of carriers either over a contact energy barrier or from a

coulombic potential well. These are the Schottky and Poole-Frenkel

processes respectively. Poole-Frenkel emission is considered in detail

in chapter 6 as a possible conduction mechanism in thin films of

chalcogenide glasses.
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3.5. DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN AND ITS APPLICATIONS TO
DEVICES

3.5.1. Avalanche injection diodes

If a high field can be established in a semiconductor without a

high level of carrier injection, collision ionization may occur. The

basic features of this process were discussed in section 3.4.3.; here

its applications are reviewed.

The device off-state is characterised by a high resistance. The

current noise due to self-extinguishing microplasmas increases as the

voltage increases to the breakdown value, V Beyond V ^ the device
can operate in a sustained avalanche mode. It was demonstrated by

Gunn (64) that this could result in a region of negative differential

resistance. Furthermore, the switching interval between the pre-

and sustained avalanche modes should be of the same order as the

collision ionization time. This may be as short as 10 ps.

Impact ionization diodes were first studied extensively with

devices made from Ge cooled to 4 K (65) (66) (67). At this temperature

the free carrier density is low but so too is scattering so the carriers

have a high mobility. The low thermal energy of the system also means

that the field required for avalanche by impact ionization is low; for
3 -1

Ge it is about 10 . V.m

A switching diode based on this mechanism was proposed by

McWhorter and Rediker (68). They called it a cryosar and its

I - V characteristic is shown in fig. 3.16. Several features resemble



Fig. 3.16
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Voltage (volts)

Cryosar I - V characteristic.
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those for chalcogenide switches: the off state I - V relation is of the

form: I (X expV.; the holding voltage is a/ 1% volts; the material has
7

a high resistivity - 10 _TL .m at 4 K and is highly compensated; when

a voltage pulse is applied there is a well-defined delay time before

breakdown occurs. This delay time is strongly field dependent. These

features also arise from the thermal breakdown mechanisms discussed

in section 3.3. It is possible therefore that thermal runaway may

assist or take over from impact ionization in cryosars. The discussion

of switching mechanisms and their relation to experimental chalcogenide

switches (chapter 4) can also be applied in some measure to cryosars.

3.5.2. Negative resistance transit-time devices

If an alternating voltage is applied to a two-terminal device and

the resulting current waveform lags the voltage by more than 90°,
the device has an effective negative resistance. If the phase lag is

180° the device acts as a pure negative resistance with no reactive

component. For normal semiconductor resistivity and device

geometry, the reactive current arising from device capacitance is

neglegible.

Shockley (69) suggested that the finite transit time of carriers

through a device could be used to introduce a phase lag between current

and voltage but if a voltage pulse is applied to a device the current

waveform at the output is much more diffuse due to scattering and

diffusion as the carriers drift through the sample. The requirement
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for a very sharp source of carriers was met by the structure proposed

by Read (70).

The basic Read diode comprises four layers of silicon to give a

"J" . "f"
p nxn structure. A typical doping profile is shown in fig. 3.17 (a)

and fig. 3.17 (b) shows the resulting field distribution. The field in
"1" -f"

. m -}-
the p and n regions is neglegible. The field at the p n junction is

higher than in the intrinsic region and the n region is narrow enough

to ensure a uniform change between the two field values. If the d.c.

bias is such that the field at the p n junction is close to the critical

avalanche field, then a small alternating voltage superimposed wiH give

avalanche breakdown. Since the ionization coefficient is very sensitive

to field, a very narrow sheet of charge is produced. This is slightly

out of phase with the voltage waveform and a further phase lag is

introduced by the time taken for the carriers to drift across the

intrinsic layer. The field in the intrinsic layer is such that the

carriers drift with constant velocity. Fig. 3.16 (c) shows the

ionization coefficient, cx , as a function of distance and the area under

the spike represents the total charge produced by the avalanche.

The Read diode is the prototype of a family of IMPATT devices

(IMPATT is derived from IMPact ionization, Avalanche and Transit

Time). Their basic features are determined by the avalanche conditions:
7 -1

1. High local fields are necessary ~ 5.10 V.m .

2. The pre-avalanche current noise is characteristic of self-

extinguishing microplasmas (71).
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Fig. 3.17
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3. The frequency range over which the device has an effective

negative resistance is determined by the carrier transit time.

Although Read's original model was proposed in 1958, it was not

realized until 1965 when a junction with uniform ionization rate across

a large area was produced (72). Defects and non-uniformities in a

junction tend to give rise to local avalanche breakdown and microplasmas.

These are unstable, have a very high local power density and ultimately

fail, often by thermal breakdown.

3.5.3. Double injection

One-carrier space charge limited currents (SCLC) in semiconductors

have been widely studied. Theoretical studies by Lampert (73) and Rose

(74) indicated that at high injection levels, two-carrier conduction could

be significant and the current would be recombination-limited rather than

space charge limited. This change in current limiting mechanism could

be very rapid and give rise to a current controlled negative resistance

(CCNR) characteristic. Since this broadly resembles switching in

chalcogenide glasses, this section examines the conditions and consequences

of double injection.

Lampert's simplest treatment refers to a semiconductor with one

electron and one hole injecting contact and a very small density of

thermally generated (as opposed to injected) free carriers. A single set

of recombination centres lies below the Fermi level. They are

therefore fully occupied by electrons and the capture cross-section for
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holes, CT" is much greater than that for electrons , CT . At low
P n

injection levels, holes are trapped by the recombination centres close

to the anode but electrons have no such limit, so the current is

electron, trap-free SCLC. As the field across the device is raised,

holes can penetrate further into the semiconductor before trapping

occurs. Finally, when the hole transit time becomes as short as the

hole lifetime, all the recombination centres are neutralized and the

space charge limit to the electron current is removed. Current can then

rise to a much higher value which is recombination limited. The increase

in free hole lifetime which accompanies the neutralization of the

recombination centres allows holes to cross the device at lower voltages,

so the overall I - V characteristic has a region of negative resistance.

Pre-breakdown one-carrier SCLC may be of the simple trap-free

type discussed in the model above, but in most materials it is dominated

by the trap distribution above the Fermi level where trapped carriers

are in thermal equilibrium with those in the conduction band. There are

four distinct cases, and the establishment of one of the four is an

important preliminary condition for the application of double injection

theory to a switching process.

1. Trap-free SCLC. The total space charge which can be accommodated

within a semiconductor is:

Q = CV
sc

\s . < A
where capacitance C = ^ 1 o

d

for area A, thickness d, dielectric constant K^.
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The approximate transit time is:

r = —
t Mjs

where is the free carrier mobility.

The current is then approximately Q / 'f

i.e.

K • € JU V
j=-' °r

d3

This differs by a factor of 9/8 from the more rigorously derived equation

of Mott and Gurney (75) but serves to illustrate the origin and functional

interdependence of the terms.

2. Shallow traps. With a uniform density of shallow traps at a

well-defined energy, E^_, below the conduction band edge, the trapped
and free carriers are in thermal equilibrium. For a typical semi¬

conductor the traps can be deep enough to allow the trapped charge

density, n^, to exceed the free charge density, n :

N exp (-E AT)
n

= c t = n

nt " gNt

where N is the density of states at the bottom of the conduction band
c

N^_ is the trap density
g is the degeneracy factor for the traps

The overall effect of the shallow traps is to reduce the effective free

carrier mobility to a value jj.6 . The SCLC equation is of the same
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form as that for the trap-free case, but the trap-limited mobility

value, JJ.Q is used in place of yU (76) and may be several orders
of magnitude smaller.

3. Uniform energy distribution of traps, i.e. the trap density is

constant throughout the forbidden gap. The free : trapped charge

ratio, 9 , is no longer a constant as in the single shallow trap case,

but is a function of voltage (77). This results in an exponential I - V

relation:

J - f G"a E exp^E)
where CT is the low field conductivity

ci

t = 9
1 A e N kT

and C = sample capacitance with area A

N^_ = trap density per eV of band gap.
I - V characteristics of this form have been reported by Hartke for films

of amorphous selenium (78).

4. Trap density falls off exponentially with energy into the gap.

This case most closely resembles the models used for amorphous

semiconductors. It is an extension of the uniform energy distribution

and the I - V relation is of the form (77):
vm+l

1 *
,2m+l
d

where m = T /T
c

and T is a parameter with the dimensions of temperature and which

characterises the shape of the trap distribution.
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There have been a number of detailed modifications to Lampert's

theory, e.g. Ashley (79) showed that the limiting space charge could

in some cases be dominated by the charge on the recombination centres.

However, the existence of SCLC in one of its forms is a useful

identification feature for pre-breakdown double injection.

The most extensive experimental studies of double injection have

been with silicon pin diodes (80) (81). Many elements can be used to

give deep recombination levels, e.g. In, Hg, Au, Cd, Tl, Pt and Zn. (82)

(83). In the pre-breakdown region the current noise spectrum is

characterised by a single relaxation time (84). This has been interprete

as arising from fluctuations in the occupancy of recombination centres.

Lampert's theoretical analysis gives a simple relation between

the maximum and minimum voltage turnover values which define the

limits of the negative resistance region:

0"n
V . = V

nun rr max
P

An initial condition for the model is that the electron and hole capture

cross-sections should be very different with (j~ » 0~n so

V » V .

max mm.

The effect of an increase in ambient temperature would be to

decrease the hole trapping rate and thus decrease the voltage needed

to drive the holes across to the cathode, i.e. reduce the voltage needed

for onset of recombination-limited current flow. An exact value for

V is difficult to obtain analytically, but Iida (85) has obtained a
max
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numerical situation for the case of a single deep recombination level.

This is shown in fig. 3.18. as a function of temperature together with

Vm^ an^ some experimental data for compensated silicon diodes

(86) (87) (88). Although the numerical values and detailed shapes vary

considerably, V is more sensitive to temperature than V . and
max * mm

at 'high' temperatures they approach the same numerical value. V
max

decreases as the ambient temperature is increased.

Most of the features of double injection are similar to those for

chalcogenide switching devices. In section 6.4., pre-switching

characteristics of thin chalcogenide films are related to SCLC and

double injection mechanisms to assess whether there is reasonable

quantitative and functional agreement.

3.5.4. Electronic switching processes

A number of authors have attempted to develop a double injection

mechanism which can be applied to amorphous semiconductors and

which would allow threshold switching to be explained in purely electronic

terms. There are two principal approaches; one developed by Henisch

(91) and the other by Mott (92) (93). Both arrive at the same final

mechanism for switching but differ in their description of pre-switching

behaviour.

The charge distribution for several bias conditions is shown in

fig. 3.19. for Henisch's model. The glass is assumed to be exactly

compensated so that the band shape is as shown in (a) immediately after
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Fig. 3.18
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Fig. 3.19
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a bias voltage has been applied. The steady-state case is shown in

(b) where a space charge region has built up near each electrode. This

limits the current flow and increases the effective field in the middle

of the sample.

Increasing current flow results in an extension of the space

charge regions until they finally overlap in the middle of the sample.

The appearance of a neutral region in the middle alters the field

distribution drastically to that shown in diagram (c). The low field

in the centre means in turn that the field near the electrodes increases,

carrier injection rises to higher levels, the neutral centre region

increases in size and finally the stable configuration shown in fig. 3.19 (d)

is reached. Thus, after the charge overlap condition is established,

switching proceeds very quickly.

The on-state holding voltage arises from the barriers at the

electrodes so is of the same order as the band (or mobility) gap.

For very narrow barriers the current density can be very high and

relatively insensitive to temperature since tunnelling is dominant.

The range of experimental values of is discussed in section 6.4.9.

In the pre-switching region, an increase in ambient temperature

gives a wider space-charge region through an increase in the diffusion

length so overlap is accomplished at a lower voltage.

Mott's approach does not require any rapid change in field

distribution. He considered a low barrier to be present initially.

Electrons and holes can be trapped and recombine throughout the sample,
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but near the cathode, electrons travel faster than their thermal

equilibrium velocity in the bulk. This may be due either to tunnelling

or to the slightly higher field near the cathode. The net effect is to

give a region of uncompensated positive charge near the cathode (and

negative charge near the anode). An increase in current density produces

a narrower charge region and higher field near the electrodes. This

result has also been obtained from the numerical solution of the charge

distribution equations for a trap-free insulator (94) and a p+nn+ diode (95).

Mott's space charge distribution is shown in fig. 3.20(a) and diagram (b)

shows the variation of space charge density and its variation with

normalized current density, 8 , (94).

Switching occurs when all the voltage drop is concentrated at the

electrodes as in Henisch's model : fig. 3.19(d). However, it is not

clear from Mott's model why there should be a steady and precise voltage

for switching. Also, an increase in ambient temperature would appear

to demand an increase in V , rather than the decrease which is observed.
th

This may be deduced qualitatively by saying that a temperature increase

would decrease the density of trapped positive charge near the cathode.

This increases the width of the space charge region so a higher voltage is

needed to get to the limiting on-state condition of fig. 3.19(d).

In chalcogenide glasses, the tails of localized states associated with

the conduction and valence bands may overlap in the middle of the gap. As

mentioned in section 2.3., this may give rise to a large density of charged
26 —3 —1

states ( /v 10 m~ .eV .) at the Fermi level. Consequently, the
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Fig. 3.20

(a) Mott: low field pre-breakdown condition.

Normalized current. 6 : 1 8 = 10
2 8 = 103
3 8 = 106

(b) Charge distribution in a p+nn+ diode.
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depletion or enhancement layer depth around any source of charge

imbalance is small (/v 3 nm). This could limit the extent of space

charge or contact depletion layers. Thus, although the electronic

switching mechanisms, particularly that of Henisch, appear to be

qualitatively reasonable when applied to chalcogenide switches, their

quantitative fit is less satisfactory.

3.5.5. Thermal breakdown in transistors and diodes

The operational limits of device operation may be established by

electronic or thermal breakdown. Avalanche effects are likely under

high field conditions but thermal limits may arise with thick or

relatively high conductivity semiconductors.

In early germanium point contact rectifiers, efforts to achieve a

high reverse voltage were limited by thermal processes (96) (97). A

simple analysis based on the arguments used in section 3.3.3. gave a

rough figure for the breakdown voltage and indicated that it should decrease

with increasing ambient temperature (98). It was observed that as the

ambient temperature was increased, the current level at increased,

but the V . .1 . product decreased, as shown in fig. 3.21; this cannot
th th

be explained on the basis of simple thermal breakdown.

Burgess (99) has carried out a formal analysis of the thermal

breakdown of point-contact Ge diodes. He used a number of expressions

for conductivity as a function of temperature. The relations are shown

in table 3.1 and the resulting power-temperature relations in fig. 3.22;
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Fig. 3.21
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Fig. 3.22
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n and b are constants and r is a parameter given by:

dT _

th
r ~

dT
a

For a germanium diode, r is required to be negative; it may also be

used in the expression for threshold current:

^th
_ (2r - 1)P

dT ~ 2V~
a th

The result of this analysis is that while relations 1, 2 and 3 in the table

are typical of semiconductors, they do not yield the experimental

power-temperature relation, whereas 4 and 5 are adequate for power-

temperature but cannot be explained by any of the more usual conduction

mechanisms.

Cutler (100) has also examined this problem but he included a term

to account for the surface leakage current. If this additional current had

a different temperature activation energy then the power-temperature

dependence conformed to Benzer's experimental data as shown in fig. 3.21 (b).

The temperature profile in a sample was derived in section 3.3.3.

This in turn gives a resistivity profile which can be integrated graphically

or numerically to give the sample resistance at a specified current level.

Hence, the current-voltage characteristics can be derived for a number of

values of T^ (e.g. fig. 3.6.). This also results in the product
decreasing as T^ is increased.
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Thermal breakdown in Ge point-contact diodes is in many respects

similar to switching in chalcogenide glasses. However in glasses V , .1th th

increases slightly as T is increased and the Ge diodes have a well-
cl

defined negative resistance region. Turnover in Ge diodes is relatively

'soft' and with a high series resistance, a bias point on the negative

I - V slope can be maintained.

Silicon diodes replaced point contact Ge diodes for high voltage

applications. This change removed the importance of high-voltage thermal

breakdown in Ge and is probably the main reason for an all-embracing

analysis never being completed.

In transistors operated under high power conditions a failure mode

known as second breakdown may occur. The general features are shown in

the collector current-voltage characteristics in fig. 3.23. for forward,

zero and reverse base drive. (101). In the regions marked by dashed lines

the curve cannot be stabilized, i.e. the device switches from a high to a

low voltage state. If the current level is increased beyond 1^ permanent

damage occurs.

An increase in T results in reductions in turnover current and
a

voltage levels (102), (usually they are called the trigger current and

voltage). Under pulsed operation there is a time lag - the trigger time -

between the application of a high voltage pulse and the current runaway.

This is shown in fig. 3.24. as a function of ambient temperature (103).

The mechanism responsible for second breakdown has now been

established as a form of thermal runaway (104) (105). English (102) proposed
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that a microscopic melt is formed. This he called a 'mesoplasma' by

analogy with the microplasma for avalanche breakdown. Under certain

conditions, microscopic molten globules of silicon have been observed

and the theoretical analysis of Weitzsch (106) has indicated that the

molten zone can exist in a stable state.

There are many similarities between the experimental results for

thermal breakdown in diodes and transistors and that for threshold-type

switching in chalcogenide glasses. This can be taken as fairly strong

circumstantial evidence that similar mechanisms may be responsible.

In chapters 4 and 6 this possibility is reviewed more critically.

3.5.6. Voltage controlled negative resistance (VCNR)

The instabilities and breakdown modes discussed so far give I - V

characteristics which are 'S' shaped, i.e. they have a region of current

controlled negative resistance. There also exist devices which are the

dual of the CCNR devices, i.e. with 'N'-shaped or voltage controlled

negative resistance characteristics. Ridley (19) has shown that for

VCNR high field domain formation is to be expected in the same way that

current filaments occur with CCNR devices.

The most important class of devices which shows bulk VCNR is that

based on the Gunn effect (107) (108). The mechanism responsible for the

differential negative resistance is a field-induced transfer of conduction-

band electrons from a low-energy, high mobility valley to higher-energy

low-mobility satellite valleys. Materials such as GaAs, InP and Ge
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conform to the special requirements for conduction band shape.

Chalcogenide glasses with low carrier mobility and a non-crystalline

structure, are not likely to show any Gunn-type instability.

Voltage controlled negative resistance has been observed in thin

amorphous films of SiO under special experimental conditions (109). The

films had at least one electrode of gold and were 0.04 - 0.3yum thick.
A forming process is necessary. The unformed device shows the typical

Poole-Frenkel I - V relation observed in SiO (29). If the device is placed

in a modest vacuum with a d.c. bias of about 10 volts, the conductivity

shows a marked increase as the voltage is reduced. This is shown by the

solid line in fig. 3.25. Any subsequent low frequency voltage sweep traces

out this line. The peak : valley current ratio was typically 100 : 1 and

in some devices, as high as 1000 : 1.

Under a.c. conditions ( > 1 KHz) the effective sample resistance

depends on the maximum voltage. The locus of the tip of lines of

different V is the same as the d.c. characteristic. Two a.c. lines
max

are shown in fig. 3.25 as dashed lines.

A memory state can be induced if the device is biased to the

required resistance and the bias is quickly removed. The resistance is

then maintained indefinitely for low interrogation voltages. To change

the resistance level, a voltage greater than V (approximately

corresponding to the d.c. peak) must be applied.

Simmons (109) explained the forming process as being due to

injections of gold ions into the insulator. The gold atoms were assumed
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to be donors and positively charged when located above the Fermi level

in the insulator. Negative charge can be stored at these gold sites

and the charge density is determined by the field. If the field is

removed quickly, the charge may be retained within the insulator.

Though Poisson's equation this reduction in space charge density implies

a reduction in field at the metal-insulator interface and therefore a

higher conductivity; hence the memory state.

An alternative and rather simpler mechanism has been proposed

by Dearnaley (110). He considers the formation of a large number of

quasi-metallic filaments through the insulator. Typcial filament
10 -2

diameters and densities are 1 nm and 5.10 m respectively. Memory

resistance is determined by the filament density. These filaments are

similar to microplasmas. Their formation, however, is not followed

by the rapid radial growth which is associated with the formation of a

single filament and current-controlled negative resistance.

Dearnaley's theory has some features in common with the component

separation explanation for memory switching (section 3.6). No VCNR

has been observed in chalcogenide glasses and this suggests that when

a filament is formed, there is little to limit its radial expansion and

CCNR results.
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3.6. SWITCHING DUE TO BOND OR STRUCTURAL CHANGES

3.6.1. Crystallization

If a breakdown process in a semiconductor or dielectric is limited

so that no permanent damage occurs, the material may return to its

pre-breakdown state when the bias is removed. This forms the basis

for explanations of monostable or threshold switching. For the case

of memory switching, however, a physical change must occur so that

the high conductivity state can be maintained without any sustaining

power.

Glasses are in a state of unstable or at most metastable

thermodynamic equilibrium (chapter 2). When energy is dissipated within

any glass there is always the possibility that it will devitrify. The

temperature at which devitrification might be expected is dependent on

the glass composition but Pearson (111) and Roy (112) have shown that

many of the chalcogenide glasses used for switching devices are not

homogeneous (chemically or physically) and exist in the bulk in more than

one phase. An evaporated film may be considered to have experienced

very rapid quenching and it is possible that thin films have a more

uniform phase distribution than bulk glasses of the same composition.

In chalcogenide glasses there is often a very large difference in

resistivity between the amorphous and crystalline phases of the same

composition. This is shown in fig. 3.26. for the system As^Se^ - As^Te^
(113). In bulk form, glasses cannot be prepared with more than 80%

As„Te„ but thin films can be produced with up to 100% As Te as2 3 a o
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Fig. 3.26
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Conductivity of crystalline and glassy
compositions in the system As2(Se,Te)2*
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indicated by the dashed line. Switching between the glassy and crystalline

states should allow resistance changes of up to 10^ and this can

therefore be considered as the basis of a memory switch mechanism.

The calorimetric properties of the As (Se,Te) system have been
Z J

studied in detail by Bagley for bulk and thin film switches (114). Most

were memory devices. In the high resistance state the material was

amorphous and in the low resistance state it was crystalline. There

was no evidence of phase separation, i.e. coexistence of the two distinct

phases on a microscopic scale. Threshold switching was also observed

but this was not associated with any thermally induced phase separation

or crystallization.

For a glass of composition ^s^Te^Ce.^' Adler f°un(3 evidence for
phase separation (115), or possibly spinodal decomposition; the exact

process was not established. Above 230°C the material consisted of two

phases mixed with each other:

1. Primarily crystalline As-doped Te

2. Primarily amorphous GeTe. At 280 C this crystallizes.

Above 280°C, both of these phases show semimetallic behaviour.

An extension of the process of crystallization and phase separation

is discrete component separation. This is discussed in relation to

chalcogenide glasses in section 3.6.3.

3.6.2. The metal-semiconductor transition

The concept of an abrupt transition from insulator to metallic
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behaviour was first developed for heavily doped materials. The

theoretical development was largely due to Mott (116) and the

phenomenon of metal-insulator transitions is generally described as a

Mott-transition although several distinct processes have been

evaluated.

The Mott transition has been observed in crystalline Sb^Se^ with
excess Sb (117). On the Se-rich side of the stoichiometric compound,

the material behaves as a wide-gap semiconductor with a resistivity
2

in the range 10 JT_.m. With about 0.2% excess Sb the resistivity drops

by about six orders of magnitude to a quasi-metallic state. This has

been explained on the basis of Mott's theory that as the donor density is

increased, the overlap of the donor ion wave functions becomes more

pronounced and a sharp transition to impurity-band conduction results.

Sb S is isomorphous with Sb Se but only shows the transition
Zd >D Z J

to a conducting state when a field of the order 10 V.m ^ is applied (118).

When the sample is heated to about 200°C and then cooled, it regains its

high resistance state. The temperature rise may be generated by interna

Joule heating. A device made from Sb^S^ crystal doped with Sb may
therefore act in a very similar fashion to a chalcogenide memory switch

but it is much faster in operation : the switch-on time is ~ 50 ns and

switch-off time is ~ 5 jj.s. The breakdown field decreases as the
proportion of excess Sb is increased.

An extension of the Mott-transition theory has been developed by

Mattis (119) (120) to explain conductivity in metal oxides. In his model
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electrons are initially in an impurity band and conductivity is of the

insula tor-type. As electrons are excited out of their collective ground

state either by field or temperature, the energy gap is reduced until at

a critical temperature the material behaves as a metal. The model

has been applied to Fe^O^ (121). It has some interesting features in
common with cooperative ferroelectric-like switching which is discussed

later and also with temperature controlled phase transitions of the type

observed in VO^.
A number of metal oxides show a sharp discontinuity at a critical

temperature, eg. VO^ : 68°C, V O : K, Fe^O^ : 119 K. In the case
of V02 the change is associated with a crystallographic transformation.
The resistance change can be three orders of magnitude or more and is

shown in fig. 3.27 as a function of temperature (122) (123). As with the

Sb Se results, VO shows semiconductor behaviour on one side and
Z j z

metallic behaviour on the other side of the transition. Switching can be

induced in VC>2 if self-heating is great enough to raise the temperature
beyond the critical value. No such temperature induced conductivity

change has been observed in chalcogenide glasses below the glass

transition temperature.

Switching in metal oxide glasses has been studied in considerable

detail by Drake et al. (124) (125). The composition used most was copper

calcium phosphate. The copper was present in both valence states

(Cu+ and Cu++) in approximately equal proportions and under low fields,

carrier transport occurs by hopping between the variable valency copper
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sites. This results in a high resistance (up to 1010/l ) and an

activation energy which is determined largely by the energy difference

between the two possible sites (Cu+ and Cu++).
It is postulated that under high field conditions, dipole orientation

and associated induced polarization occur so a ferroelectric-like

ordering occurs in the field direction. Drake suggests that the different

environment at the Cu sites reduces the energy difference between them.

Thus the on-state has a much smaller activation energy than the

off-state.

The concept of ferroelectric cooperation is attractive because a

switching has been observed in SbSI which is a ferroelectric compound

and similar in many respects to Sb^Se^. Drains theory also introduces
the possibility that in high fields and with strong polarization, a form

of bond interchange of the type observed in some organic polymers may

occur (126). A further extension of the concept is that high fields and

associated polarization could give rise to a condition which normally

only exists in a glass near its transition temperature; ionic movement

is enhanced and nucleation of a crystalline phase becomes likely (127).

Arguments of this nature may be able to explain the occurrence of

widely differing resistance states in CS^ (128) and Ge, Se glass at 5% Ge
(129). For CS^ the resistivity and activation energy of each state were:
1011 XI .m and 0.7 eV, 10 XL .m and 0.02 eV. For Ge^Se^, the

12 4
corresponding figures were: 10 XL .m and 1 eV, 10 XL .m and 0.1 eV.

For both materials the occurrence of the two resistance states could not
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be controlled, the same preparation technique was used for each pair.

In the case of CS^, however, the occurrence of a low resistance state

could be due to the precipitation of carbon.

The occurrence of a Ge : Se glass in a relatively conducting state is

particularly interesting since it represents a very simple chalcogenide

system in the on-state "as-prepared". The only known difference

between conducting and insulating glasses of the same composition was

that the conducting samples were melted at lower temperatures (600°C
rather than 950°C). In the course of the experimental work for this

project, a number of Ge^Se^^ samples were made and melted at
temperatures between 500°C and 1000°C. They were quenched at

-1 -1
approximately two rates : 50 Ks and 5 Ks . Fig. 3.28. compares

the sample resistivity against the melt temperature from which it was

quenched. The results of Frank are also shown in the diagram. All

samples showed high resistivity and were essentially similar to other

glasses of similar composition (3 - 7% Ge). Measurements of the infra¬

red spectra of glasses in the Ge : Se system have shown no unusual

properties at 5% Ge (130) but, on the other hand, magnetic susceptibility

measurements on Ge - Se glasses show an increased paramagnetic

susceptibility for compositions in the range 5 - 8% Ge (131).

3.6.3. Component separation

A conducting path may be formed in an insulator by the relatively

large scale movement of atoms. The electrode metal may penetrate
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the insulator or else one of the component elements may be separated

to give a conducting filament (assuming that the element itself is a

reasonable conductor). This mechanism always gives a memory-type

of switch and may be considered as an extension of the phase separation

processes described in section 3.6.1.

The initial requirement in a metal-insulator-metal sandwich sample

is that the electrode and insulator materials should be chemically and

physically stable with respect to each other. Under conditions of high

field and possibly also intense local heating there should ideally be no

reaction or diffusion of electrode atoms into the body of the insulator.

With chalcogenide glasses, many metals diffuse through them quickly

at low temperatures, e.g. Ag at about 100°C and Au at about 300°C. The

diffusion of metal atoms into the glass may lead to a change in sample

conductivity due to:

1. Formation of an intermediate compound.

2. Behaviour as nucleating sites so that crystallization or phase

separation occurs.

3. Formation of a metallic filament between the electrodes. Where

the electrodes have been deposited by a process such as

evaporation or electroplating, a pinhole in the insulator will

also give this result.

With either processes 1 or 2, it would be difficult to produce a device

which could be cycled a large number of times. For case 3, however, the

conducting filament may be cleared by a high current pulse. This has
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been observed in ZrC>2 (132) (but not specifically explained in this way)

and also reported in some detail by Klein for SiO and SiC>2 (36) (133).
The short circuit may be cleared almost as soon as it occurs by the

discharge through it of the stored energy in the capacitor. If that

does not clear it, a high current pulse is needed. In either case the

conducting fila ment is vapourized and a small region of the top electrode

around the filament is also removed (provided the electrode is thin

enough). Klein has observed several thousand switching cycles with a

single sample. After the first weak spots were cleared the switching

voltage remained approximately constant, but the removal of a small

area of electrode with each switch-off meant that the sample capacitance

decreased steadily. Final failure occurred when the top electrode was

almost completely removed.

An associated type of breakdown occurred when a steady voltage

was applied to the sample and the series resistance was low. Under

these conditions a self-propagating breakdown occurred where each single

hole breakdown triggered another next to it. The characteristic

feature of propagating breakdown is a meandering breakdown track across

the top electrode.

Switching behaviour bas been observed in nickel oxide (134) (135)

(136). It has been established that the conductivity change is due to a

filament of nickel typically about 0.5 yum diameter. However, it is not
clear whether the nickel originates from the NiO or from the Ni sheet

... 6
on which the oxide was grown. The off-state resistivity is 10 JTL .m.
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At voltages close to the breakdown point, the current increases

slowly with time. Puddy has shown (135) that the magnitude of the

current drift is of the order of that expected for nickel ions. Fig. 3.29

shows the effect of oxide thickness on V . and on-state resistance.
th

Films less than 3 jj, m thick gave poor and irreproducible results.
The most serious drawback of the NiO switch is that when switched

off by a high current pulse, only a small portion of the Ni filament is

ruptured. This means that the threshold voltage for the next operation

is lower and when the device is cycled many times a wide spread in

V,, occurs,th

Nickel oxide switching shows a strongsimilarity to Dearnaley's

mechanism to explain VCNR in SiO (section 3.5.6.). It is also similar

to the behaviour described by Drake for copper phosphate glasses.

Metallic separation or electrode diffusion must always be considered as

a possible switching mechanism and it should be examined carefully before

any more 'sophisticated' explanation is put forward.

For chalcogenide glass memory switches of certain compositions,

component separation may occur. This may be in addition to the

crystallization process described in section 3.6.1. Uttecht et al. (137)

studied the glass As . .Te .0Ge (composition in weight %) which has a44 4o o

4
bulk resistivity of 10 _TL .m. When a voltage is exceeded the sample

resistance drops by about six orders of magnitude and a filament begins

to grow along the surface from the positive to the negative probe. If

the voltage is removed before the filament is complete the sample
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returns to its high-resistance state. The next voltage threshold,

5 is lower than and the filament continues to grow from the

point where it stopped. Switch-off occurs when the filament is

ruptured by a high current pulse.

X-ray examination of a sample with many small filaments on it

revealed that a crystalline phase was present but it could not be

absolutely identified. However, the most interesting result was the

variation of composition across a filament. This is shown in fig. 3.30

and was obtained with an electron microprobe analyzer which had a

resolution of about 2 jj,m. Thus, when memory switching occurs in
this material, a large number of atoms must be moved through distances

of 10 - 20 jj.m as well as change their orientation, bonding, etc. If
these atoms cannot be returned to their initial positions when the

device is switched off then over a large number of cycles there may be

a steady change in the off-state characteristics and the voltage needed to

switch on.

This emphasises a basic problem from which many of the memory

device mechanisms discussed in the chapter suffer: the switch-off process

must return the device to the same high resistance state after each

cycle. Otherwise there may be unpredictable variations between

characteristics on each cycle and/or a steady drift in the characteristics

with the increase in number of operations. This is discussed later in

the light of experimental data for thin films of chalcogenide glasses.
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Fig. 3.30
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Change in composition across a conducting
filament as determined by microprobe analysis.
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CHAPTER 4 A REVIEW OF SWITCHING PERFORMANCE OF
AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS

4.1. MEMORY SWITCHES

The memory or bistable solid state switch has been produced in a

variety of forms. Several mechanisms can give rise to a change in

resistance and they have been reviewed in the previous chapter.

Although less controversy surrounds the mode of operation compared

with a threshold or monostable switch, memory switches have only

recently become commercially viable (4).

The principal features of possible memory switching mechanisms

may be briefly summarised:

a) Crystallization of an amorphous chalcogenide can result in

a large increase in conductivity. Bagley has shown that this

occurs with glasses from the system As2(Se, Te)^ (section
3.6.1.). To change state, enough energy must be supplied to

melt a small region of the glass and the final resistance state

depends on the cooling rate. Problems with this type of

switch have arisen from mismatch between expansion

coefficients of amorphous and crystalline regions. When

switch-off occurs, the whole of the crystalline region may not

be converted back into the amorphous state (138). This could

lead to fluctuations in switching performance.
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Under some conditions, component separation as well as

crystallization occurs within an amorphous material, so

that a region of high conductivity is formed (section 3.6.3.).

The production of a reliable device is very dependent on

the choice of semiconductor and the conditions of switching

so the composition in the on and off-states does not change

throughout the device lifetime.

The copper phosphate switches developed by Drake et al.

(section 3.6.2.) have a fast switching time - of the order

of 1 ^s, However, they suffer from erratic variations in

V^. The switching mechanism which has been postulated
for this class of devices involves a field induced ferroelectric-

like ordering process.

The insulator - metal transition at high fields in Sb^S^ is one

of the oldest of the solid state bistable switches. It was

first described by Gildart in 1957 (139). Under the influence

of a high field, donor atoms move into a different coordination

environment where there is considerable overlap of valence

electron orbitals and impurity band conduction occurs.

A metal filament either from the electrodes or from the

semiconductor itself (e.g. NiO) may provide the basis for a

switching process. Such devices tend to have variable switching

properties and a very limited operational lifetime.

Not only are there several possible mechanisms for bistable switching,
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but the effect has been observed in a large number of materials. (140) (141)

The main problem with the device is a technological one; to chose a

semiconductor and electrode combination which will have repeatable and

predictable performance (142). Some of the experimental problems

associated with this are discussed in chapter 7.

Many memory switches, in particular those made from chalcogenide

glasses, show threshold switching behaviour before being locked into

the memory state (143). The mechanism of threshold switching must

therefore be consistent with this and provide conditions under which

crystallization and/or component separation can occur.
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4.2. MATERIALS IN WHICH MONOSTABLE SWITCHING HAS
BEEN OBSERVED

Threshold switching has been observed in a large number of

materials in addition to the chalcogenide glasses. A large class may

be explained on the basis of double injection theory,(section 3.5.3.)

Reversible thermal breakdown can also give a monostable switch and

its application to diodes and transistors has been described in section

3.5.5.

Many of the observations of threshold switching have been

published as letters or short communications with little or no attempt

made to explain the mechanism which might be responsible for the effect.

In most cases the results are too scanty to ascribe a mechanism to the

observation, but in this section some of these results are described.

The list is by no means exhaustive but it does illustrate how widespread

is the phenomenon of monostable switching in solids.

In silicon and germanium, double injection has been successfully

used to explain monostable switching in both bulk samples and thin

films (144) (145). It may also be applicable to Au-doped SiO^ films (146).
Negative resistance has been reported in films of Te, Se and B.

In the case of Te (147), the switching process is very fast and a change

in effective mass may be involved as a result of an intervalley transition

by hot holes. Thermal effects are also likely to be present and the

breakdown patterns for Se (148) and B (149) (150) (151) could also be due

to reversible thermal breakdown. The mechanism suggested by
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Feldman (150) for the case of boron films - and also for similar samples of

amorphous Ge and Si - involves an avalanche process. However, all

I - V characteristics for switching in elemental semiconductors show a

relatively slow switching process and thermal effects must certainly

be considered.

Threshold switching has been observed in a number of compound as

well as elemental semiconductors. GaAs (152) (153), In^Se (154),

SnS^ (155) and yttrium iron garnet (156) crystals have shown S-shaped
I - V characteristics and similar results have also been obtained for

polycrystalline CdS (157) (158) (159). The slow switching speed and

stable negative resistance region of these samples suggests that thermal

processes are dominant.

Impact ionization in Ge at 4K forms the basis of a negative

resistance device called a 'Cryosar' (68). A similar mechanism has been

used to explain switching in InSb (160) (161) and Si-Ge heterojunctions (162).

To complete the selection of threshold switching materials the

transition metal oxides can be added: Nb^O^ (163) (164); copper-doped
ferric oxide ceramic (165), copper-chromium oxide spinel and TiO^ (167).
The variety of suggested mechanisms matches the variety of the materials.

One of the most clearly understood cases is switching in VO^. When
enough Joule heat is generated to raise the temperature beyond 68 C,

an insulator - metal transition occurs. The material reverts to the

high resistance state on cooling. This was discussed in section 3.6.2.

It is important to emphasise that monostable switching is not
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unique to chalcogenide glasses and possible mechanisms for the effect

had been proposed long before chalcogenide switches became a practical

reality. From a technological point of view, however, most of the

observations discussed in this section are trivial; they may require

low temperature for operation, switching conditions may be

incompatible with those existing in the circuitry which must be

associated with the switch, the on : off ratio may be low or they may

be difficult to produce reproducibly on a large scale. For one or more

of these reasons, many of the devices mentioned in this section have

not merited more than a single brief description in the literature.

Conversely, because chalcogenide threshold switches do not have these

disadvantages, they are of considerable interest.
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4.3. THRESHOLD SWITCHING IN CHALCOGENIDE GLASSES

4.3.1. Historical development

The operating mechanism of amorphous monostable switches has

been the subject of considerable controversy. Because of this, it is

useful to put the work into perspective and review first the historical

development of the devices. Subsequent sections describe the state-

of-the-art and published work which is significant for the determination

of the operating mechanism.

Threshold switches based on amorphous chalcogenide semiconductors

were described by Pearson et al. in 1962 (168) (169). The glasses were

from the system As - Te - I which form a class of low melting point

glasses with resistivity in the range 10 - 10^ JT. .m depending on the

exact composition - a typical sample was As Te I ( ~ 30 SI .m).
J J T:

Glasses of similar composition were examined by Eaton (170) and he

explained the whole switching process in terms of reversible thermal

breakdown. Physically the samples were large ( ~ 1 mm between

electrodes) and on the basis of the simple theory developed in section

3.3.3., thermal breakdown could be expected at low fields: ~ 10 V.m

Switching in bulk samples of chalcogenide glass was also reported by

Kblomiets and Lebedev (171). The glasses were of low resistivity and

belonged to the TlAs(Se, Te)2 system. The results of Kolomiets were
consistent with thermal breakdown and experimental results for materials

of similar composition are described in section 6.2; they are also

examples of thermal breakdown. Switching has been observed in melts of
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Te with S or Se (172). The characteristics are similar to those

described for solid chalcogenides of the same geometry and resistivity.

Studies of switching in chalcogenide glasses were also being pursued

independently by Ovshinsky from about 1960. Although the first account

of his work was not published in the scientific press until 1968 (173),

several descriptions had appeared earlier in the technical press (for a

full list, see reference (174) ). Ovshinsky claimed that his devices were

based on an electronic process and his 1968 paper (173) aroused a great

deal of publicity. There were statements that Ovonic switches (as they

were described) would replace transistors; that a fundamentally new class

of electronic device had been discovered. There were equally strong

reactions that there was nothing new and it had all been described before.

Out of this controversy grew another - whether the basic operating

mechanism was thermal or electronic. A great deal of work has been

done over the past two years to try to elucidate the mechanism. The

next two sections describe typical properties of an amorphous threshold

switch (over which there is little controversy) and then the significant

results which have been published and which bring some understanding to

the underlying physical process.

4.3.2. Experimental characteristics of amorphous threshold switches

In the off-state, all chalcogenide switches show a region of non-ohmic

behaviour before switching occurs. The exact shape of the off-state

characteristics depends on device geometry, glass composition and
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environment. D.C. characteristics published by Fagen (18) are shown

in fig. 4.1. for temperatures in the range 77 K - 333 K. The film

composition was determined by microprobe analysis to be As Te Ge S .35 28 16 21

The curves are ohmic at low voltages followed by an exponential region.

At low temperatures and with V > 15 volts another mechanism appears

to occur and this gives a very rapid rise in current with voltage until

switching occurs.

Fagen does not offer a physical explanation for the data in fig. 4.1.,

but two comments can be made:

1. The characteristics were measured under d.c. conditions. A

1 jjs pulsed voltage source gave a very similar room temperature
curve, but the possibility of Joule-heating at low temperature

and high voltage was not considered. This work is discussed

more fully in section 6.4.5.

2. When the data in fig. 4.1. are plotted as Log I - (V) , the curves

have the same general shape as in fig. 4.1. : an ohmic region

then a linear region and finally at low temperatures and high
%

voltages , a region where I varies very rapidly with V . A

similar group of curves has been published by Servini and

Jonscher for SiO (175). This is also discussed later in the light

of the experimental evidence presented in chapter 6.

The most detailed study of the variation of with sample thickness

has been made by Kolomiets (176). The results are shown in fig. 4.2.
k

For samples greater than 50 um thick, V ^ cx d2; the relation
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Fig. 4.1
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expected for simple thermal breakdown. However, for films less than

~ 5 ^m thick, cx d. It is difficult to produce thin films
thicker than 5 jd m and it is also difficult to work with bulk samples
less than 50 yum thick so no published data is available to show whether
the changeover from cx d to V ^ cx d2 is abrupt or smooth.

A summary of the variation of V ^ with ambient temperature is
shown in fig. 4.3. (18) (177) (178). The samples are all about 1 yu m thick.
Above room temperature, V ^ decreases uniformly as the temperature
is raised. This is quite different from a relationship which involves an

activation energy; the latter has a distinct curvature and the dashed

line in fig. 4.3. relates to the equation:

vth = V>
A E = 0.2 eV.

The curves in figs. 4.1., 4.2. and 4.3. refer to steady-state

measurements made either at d.c. or with low frequency a.c. However,

when a voltage pulse, V, is applied to a chalcogenide threshold switch

and V > V , there is a finite delay time, t , before switching occurs,
th d

The experimental relation between t^ and V is given by an equation of
the form:

*4 = t, ®p(- \ » 4J
For the data of Shanks (178), the constants are: tQ = 7ms and = 2 volts
at room temperature. Delay time as a function of voltage and temperature

are shown in fig. 4.4. (179). In the region described by equation 4.1, t^
has an activation energy: AE = 0.37 eV.
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Fig. 4.4
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After a switching cycle, there is a recovery period during which the

device has a reduced value of i.e. if a voltage pulse is applied during

the recovery period, switching occurs at a lower voltage than it would

if the recovery process were complete. This is shown in fig. 4.5. (178).

For this sample, recovery is complete after 3 yu s. Thus, the device
would show no variation in switching properties with frequency up to

about 200 KHz (2 jAs pulse, 3 j^s separation). At higher repetition hates,
the effective threshold voltage would fall. The delay time also has a

recovery characteristic which is related to that for V through equation

4.1.

In the 'on' portion of the I - V characteristic, the dynamic

resistance is close to zero and the holding voltage is approximately

constant and often in the range 1-3 volts. The on-state current is not

a function of device area or of temperature and this suggests that a

small quasi-metallic filament forms the current path. The experimental

data for the on-state are reviewed in more detail in section 6.4.9.

Because threshold switches are made from amorphous semiconductors,

they are not sensitive to structural defects in the same way that

transistors are. They can therefore be operated in an environment with

a high radiation flux (180).

Threshold switching devices have been independently made and studied

by a number of different groups. The results described in this section

are typical of those published. There is general agreement on the

observations; the controversy is over their interpretation.
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4.3.3. Assessment of comments on threshold switching mechanisms

The mechanisms which can lead to breakdown in dielectrics have

been reviewed in chapter 3. Most are only significant when field
8 —1

strengths of the order of 10 V.m or more are attained; threshold

7 -1
switching in thin films occurs at about 10 V.m . The two processes

which are viable - thermal breakdown and space charge inversion -

have been reviewed in sections 3.3. and 3.5.4. respectively. The

description of the electronic mechanism,however, has not progressed

beyond the qualitative stage and the arguments in its favour have mainly

been based on the inadequacies of the alternative - thermal breakdown.

Thermal effects are inevitably present in any device and there is

general agreement that they are significant in the on-state of a

threshold switch (181). Stocker (182) has measured a small hot region

on the surface of a switched thin film and Pearson found that the

temperature could be high enough to melt a Pb 'top' electrode (183).

The recovery of a device from a switching event,shown in fig.4.5.

represents, therefore, the cooling of the device to ambient temperature.

The questions to be answered are: what mechanism initiates the

switching process? Will it give the observed off and on-state

characteristics? Is it primarily thermal or electric?

The arguments in favour of an electronic process rest mainly on

the very short switching time. After the delay time (0.1-10 ^ s)
switching occurs in about 100 ps. There is no region of stable negative

resistance between the off and the on-states. This suggests that there
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may be a discontinuous change from a current-limiting mechanism

characteristic of the off-state to a different mechanism which is

characteristic of the on-state. This forms the basis for the theories

of Henisch and Mott discussed in section 3.5.4. They envisage the on-

state being determined by tunnelling through barriers at the electrodes -

hence its insensitivity to temperature and a holding voltage that is

close to the value of the band gap.

Vogel and Walsh measured the admittance of chalcogenide threshold

switches as a function of d.c. bias (184). They found that close to V ^

the behaviour of the admittance changedfrom capacitive to inductive.

From this they deduced that "a dielectric phase transition was implicated

in the switching process". However, negative capacitance in itself is not

necessarily evidence for an electronic process and the effect is considered

from the viewpoint of thermal inertia in section 6.4.7.

Several interpretations of threshold switching based on thermal

breakdown have been published. (26) (185) (186). They represent different

approaches to the problem of solving the thermal energy dissipation

equation and the conductivity equation. The solution is discussed in

detail in section 3.3., but in the published work only the simple case has

been considered where conductivity is a function of temperature,

O- = CT (T). The extension to include field, 0~~ = CT~ (T,E)

has been treated theoretically in 3.3. and experimentally in 6.4. A brief

theoretical paper on similar lines has recently been published by Warren

(187).
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When the simple relation G~ = C7~ (T) is used, the basic

features of threshold switching result: the pre-breakdown characteristic

is non-ohmic, after a voltage pulse has been applied; there is a delay

time before rapid thermal runaway occurs, but the functional dependence

of the principal parameters is different from that observed experimentally.

This is summarised in table 4.1.

In addition to the poor correlation of functional dependence, numerical

correlation is poor; the simple thermal theory requires a breakdown

voltage of about 100 volts for a 1 jj. m thick film whereas switching occurs

at 10 volts. The temperature rise within the period of the delay time is

insufficient to produce thermal runaway. Collins (26) overcame both

of these problems by assuming quite arbitrarily that only a small volume

of glass was heated. However convenient the assumption may be, there

is no physical justification for it. Warren considered a change in activation

energy of conductivity with temperature (185) and this could certainly

contribute to the very short switching time, but it does not explain the

mechanism for initiation of switching.

Two other groups of experimental results indicate that switching

is an energycontrolled process (but not necessarily thermal).

1. Shanks observed that the polarity of the voltage pulse could be

changed during the delay time without affecting the magnitude

of t^ (178).d

2. Csillag found that switching occurred when a specified amount

of energy had been accumulated with the device (188). Shanks
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made a similar observation (178) by applying a conditioning

pulse ( < V immediately before the switching pulse

( V > ^ The delay time was shorter than that

for the switching pulse alone. Both effects are shown in

fig. 4.6.

Most of the work aimed at elucidating the mechanism responsible

for monostable switching in chalcogenide thin films has been carried out

over the past 2-3 years. Accordingly there have been several parallel

but independent assessments. Although an electronic mechanism has

been strongly advocated, no model has progressed beyond the qualitative

stage. Thermal breakdown theories are better established but although

they predict the general features of switching behaviour, the detailed

correlation with experimental results has been poor.
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CHAPTER 5 SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EVALUATION

5.1. BULK GLASSES

5.1.1. Bulk glass selection

Many elements from groups 3A - 7A of the periodic table can be

mixed together, melted and then quenched to give glasses. A brief

summary of resistivity and composition ranges was given in chapter 2.

Glasses which form the basis of switching devices have to meet several

specifications and this limits the range of suitable compositions.

Memory switches operate by crystallization and/or component

separation which occurs as a result of internal Joule heating, so the

glass must readily show this change when heated. The resistance change

between the on- and off-states of a switch should be large. To fulfil

these conditions, the glass should have a resistivity greater than
3

10 _n_ .m, A E ^ 0.3 eV and a relatively low glass transition

temperature (100 - 300°C). For easy devitrification, a composition

close to the edge of the glass-forming region is usually chosen, e.g.

As4Ge15Tegl (115) or As Te^Ge.^ (137). Unless proportions by
weight are specifically indicated, all compositions refer to atomic

proportions.

The glass for a threshold switch must fulfil the same electrical

requirements as a memory glass, but it should not be prone to
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devitrification. To anticipate the results of the next chapter,

threshold switching depends on a thermal runaway process. When the

voltage supply is removed, the material must return to the glassy

state even if it is cooled slowly. Therefore a glass is needed which

shows little tendency to devitrify and has a high transition temperature.

Since both memory and threshold switches involve high local

temperatures within the glass, the electrodes must provide stable

contacts under these conditions.

The range of possible glass combinations is so large that a

deliberate decision had to be made at the beginning of this work to

concentrate on a few simple glasses. The composition As^gTe^gSi^Ge^g
can provide the basis for good threshold switches (173) and it has been

widely studied. It therefore represents a good material to use as a

standard for comparison of results with published data.

Most effort was concentrated on simpler glasses from the ternary

system As^Te^iSi. The AsTeSi glass-forming region is indicated on the
diagram in fig. 5.1. (139). The figures on the diagram are temperatures at

which bulk specimens of the glass would bend. This is not exactly the

same as the glass transition temperature but the two values do bear

a constant relation to each other. The AsTeSi system provides glasses

with a wide range of softening temperatures. The resistivity range
2 3

is also wide; from about 10 _0_ .m for As^Te^ to 10 _1T_ ,m for
(As Te ) Si at the limit of the glass-forming region. Thin film

Zt J J J "J

samples were prepared from six compositions. They are marked in
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fig. 5.1. and the silicon compositions were (Atomic %): 40, 35, 30, 20,

10, 0.

To examine low resistivity glasses which could be used in memory

switches, two compositions from the AsTeGe system were chosen;

•As^QTe^^Ge^Q and ASgj-Te^Ge . There are two glass-forming regions
in this system and these compositions are representative of each (fig. 5.2.]

The description 'glass' as used in relation to figs. 5.1. and 5.2.

applies to relatively large quantities of material ( > 1 g) which have

been quenched from the melt and which show no evidence of crystallization

when examined with X-ray diffraction techniques. For very small

samples which can be very rapidly quenched or films deposited from the

vapourphase, an amorphous structure can be produced for a much wider

range of compositions than is shown in figs. 5.1. and 5.2.

5.1.2. Glass preparation

Most chalcogenide glasses are easily prepared by rapidly quenching

the melt. The rate of cooling which is necessary depends on the

composition. In this work, the slowest average quench rate was

approximately 30 K.s which was adequate to produce glasses for the

compositions used.

Glasses were prepared from the elements or from simple compounds

(As Te As Se etc.). The purity level was 5N and where necessary,
Z o Z J

the material was crushed into small lumps just before weighing. The

weight of each component required was calculated to give the desired
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final glass composition. Weighing was done to ± 1 mg with a total

sample weight of 1 - 10 g.

The weighed materials were placed in a quartz tube which was

sealed at one end and had a slight indentation about half-way along its

length. The materials to be melted filled about one-third of the

bottom half of the tube. A small quartz rod was dropped into the

tube and rested on the neck in the tube. When the quartz tube was

connected to a vacuum system, the small rod throttled the pump

speed so there was minimum disturbance to the material in the bottom

of the tube. If any particles did jump up they could not get past the
-4

quartz rod. The capsule was sealed off at about 10 torr. The wall

of the quartz tube was heated until it collapsed on to the inner quartz

rod. Further heating then sealed the two together.

The melting sequence was similar for all glasses. The capsule

was put into a cold furnace which took about 2 hours to heat to 1000°C.
The capsule was left at 1000°C for two hours and then the furnace was

rocked for 20 hours to allow thorough mixing of the components in the

melt. A schematic diagram of the capsule in the furnace is shown in

fig. 5.3.

Two sizes of capsule were used; 6 mm bore for small quantities

(2 - 5 g) and 10 mm bore for larger quantities (10 - 20 g). The wall

thickness was 1 mm in each case. This wall thickness was not sufficient

to contain the vapour pressure of the composition e35<-^e20:> SO

2 mm thick quartz tube was used.
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Fig. 5.3

Schematic diagram of capsule in furnace.

Quenching: variation of capsule mid-point
temperature (T ) with time.
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Small capsules were quenched in air. Larger capsules were

cooled in air for about 10 s then dropped into a water bath. The

rate of cooling depends on the tube diameter. Fig. 5.4. shows how

the temperature in the middle of the tube (T ) falls if the walls are
m

suddenly cooled at time t = 0 from a temperature T to (33).

It has been assumed that the thermal conductivities of quartz and

the chalcogenide glass are equal and not temperature dependent.
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5.2. THIN FILM SAMPLE PREPARATION

5.2.1. Deposition of thin films of chalcogenide glass

During the evaporation of compounds, dissociation frequently

occurs and the component elements evaporate at a rate appropriate

to the source temperature. The simple chalcogenide glasses such

as As^Se^, in which the elements are about equally volatile and which
do not dissociate appreciably in the vapour phase, are easily evaporated.

A thin-walled quartz boat was used with a molybdenum wire heater

wrapped around it. The boat was made from 1 cm bore tube sealed at

one end and about 2 cm long. The material in the boat melted and

evaporated steadily. This technique was used for As^S^, As^Se^,

As^Te^, Te, Se, As, Tl2Te.As2Te3 and Tl2Se.As2Te3.
Chalcogenide glasses which contained Si or Ge were more

difficult to evaporate - they had to be heated to 400°C or more and

other techniques were necessary.

1. A,resistance-heated Mo boat gave good reproducible films.

The boat was made from 0.003" thick Mo sheet. It was

bent so that it enclosed an ingot (% - 1 g) of glass with

only a small hole in the top of the boat for the vapour to

escape. A new boat was used for each evaporation and it

was heated slowly until evaporation started. This was an

easily repeated technique. However, there were large

differences in resistivity between bulk and thin film samples

(section 5.3.) and a grey residue was left in the boat after
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evaporation. Analysis confirmed that the films were

deficient in Si (or Ge) relative to the starting material

so this evaporation technique has only limited application.

2. An electron-beam gun provides a localised high temperature

source. Several films were evaporated with a Bir-Vac RG2

electron-beam evaporation system. The glass in a carbon

crucible melted and evaporated very quickly. However,

under these conditions it was difficult to maintain a steady

power input to the glass and the whole evaporation process

was not easily controllable. The electron beam gun did provide

a good source for the evaporation of Ge. It could therefore

be used in conjunction with a heated quartz boat containing

As^Te^ for coevaporation to provide thin films of As, Te and Ge.
3. Flash evaporation is a technique which has been widely used for

evaporation of compounds which are easily dissociated. The

experimental arrangement used in this work is shown in fig.5.5.

The bulk glass was finely ground and fed from a hopper on to a

rotating disk. A thin stainless steel wiper pushed the powder

off the disk so that it fell down the chute and on to the hot

source. An alternative delivery system which used a drill to

feed powder on to the chute is also shown in fig. 5.5. This was

not as successful as the disk and wiper combination. The

source was a V-shaped boat made from Mo sheet. The difficulty

encountered with all flash evaporation systems is that when a
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particle lands on the hot source, it vapourises at the point

of contact and this tends to throw the particle out of the

boat. This effect was minimised by using finely crushed

glass and by having high sides to the source. The sides were

slotted so that the current needed to heat the source would

not be greater than 20 amps.

Film thicknesses were between 0.2 and 3 ^m. In general, it was
more difficult to produce thick flash evaporated films. In all cases,

substrates of Corning 7059 glass were used. Adhesion was good

throughout the range of film thicknesses.

Electron beam evaporation was done at 2.10 ^ torr in a Bir-Vac

T300 plant. The other glass evaporations were carried out in a

-5 -4
'home-made' vacuum system at pressures between 5.10 and 10 torr.

A cold trap was not used with either plant. The electrodes and glass

films were deposited in separate pump-downs.

When a glass dissociates and its component elements or simple

molecular groups evaporate at different rates, good quality thin films

may result, but there is likely to be a difference in composition

between film and bulk and this could pose serious problems, e.g. in the

comparison of bulk and thin film optical properties. It also means that

each film is likely to be slightly different from all others and this could

limit the large-scale application of the thin films.

Apart from simply improving the evaporation technique, other

deposition methods may be used to overcome the composition problem.
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R.f. sputtering has been widely used where film stoichiometry is

important. It requires specialised and expensive equipment but the

technique is well established.

Many glasses can be blown into thin bubbles or hot-pressed to

give thin bulk samples. These techniques are not likely to be used on a

large scale so they have not been investigated in this work. Silk screen

printing is an attractive technique but the minimum film thickness is

around 25 jj m. Another deposition method which was investigated
briefly was to suspend finely powdered glass in a suitable liquid and

centrifuge the powder down on to a substrate (190). The film was then

fired to remove any of the suspension liquid and to produce a smooth glass

film. It appears to be an attractive technique for producing films in

the thickness range 1 - 20 yum.

5.2.2. Thin-film sample geometry

In most thin film evaporations, standard samples were produced for

resistivity evaluation. Two electrode arrangements were used: coplanar

and sandwich. The layout and dimensions are shown in fig. 5.6. The area

of each film was defined by an out-of-contact mask. With coplanar

electrodes, the gap was formed by a wire stretched across the mask and

in contact with the substrate. The usual gap width was 120 ^ m. In
all coplanar samples,the electrode separation was much greater than the

film thickness. The electrodes could therefore be considered as being

effectively normal to the direction of current flow and the current density
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Fig. 5.6
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uniform throughout the volume of the film between the electrodes (191).

The coplanar and sandwich structures allowed the film resistivity

to be measured in two different directions. This was a useful check on the

uniformity of film composition and is discussed in more detail in section

5.3. The resistance values with the two electrode arrangements are

very different, e.g. for a uniform glass film 1 jj, m thick and with
4 -7 2

p = 10 XL .m, the sandwich resistance for an electrode area 2.10 m

is 50 KXL . For coplanar electrodes 1.2 mm wide and separated by a

9
120 ^um gap, the resistance is 10 -0. .

It was not necessary to connect the electrodes to the measuring

circuit with a strong or noise-free contact, so silver paint was used and

clips fastened to that. If a more reliable or rugged contact were

required it could be made by soldering a wire to a gold film which had

an underlayer of nichrome. Gold itself does not adhere well to 7059 glass,

but this did not pose serious problems in this work since no mechanical

strain was put on the contact.
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5.3. RESISTIVITY AND COMPOSITION

5.3.1. Measurement methods

The resistivity of chalcogenide glasses is strongly dependent on

composition. The range of resistivity and composition variations was

outlined in chapter 2. As changes in composition are introduced, there

are corresponding changes in most of the glass properties, e.g. glass

transition temperature, activation energy for resistance and resistivity

itself. The latter, however, is the most sensitive to composition

changes. The off-state properties of a switch are determined by those

of the bulk or thin film chalcogenide used. It is therefore important to

know the relationship between composition, resistivity and the method of

film deposition so that device performance can be predicted and controlled.
-4

At 10 torr, the evaporation temperatures for the typical elements

contained in chalcogenidcglasses are: (192)

Element
Temperature at which its vapour

—4 o

pressure = 10 torr. ( C)

Se 170

As 200

Te 270

Ge 1120

Si 1340
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There is almost no useful information in the literature about the

fractionation of chalcogenide glasses and in the course of this work, it

was not possible to measure directly the atomic groups which were

present in the evaporant stream. However, it was possible to measure

the final film composition and then check it with resistivity data. From

this and the evaporation technique used, it is possible to infer how much

fractionation occurs. The table of evaporation temperatures shows that

Ge and Si are much less volatile than the other elements which may be

in the glass, so if any fractionation does occur the thin film is likely to

be deficient in Si and/or Ge.

Thin film composition was determined with a Philips X-ray

fluorescence analysis (XRF) instrument. A thin film of chalcogenide

glass was deposited on a substrate disk 1.35" diameter. The substrate

was usually of soda-glass and it was placed alongside the other substrates

inside the vacuum system. Thus the deposition conditions for the

analysed thin film were as close as possible to those for films used for

resistivity and switching measurements.

The XRF technique involved irradiation of the thin film disk with

X-rays and then identification of the secondary X-rays emitted from the

film. The X-ray wavelength identifies the element and the intensity

depends on the amount of that element present. For films up to about

6 yU m thick, the intensity was proportional to film thickness. The
incident X-ray intensity was constant over a series of analyses. To

calibrate the instrument, disks coated with Ge, Se and Te were irradiated.
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The detector output for each was divided by film thickness to give a

figure which represented 100% of the particular element in the form of

a 1 m film. When a chalcogenide alloy was irradiated in the same way

the detector output, e.g. for Te, was first normalised to represent a

ljumthick film and then divided by the Te calibration figure to give the
proportion of Te in the film.

The biggest source of error arose in the measurement of film

thickness. Talysurf measurements at 1 m were subject to about

± 10% variation over the surface of the XRF disk. The surface of the

Te calibration disks were slightly bloomed, indicating that some

oxidation at the surface may have occurred and this introduces another

error in the calibration measurement. In general, the composition of

any chalcogenide film could only be specified to within about ±10%.

The XRF calibration sensitivities for Ge, As and Se are expected

to be similar since they are adjacent in the periodic table. Arsenic

oxidised too readily to provide a reliable speciment for XRF calibration

but the figures for Ge and Se agreed. The high silicon content of the

soda glass substrate dominated the measurement of Si concentration, so

the Si content of the chalcogenide films could only be determined by

subtracting the total of the other components from 100%.

5.3.2. Films of As^Se^ and As^Te^
The simple chalcogenides, As^Se^ and As^Te^, evaporate readily

from a heated quartz boat at about 200 - 300 C. Films were also
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produced by flash evaporation but there was no systematic difference

in films produced by these two techniques.

Films of As^Se^ were dark red in colour. They were strongly
9

photosensitive and the dark resistivity was about 10 -H_ .m. The

resistivity values derived from coplanar and sandwich measurements were

similar, indicating that the composition throughout the film was uniform.

XRF results indicated that the film composition was within 3% of

stoichiometric As^Se^.

As^Te^, like all the complex alloys for which it provides a base,
was deposited as a black shiny film. The current was not light-sensitive

and the coplanar and sandwich resistivities were both 60 XI.m. The

film composition derived by XRF analysis was As^Te^ to within 3%. It
is not possible to produce amorphous As^Te^ in bulk form, but an
estimate of its resistivity can be made from two sets of data:

1. The system As^Te^ + As^Se^ can be produced in bulk glassy form
up to 80% As Te . The variation of resistivity with composition

Zi j

was discussed in section 3.6.1. The logjD - composition line
may be extrapolated to obtain a value for the resistivity of

amorphous As^Te^.
2. The system As2Te3 + Si which is discussed in the following

section shows a steady change in resistivity as more Si is

incorporated into the glass. Again the log p - composition
line may be extrapolated to zero silicon content (fig. 5.7.).

Both extrapolation techniques give a resistivity figure for bulk
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amorphous As2Te3 which agrees with the thin film value.

5.3.3. Films of As Te + Si
Z J

The AsTeSi system has a large glass-forming region (fig. 5.1.).

In particular, mixtures of As2Te3 + Si can be produced in glassy form,
by quenching from the melt, with up to 45% Si. Such a wide composition

range provides a correspondingly wide range of physical and electrical

characteristics and the system therefore provides a very flexible basis

for experimental work on the more complex chalcogenide alloys.

The variation of resistivity with silicon content is shown in fig. 5.7.

for bulk glasses. There is a uniform logarithmic increase in resistivity
3 8

as silicon is added, from 2.10 IT .m for (As Te ) Si to 2.10 TT .m
Z J y U XU

for (As Te ) Si . When the line is extrapolated to zero silicon content,
z o 6U 4U

the resistivity value corresponds to that mentioned in the previous section

for thin film As2Te3>
When a glass composed of As2Te3 + Si is evaporated, the film

resistivity depends on the evaporation method used but in all cases it was

lower than the resistivity of the bulk glass. This is also shown in fig. 5.7.

The flash evaporated films (denoted by the film number followed by the

letter 'F') follow the same general trend as the bulk samples : high

silicon content in the bulk glass gives a film with high resistivity.

However there is a greater spread in the film resistivity at any single

composition. This is due almost entirely to the differences in the

temperature of the evaporation boat, e.g. the boat temperature for film
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Fig. 5.7

% silicon in bulk glass

Variation of resistivity with silicon content
(for thin films the % Si is that of the bulk
starting material).
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65 was visibly hotter than that for film 68. A more detailed study of

the effect of boat temperature on film resistivity was not made.

One film was evaporated by an electron beam source. It is

marked '70E' in fig. 5.7. and had a resistivity similar to the flash-

evaporated samples. The ingot which was evaporated had the

composition (As^Te^ >60Si4CT
Films evaporated from a hot molybdenum boat had lower

resistivities than the corresponding flash-evaporated films. In fig.

5.7. the boat-evaporated films are described by the film number

followed by the letter 'B'. There is a wide spread in resistivity which

can be mostly associated with differences in boat temperature from

run to run.

Films evaporated on to glass disks were analysed with the X-ray

flourescence instrument. Figures for As and Te percentage

concentrations were obtained and the silicon figure was deduced by

subtracting their total from 100. The results are summarised in

table 5.1.

The errors in the XRF analysis are large (approximately ± 10%)

but the data serves to provide a first-order treatment. The As : Te

ratio in the bulk starting material for each film was 0.67. This is

approximately preserved in the thin film. There may be some

significance in the correlation of low As : Te ratios (0.5) with the lower

temperature evaporation sources E44, 68 and 49.

The description of the evaporation process therefore appears to be



Film%SiinEvaporation%fromXRF%SifromAs:Te numberbulksourceAsTeSiresistivityratio 44

40

boat

28

52

20

17

0.5

65

40

flash

28

42

30

27

0.7

68

40

flash

23

44

33

23

0.5

73

35

flash

34

48

18

13

0.7

49

30

boat

32

60

8

6

0.5

67

30

flash

40

53

7

18

0.7

CompositionofthinfilmsevaporatedfromAs2Te2:Siglasses.
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that As and Te in the proportions of As Te evaporate easily. Silicon,
Z* J

however, is less volatile and the thin films are deficient in silicon

relative to the bulk starting material. If this is so, then it should be

possible to determine the silicon concentration of a film from its

resistivity, e.g. in fig. 5.7., film E65 was produced by flash evaporation

of a glass containing 40% Si. However, the resistivity of E65 corresponds

to a bulk sample with only 27% Si. Silicon concentrations determined in

this way are shown in the table and compare favourably with the

concentrations derived from XRF analysis.

A routine measurement was made on each film of the variation of

resistance with temperature. The range was roomrtemperature to

100°C. In all cases the behaviour conformed to the equation:

R=Ro^<f->
This is a common feature of all chalcogenide glasses and was discussed

in chapter 2. The activation energy, AE, varied between 0.40 and

0.50 eV. It did not depend on bulk composition, but did tend to increase

with film resistivity, i.e. 0.40 eV for 100 _fl .m and 0.50 eV for 10 -TL .m.

For all cases,however, there was a spread of ± one order of magnitude in

resistivity so the activation energy cannot be used for any precise

description of glass composition in the same way that film resistivity

can be used.

5.3.4. Films of AsTeGe

The system AsTeGe has two glass-forming regions (fig. 5.2.) and one
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bulk composition from each region was examined: As Te Ge (V31)
At vJ / VJ _LU

and AS55Te35Ge10 <V38)-
The bulk V31 glass had a resistivity of 250 jTL .m. There was no

difference between flash-evaporated and boat-evaporated film

resistivities, both were 150 2T_.m for sandwich samples. XRF analysis

of a flash evaporated film indicated that the composition was As^Te^
with the Ge concentration below 1%. There appears to be no simple

reason for the low Ge content. The flash evaporation technique was

the same as that used for the As^Te^ + Si samples described in the
previous section and on the basis of the silicon concentrations reported

there, a Ge content of about 5% would have been expected in films

produced from V31 glass.

The high As-content glass (V38) was studied in more detail than

V31. The bulk resistivity was 1.5 K-Q..m. Flash-evaporation gave films

of approximate composition: As Te Ge . This is close to the bulk56 4U 4

composition and the loss of Ge is similar to the loss of Si described in

the previous section.

Evaporation of V38 glass from a molybdenum boat gave films which

had very different sandwich and coplanar resistivity values. Most films

showed some difference between the two resistivities, perhaps up to an

order of magnitude, but for the case of V38 glass, it was two orders:

10 K-fL.m for sandwich resistivity and 100 _ft .m for coplanar resistivity.

To investigate composition as a function of deposition conditions,

a set of resistivity and XRF substrates were exposed during one half of
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an evaporation. They were then masked off and a second set exposed

for the second half. There was little difference in the sandwich

resistivities for each half, but the coplanar resistivity was higher for

the first half of the evaporation than the second. The As : Te ratio

in the bulk glass is 1.6. In the first half of the evaporation it was

about 5; in the second it was about 1.8. The Ge concentration

increased from about 0.4% in the first half to about 4% in the second

half.

The picture which this gives of the evaporation process is of a film

which is initially rich in As. This has a higher resistivity than the

bulk glass. In the later stages of the evaporation, the Ge and Te

concentrations are closer to those of the bulk glass. The boat

temperature was about 400°C. This is much lower than the temperature

needed to evaporate Ge itself (1120°C) so it appears likely that Ge is

evaporated as part of a compound, perhaps GeTe. There is clearly

scope for more detailed study of evaporation kinetics if the technique

is to be used to give uniform and reproducible films for electronic

devices.

5.3.5. Films of AsTeGeSi

Glass of composition -^S3o^e48^eio^^l2 ^aS ^een studied
following its successful use in switching devices (173). The bulk glass

resistivity is 12 KiT.m and measurements made on thin films produced

by evaporation of this glass conform to the general properties described
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in the literature and the features already described for the AsTeGe and

AsTeSi systems.

Electron beam and boat-evaporation both gave films with

resistivities in the range 200 IT .m - 2 Kil.m. Flash evaporation gave

higher resistivity values: 10-20 Kil.m. XRF analysis of a flash-

evaporated film indicated that the film composition was close to that of

the bulk glass with only slight deficiencies in Ge and Si.
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5.4. CONTACTS TO THIN CHALCOGENIDE FILMS

In any electronic device it is important that the semiconductor be

provided with stable and reliable contacts. It was mentioned in chapter

2 that most metals make good ohmic contacts to bulk chalcogenide

glasses. The high density of trapping sites in the middle of the forbidden

gap gives a very short screening length. Thus, the width of any barrier

layers at the contacts is small (2-3 nm) and high injection current

densities can be achieved by tunnelling. A similar process appears to

apply also to thin film chalcogenide glasses.

Most contacts were made by evaporating thin metal films on to

the glass film. To provide a good contact, there must be good physical

adhesion. This did not present a problem for any metal-glass

combination. During switching cycles, high local temperatures can

exist in chalcogenide films. Under these conditions the electrode metal

must

1) not react with the film

2) not diffuse into the glass

3) not induce crystallization in the glass

4) continue to act as as efficient source of carriers

5) not be liable to oxidation

As well as being important when heating may occur within the glass

film, the last point must also be considered when electrodes and glass

are not deposited in a single pumpdown. Exposure to air after the

deposition of the bottom contact of a sandwich can result in a thin oxide
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barrier between the metal and the glass and the carrier injection

efficiency may be reduced.

An ideal ohmic contact should act as an infinite reservoir of

carriers for the semiconductor film. Conversely, the absence of

ohmic contacts is indicated by anomalously high film resistivities.

The comparison of sandwich and coplanar resistivity values provided a

useful additional method of checking the ohmic nature of contacts. For

the typical dimensions discussed in section 5.2.2., coplanar resistance
4

is greater than the sandwich value by a factor of 2.10 . With a barrier

at either contact, the low-field ratio of coplanar: sandwich resistances

would be determined only by the effective area ratio - about 200. Since

the effect of non-uniform composition throughout the film thickness is to

produce a similar result, film composition homogeneity must be checked

before any resistivity anomalies are ascribed to non-ohmic contacts.

Gold was most widely used as an electrode material in this work.

In most cases, it was deposited by an electron-beam evaporation process.

6 —1
For field strengths below 10 V.m (i.e. low-field off-state

characteristics of chalcogenide switches), gold behaved as a good

reproducible ohmic contact. Switches with gold contacts had limited

lifetimes; this is treated in chapter 7.

Molybdenum behaved very much like gold as a contact metal and it

was also evaporated by an electron-beam source. Molybdenum, however,

was much more difficult to evaporate - it requires a source temperature

of 2200 K at 10~5 torr. Excessive heating of glass films had to be
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avoided in case it induced devitrification, so molybdenum films were

always thin and had to be used with another metal to provide a low

electrode resistance. There are indications that Mo is much better

than Au as a reliable electrode for devices (193).

Tellurium was evaporated from an indirectly heated quartz boat

and provided a good ohmic contact to chalcogenide films, but it had a

-3
resistivity of ~10 JT.m and tended to oxidise so it was used

infrequently. Tin, evaporated from an electron-beam heated source,

behaved as an ohmic contact but it too tended to oxidise and therefore

could not be regarded as a stable contact in the long term.

Silicon is a particularly interesting contact material. When a

glass switch is used in an array, it also requires an isolating element

at each crosspoint. The most obvious device for this is a silicon

diode. With a diode in series with the glass switch, an ohmic glass-

silicon contact means that there is no need for an intervening metal

layer to provide an ohmic contact for both glass and silicon.

The I - V characteristics of a gold-pSi diode are shown in fig. 5.8.

The back contact to the silicon was silver paint. When a film of glass

was interposed between the gold and the silicon, the resulting

characteristics were of the same shape as for Au-Si but shifted as if

by the addition of a high, non-linear series resistance. Over most of

the voltage range, the glass characteristic is non-ohmic. However at

low currents ( <C lyAA) the Au-Si curves coincide and the glass provides
a series resistance of 0.3 M_TL . This is approximately the resistance
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Fig. 5.8

Voltage (volts)

Characteristics for Au-Si and Au-glass-Si contacts.
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value expected from the geometry and resistivity. Thus, silicon would

appear to act as an ohmic contact.

Arsenic, evaporated from a quartz boat, was briefly examined.

It oxidised readily in air and it had a very high contact resistance. It

therefore appears to be unsuitable as an ohmic contact.

Silver paint is a very convenient electrode material but there is

evidence that silver diffuses quickly in chalcogenide glasses. The

biggest disadvantage of silver paint, however, was that it did not make

a uniform area contact. The characteristics were those of a good

ohmic contact but the resistivity indicated that the area was smaller

than the geometrical value and varied from contact to contact.

Aluminium is readily evaporated and was used frequently as a

contact. It gave a resistance value which corresponded to that of a

gold electrode at high fields as shown in fig. 5.9. This and other results

with Al contacts conform to those expected for a Schottky barrier about

10 nm thick. When the voltage is sufficiently high to allow a high

injection rate over the barrier, the bulk may have switched as in the

case of E74 in fig. 5.9.

The overall conclusion regarding contacts is that gold is the most

convenient and reliable metal to use for examination of off-state

characteristics and occasional switching events. For a more reliable

contact, e.g. to be used in a commercial switching device, materials

such as Ta, Mo, W or Si appear more suitable than gold.
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Fig. 5.9

Voltage (volts)

Chalcogenide glass I - V characteristics
with gold and aluminium electrodes.
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CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: THRESHOLD
SWITCHING AND PRE-BREAKDOWN CONDUCTIVITY

6.1. INTRODUCTION

For field strengths above approximately 10^ V.m \ chalcogenide

glasses of the type used in switching devices show non-ohmic behaviour.

When switching occurs a drastic change also occurs in the current-

limiting mechanism so an understanding of the factors which influence

conduction at fields just below breakdown is important.

Film composition and deposition conditions have important effects

on resistivity and in this way have a bearing on switching performance.

This, however, is a quantitative effect; it determines the current and

voltage levels at which switching occurs. All chalcogenides of the type

discussed in chapter 5 can show threshold switching behaviour and for
7

those in the resistivity range 10 iT.m - 10 JL.m the general features

of threshold switching are very similar over a wide range of compositions.

In this chapter, pre-switching behaviour is examined for three

very different geometrical arrangements:

1. A bulk sample with a probe contact on one side.

2. A coplanar layout on an evaporated glass film. The electrodes

were usually under the chalcogenide film.

3. Sandwich electrodes on either side of an evaporated glass film.

The thin film samples are those described in chapter 5 and in most
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cases are the same units as those used for the low field conductivity

measurements. The results for sandwich samples are more extensive

than for the other two arrangements.
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6.2 BULK SAMPLES

6.2.1. General approach

For each glass composition used in this work, a bulk sample was

prepared for conductivity measurement. Data on low field conductivity

and activation energy are given in chapter 5, but many samples also

showed threshold switching. The threshold voltage was determined
4

mainly by the glass resistivity, e.g. 10 .m gave V = 300 volts;
6 _ .

10 JL.m gave V ^ = 2 KV. Since the more conducting samples were

easier to study experimentally, the measurements in this section

refer to them.

The compositions examined were: As Te ,T1 Se; As Se .T1 Se;
Z J Z Z J z

(As2Te3^80Sl20; As55Te35GeiO' As20Te70Gei0 and ^As2Te3V8'Sl12GeiO"
The last composition (V20) is similar to that described by Ovshinsky

(173) as a basic threshold switch material. Most of the measurements

of bulk switching were done with V20 samples. However, all the other

compositions gave qualitatively similar results.

Slices were cut from an ingot of V20 glass to give samples

typically 3 mm diameter and 0.3 mm thick. Top and bottom faces were

polished with 3 yUm alumina powder and the sample was bonded to a

metal backing plate with conducting silver paint. The top contact was
-7 2

made with a probe so that the effective contact area was ~ 10 m .

4
The bulk resistivity of V20 glass was 10 JT.m.

Most measurements were made with a 50 Hz a.c. supply. The

mains voltage was fed to the sample via a variac and a step-up isolating
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transformer. The current was measured with a small sampling
3 4

resistor - usually 10 - 10 JL in series with the sample.

Fig. 6.1. shows typical threshold switching characteristics.

The curves are completely symmetrical and show no dependence on

bias polarity. Photograph (a) is of a single scan, with an exposure

of 20 ms. For (b) the exposure was 1 s and this shows a variation of

about ± 5% on the threshold voltage. Three other features of these

characteristics are important:

1. When the supply voltage is increased from zero (on the variac)

the threshold voltage is much higher than the value measured

for continuous 50 Hz operation (and shown in fig. 6.1.).

2. The time taken to switch along the load line from the high to

the low resistance state is of the order of 1 ms. This is

much slower than any switching speeds reported in the

literature for thin films.

3. The holding voltage, V^, is in the range 6-9 volts; again
much greater than the values reported for thin films.

Samples could be run for several hours at 50 Hz. The first

indication of failure was a slow decrease in and finally the device

remained in the on-state. Physically it appeared that local heating

had occurred since the probe had sunk into the surface and was stuck

to it. In one sample the glass around the probe had melted and bubbled.

When these results are considered together it is reasonable to consider

thermal breakdown as a possible mechanism.
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(b) 1 s exposure.

Threshold switching characteristics
of a bulk sample (V20 glass).
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The steady-state thermal breakdown analysis in section 3.3.

indicated that at V
^ the internal sample temperature is about 25 K

above ambient. A chalcogenide glass such as V20 has an activation

energy of 0.43 eV (or a - 0.04). Thus if the off-state resistance is

12 Mil at T , at (T + 25) the resistance has dropped to aboutSi S.

4 Mil . In thick samples, the field-dependence of conductivity is not

important since E E^. Thermal conductance depends on geometry
as given by equation 3.26:

r * 4^

-1 -1 -7 2
where thermal conductivity K = 1 W.m .K ., A = 10 m and

d = 0.3 mm. This gives P = 0.45mW.K . For a sine wave with

peak voltage and current values V and I respectively,

0.4 VI = P AT = 11 mW

for AT = 25 K. The factor 0.4 converts peak power to r.m.s. power.

When taken with the resistance value at T +25, this gives the
Si

conditions at turnover as : V
^ = 330 volts, 1^ = 85yuA. The

experimental values for single-shot breakdown are 300 V and 60yuA for
V20 so the simple thermal analysis appears to be adequate in this case.

The single-shot breakdown voltage is always greater than the value

measured under continuous switching conditions as in fig. 6.1. In this

case the single and continuous values are 300 volts and 30 volts

respectively. The difference can be explained on the basis of a high

mean temperature in the a.c. case (fig. 6.1.). It is treated
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quantitatively in section 6.2.3.

6.2.2. Pre-breakdown conduction

The high-field off-state characteristics were measured with an

a.c. supply (50 Hz) and displayed on an HP 140 oscilloscope as current

against voltage. For any value of peak voltage the trace was linear

but the locus of the peak values gave a non-ohmic curve. This is also

evidence of internal heating with a time constant greater than the

supply repetition period, i.e. isothermal resistance lines are displayed

(cf. fig. 3.12). Only close to V ^ was the trace curved and hysteresis
present.

Geometry did not affect the characteristics in a significant

way. Current increased uniformly with area and the threshold voltage

was not thickness dependent over a range 0.3 - 1 mm. Again this

conforms to the 'thick sample' thermal analysis of section 3.3.5.

The current-voltage curve was strongly temperature dependent.

Typical results (for V20) are shown in fig. 6.2. In the non-ohmic

region, each line is described by an equation of the form:

I = IQexp(-^-) 6.2

where I and are constants at any specified temperature. The

shape of the curves in fig. 6.2. is very similar to those derived for

thermal breakdown and shown in fig. 3.6. The fact that 1^ and
contain all the temperature-dependent terms is shown in the
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Fig. 6.2

Bulk current - voltage characteristics
as a function of temperature.
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reduced curve in fig. 6.3. for Log I /IQ against V/V . All points lie
on the same curve. For comparison, the data of Walsh (194) for

thin films are also shown. The coincidence of these data points

indicates that the same mechanism may be responsible for both sets

of results.

The temperature dependence of Rn , V., V , , I. and P , isJ 0 th 0 th

shown in fig. 6.4. is the low-field ohmic resistance and

= V 1^. The terms all have activation energies (over the

temperature range 0 - 100°C). The values are:

0.38 eV

vth 0.18 eV

pth - 0.07 eV

xo - 0.24 eV

vn 0.19 eV
0

Since P , = V , I , . the activation energy for I , is -0.25 eV.
th th th th

Each activation energy can be determined to within zh 0.02 eV from

the graphs in fig. 6.4. The activation energies for V ^ and V^,
I

^ and Iq are approximately equal. This was also the result obtained
from the theoretical thermal breakdown characteristics shown in

fig. 3.6. The activation energy for V ^ is about half that for .

This is in accord with the thermal breakdown condition for thick

samples given by equation 3.35. For all the terms in fig. 6.4., an

activated process accurately describes their temperature dependence.

Other relationships such as V ^ T and V^/T T suggested by
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Fig. 6.4
Temperature ( C)
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Temperature dependence of bulk properties:
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Walsh (194) for thin film results do not give linear characteristics

with the data on V20.

The experimental results of fig. 6.3. may be described by two

very similar I - V relations.

1. For V < V , V = IR .

For V > VQ, I = I0exp(V/V0).
2. A single expression: I = 21^ sinh (V/V^).

The two relations are shown in fig. 6.5. on logarithmic scales. Current

and voltage scales have been expressed in terms of 1^ and
respectively. For V » V^, the sinh term reduces to %expfV/V^), so

both relations coincide.

An expression of the type I = IqSXpCV/Vq) has a slope which is
ohmic at V - V^. At the resistance value is:

Rn = —?- 6.3-fi. ei0

With this constant resistance below there can be a smooth

transition from an ohmic to an exponential characteristic at V^.
The second possible relation, I = 2I^sinh(V/VQ) is almost

identical to the exponential expression for V » V^. At low voltages,
however, the resistance is given by:

1 2I°
T, V—— = —— cosh —

Rn. vo o
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Fig. 6.5
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R V
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n 0

The difference in the low voltage resistance values as expressed by

equation 6.3 and 6.4 is also shown in fig. 6.5.

In order to assess whether equation 6.3 or 6.4 is more applicable

to the experimental data of V20, the results are plotted in fig. 6.6.

as log R 1 against log (IQ/V ). This indicates that equation 6.3 is
more accurate, so the I - V relation is ohmic then exponential at

high voltages (V > Vq).
The general consequence of this I - V relation is that reduced

characteristics (i.e. I /1^ against V/V ) will always have the form
shown by the curve in fig. 6.3. The activation energy for R^ should
be given by the difference between the values for and 1^. This is
approximately true for the activation energies derived from fig. 6.4.

Walsh et al. (194) obtained a relation:

and suggested that because the constant was close to unity, a single

process was operative in both ohmic and exponential regions. The

single process concept may well be true but the constant relation

between R^ and V /IQ (actually 2.7) follows automatically from the
shape of the I - V characteristic.

As well as their relationship to R^_ , and 1^ are related to
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the threshold values of voltage and current, V , and I , . For V20th th

over the temperature range 0°C - 100°C, = 3.1 Vq and

1^ = 321^. These empirical relationships and the similarities in
activation energy for VQ and V^, IQ and I are very consistent from
sample to sample. They also correspond closely to the relations

derived in section 3.3. for the case of thermal breakdown in thick

samples.

6.2.3. Switching in bulk samples

When a d.c. voltage, V, is applied to a thick glass sample, the

current increases with time as shown in fig. 6.7. This behaviour is

representative of that for glasses whose pre-breakdown conduction

pattern was described in the previous section. In fig. 6.7. there is a

delay time, t^, before the runaway condition occurs. For thermal
breakdown in thick samples, t^ was given by equation 3.50 in section
3.3.8. :

C P d
V t, = 6.5

d a

where C is the specific heat per unit volume

a is a constant which is related to the activation energy for

, the sample resistivity at ambient temperature, T^.
The current-time curves for a slice of V20 glass were drawn on

2
an X - Y recorder. The results are shown in fig. 6.8. plotted as V

against t^ . The linear dependence is as expected from equation 6.5.
... -3 -2 -1

The slope of the experimental line in fig. 6.8. is 1.5.10 V .s
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150 Fig. 6.7
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Impulse breakdown for bulk samples. (V, > V2)
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Variation of delay time with voltage for bulk samples,
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2
From equation 6.5 the slope should be:a/C p d . For this sample,

4 ft —^ —1
d = 0.1 mm,

^ = 10 XI .m and C = 2.10 J.m .K ., i.e. the slope
_4 _2 -i

should be 2.10 V .s . This is also shown in fig. 6.8. The

theoretical and experimental lines only coincide at high voltages.

However, the derivation of equation 3.50in section 3.3.8. was made on

the basis that there was no heat loss via the electrodes, etc. Thus

equation 6.5 is only valid for voltages which are much greater than

and where the delay time is short compared with the thermal time

constant. For voltages only slightly greater than V , considerableth

heat loss may occur and the measured delay time would be expected

to be greater than the theoretical value derived from equation 6.5.

This is the situation shown in fig. 6.8.

With square voltage pulses 7 ms long and 6 ms apart, switching

occurs for each pulse if the pulse amplitude is great enough. As in
2 -1

the d.c. case, V cx t, . However, the value of t3 for each pulse
d d

is very much smaller than for the d.c. case and V ^ (the voltage which
makes t^ = 00 ) is approximately 70 volts. The measurements of
pre-switching behaviour in section 6.2.2. indicate that for V ^ = 70 volts,
the effective sample temperature is 330 K. Under pulsed conditions

the mean sample temperature therefore appears to be above T .3L

This result is similar to that shown in the photographs in fig. 6.1.

The dynamic threshold voltage, i.e. V ^ under continuous switching
conditions ( 100 Hz), is much lower than the initial value for the first

switching cycle (as in fig. 6.2.). When the load resistor is decreased
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or the maximum on-state a.c. current level is increased, V and

VR decrease, I increases and the whole switching process is slower

and less well-defined. All of these effects can be explained by a

rise in the internal temperature of the sample.

The thermal time constant for cooling, f , was given by

equation 3.53 in section 3.3.9. :

CAd
7 = ~p 6.6

6 ""3 — i _7 2
For typical bulk samples, C = 2.10 J.m K , A = 10 m ,

d = 0.3 mm and f-1 = 0.45 mW.K ^ (equation 6.1). This gives

7 = 0.13s. It was shown in section 3.3.9. that under a.c. conditions

when the period of the signal is much shorter than /y, an isothermal

characteristic is measured where the mean temperature is greater

than the ambient value, T . This is the condition which applies for
cl

100 Hz sine wave and pulsed operation.

In order to estimate the magnitude of the temperature rise

within the sample, the rate of power dissipation throughout each

cycle must be known. Fig. 6.9. shows the experimental variation of

current and voltage with time. The line marked 'power' was derived

by multiplication of current and voltage values. Most power

dissipation occurs during the on-state so I is the dominant factorr & max

controlling the power level since is approximately constant

throughout the on-state. The mean internal temperature can be

derived from the position of on the V^-temperature line in
fig. 6.4. Fig. 6.10. shows how the internal temperature increases
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Fig. 6.9
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with I and (I .V,).
max max h

Switching in bulk samples of chalcogenide glass shows good

agreement with thermal breakdown theory provided the effects of

heat loss and 'high' frequency signals are considered.
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6.3. COPLANAR SAMPLES

6.3.1. General treatment

Thin film samples with coplanar electrodes were fabricated

mainly to provide low-field resistivity data. The area and electrode

separation are radically different to the corresponding values for a

sandwich electrode arrangement. Coplanar and sandwich resistivity

values when measured for the same film can give useful information

about the uniformity of resistivity throughout the thin film; this has

been treated in chapter 5. Many coplanar samples were also tested

at high fields and their breakdown behaviour has much in common with

that for bulk samples.

In a typical coplanar sample, the electrodes were of gold, about

0.3 yum thick, deposited on a substrate of 7059 glass. The electrode
width, W, was 1 mm and the electrode separation, d, about 0.1 mm.

The film of chalcogenide glass was deposited on top of the electrodes

and was in the range 0.2 - 3yum thick. These are typical figures and
the exact dimensions were measured for each sample.

In order to calculate the current and voltage levels which are

necessary for thermal breakdown, some estimate must first be made

of the sample thermal conductance.

Heat is generated in the thin film of chalcogenide glass and its

dissipation is determined by the rate of conduction through the

chalcogenide glass, through the 7059 glass substrate and along the

electrodes. Conduction and convection into the air above the
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chalcogenide film is relatively small and may be neglected.

When the surface temperature of a thick slab is changed suddenly,

the temperature within the slab varies with time and distance from

the surface. For an initial temperature and surface temperature

, the temperature at a point x below the surface and time t is

given by:
T - T

s

T - T
s a

x

5
L 2( et t) J

6.7

where cx = K" / C and the function f [ J is the error function (33).

A similar situation applies to coplanar samples where all heat

is generated in a thin surface film. With an a.c. supply at 100 Hz, it

can be specified that the heat generated in the chalcogenide film must

be dissipated within 1 ms or less (i.e. 10% of the supply period). This

is a basic requirement for steady state operation.

If the temperature at point x is mid-way between T and T , the
a s

left side of equation 6.7 reduces to 0.5. For this value, the error

integral is approximately equal to the integrand, so:

x

2(o< t)

x

5
2(<x t)

The thermal properties of 7059 glass are very similar to those
6 -3 -1

for chalcogenide glasses : C = 2.10 J.m .K and

K = 1.0 W.m \k 1. When these values are substituted in

equation 6.7, x = 25 yum, i.e. 1 ms after the surface temperature was
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changed, the temperature at a point 25yUm below the surface has
increased by half the surface temperature increment. For the

calculation of thermal conductance, the substrate may be taken to

have an effective thickness of 2x : i.e. ~ 50 jjxa. The surface area
of chalcogenide glass in contact with the substrate is A = Wd. so

the thermal conductance is given by:

K Wd -1
7059 = "17" = 2mW'K ' 6'8

The large effective substrate thickness means that the temperature

within the chalcogenide glass film can be considered to be uniform, so

the limit to heat conduction associated with the glass film is not

serious.

Heat conduction along the gold electrodes may be calculated in
-1 -1

a similar fashion. For gold, K = 300 W.m .K . and
6 -3 —l

C = 2.10 J.m .K . The 'half-thickness' for this case is x = 0.4 mm

and the effective thermal conductance of a gold electrode is

0.2 mW.K \ With two electrodes, the overall thermal conductance

-1
of the electrodes is therefore 0.4 mW.K . and with the conductance

_ -1
of the substrate, I .. = 2.4 mW.Ktotal

The thermal breakdown conditions can be calculated in the same

way as for bulk samples; by assuming that thermal runaway occurs

when the sample temperature is 25 K above ambient. The product of

peak current and voltage at threshold is:

V , I . = 2.5 PAT = 150 mW.th th
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where the factor 2.5 takes account of the fact that heating depends

on r.m.s. power rather than peak power. If the low-field resistance

at T is 7 Mil , at a temperature (T + 25), it is approximately
3 3

-1
2 Mil for AE = 0.45 eV or a = 0.04 K . When the resistance

equation at threshold is solved with that for V . I . , then V . = 540 voltsth th th

and I
^ = 270 ^A. The experimental values (shown later in fig. 6.12)

are V
^ = 350 volts and I ^ = 150 ^UA. For the approximations used

to derive P" this correlation is good enough to show that thermal

breakdown is a viable mechanism.

At voltages close to , hysteresis appears in the current-

voltage characteristic. This indicates that the time taken for the

sample temperature to rise to its steady state value is a significant

proportion of the supply cycle time.

Switching is accompanied by catastrophic breakdown. The thin

film cannot sustain a high current, high temperature on-state so

destruction occurs. The film between the electrodes is often

completely evaporated and physical damage extends up to 1 mm from

the gap. For stable coplanar threshold switching, the chalcogenide

films would have to be much thicker than those used in this work,

probably in the range 20 - 50 yum.

6.3.2. Pre-switching behaviour

Conduction in thin film samples with coplanar electrodes is

influenced by a number of controllable factors. The effect of ambient
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temperature may be examined in the same way as for bulk samples.

Chalcogenide glasses composed of As, Te, Ge and/or Si all have

certain similarities in their physical and thermal properties.

However some properties, especially resistivity, are very dependent

on composition. With thin film samples, geometry is also easily

controlled. Since a coplanar sample was produced in almost every

glass evaporation run, a large number of samples have been examined

to determine the effects of temperature, resistivity and geometry

on conduction and breakdown conditions. All measurements were made

with an a.c. supply (100 Hz).

Current-voltage characteristics as a function of temperature

are shown in fig. 6.11. They are very similar to the bulk characteristics

of fig. 6.2. and the theoretical thermal characteristics of fig. 3.6.

The sample number was E84A.2 and it was produced by evaporation

of an ingot (composition As Te Ge ) from a resistance-heated
00 0 0 1U

boat. As with bulk samples, each characteristic may be described

by an ohmic region, resistance , and then an exponential region

where

I - IQ expV/V0 6.9
and the terms 1^ and are temperature-dependent. For any value
of T , Vk, F andR^ conform to the relation Vk/F = 2.7 Rn .

aUUJL- UU -**-

This was discussed in section 6.2.2. and indicates that the function

is ohmic then exponential rather than a sinh function.

The temperature dependence of R- , Vk, V.. , F and I are-1«- 0 th 0 th
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Fig. 6.11

Coplanar current - voltage characteristics
as a function of temperature.
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shown in fig. 6.12. Each of the terms has an activation energy and

the values are:

R^ 0.41 eV (0.38)

V 0.16 eV (0.18)

VQ 0.16 eV (0.19)
I

h - 0.28 eV (-0.25)
I - 0.28 eV (-0.24)

For comparison, the corresponding activation energies given in section

6.2.2. for bulk samples, are shown in brackets. The numerical

similarity and the relationships between the terms confirm that the

coplanar breakdown process is fundamentally similar to that for bulk

samples.

Coplanar films of different composition toE84A.2 have different

resistivities. However, the current-voltage relations are of the same

form as those in fig. 6.11; an ohmic then an exponential region. The

constants and 1^ differ from film to film but a normalized
characteristic as given by equation 6.9 is shown in fig. 6.13. For

comparison, data for E84A.2 is also plotted in fig. 6.13.

The chalcogenide films all have similar activation energies for

resistance and in the coplanar layout they all have similar values of

thermal conductance since P is determined mainly by the glass

substrate and electrode arrangement. Thus, from the viewpoint of

thermal breakdown they may all be considered as a single composition

where resistivity changes occur due to a change in ambient temperature.
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In table 6.1, the resistivities of four other films are made equal to

that of E84A.2 by a change in effective ambient temperature. It

has been assumed that the resistance activation energy for all the

samples is 0.45 eV.

The compositions of V38 and V41 are As Te Ge and
OO >5 J J.U

3

As36Te54Si10 resPectively- L°S vth is Pitted against 10 /Teffectiye
in fig. 6.14. Errors due to small differences in sample geometry

mean that the spread in data points is greater than for a single sample.

However, the line corresponding to an activation energy of 0.18 eV

fits the data and is approximately the same as the V ^ activation
energy for a single sample (derived from fig. 6.12).

The gap between coplanar electrodes is defined by a wire which

acts as a shadow-mask during the metal evaporation. To measure

breakdown as a function of gap width, wires of different diameter were

used. In fig. 6.15. the breakdown field has been plotted against gap

width for four units produced in experiment E83. The bulk material

was As^QTe^^Ge^Q and it was flash evaporated. The pre-breakdown
I - V relations were of the usual ohmic then exponential shape and the

normalized curve for each gap width fitted the curve in fig. 6.13.

From fig. 6.15., E ^ c< d 2. This is the relation expected from
thermal breakdown theory for samples where the thermal conductance

is not geometry-dependent (cf. section 3.3.5.). Kolomiets (177) has

measured the variation of E
^ with d in sandwich samples. He found

E
^ « d 2 but his thinnest bulk sample was 60 ^um. He also produced
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data for films < 5 ym thick and his results have been reproduced in
fig. 4.2. It is significant that the coplanar data of this section fits

into the thickness range not covered by Kolomiets. The dashed

line in fig. 6.15. is in fact an extension of that obtained by Kolomiets

for thicker samples. Thus in coplanar samples thermal breakdown

is responsible for switching down to gap widths of 5 yum at least. It

is not possible to produce reliable gaps less than 5 y,m wide but the
sandwich electrode arrangement provides electrode separations of

3 jU.m or less; that is discussed in the next section.
No results are available for the performance of coplanar

switches in the on-state since the power dissipation proved excessive

in all cases and the samples were destroyed. However, the pre-

breakdown characteristics as a function of temperature, resistivity

and geometry all conform to the expected behaviour for thermal

breakdown.
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6.4. SANDWICH SAMPLES

6.4.1. Introduction: the significance of self-heating

Thin films of chalcogenide glass sandwiched between metal

film electrodes were produced from a wide range of bulk glasses.

The relationship between film composition and resistivity and the

influence of electrodes were treated in chapter 5. Nearly all films,

however, were also tested under high field conditions to see whether

threshold switching occurred and if it did, to establish which

experimental factors influenced it.

The standard sample layout comprised a substrate of 7059

glass with twelve gold electrodes deposited on it (fig. 5.6.). These

electrodes were 0.3 mm wide and 0.3 jj,m thick. The evaporated

chalcogenide film covered the centre portion of the electrodes leaving

the ends exposed. The top contact, also of gold 0.3 jxm thick, was
0.7 mm wide. The chalcogenide glass film was in the thickness range

0.2-2 yUm and'in some samples, variations in electrode thickness
and/or width were introduced. Off-state resistance values were in

the range 100/1 to 10 MiT .

Steady state current-voltage characteristics were measured

by a number of techniques and the results are compared in fig. 6.16(a)

All gave the same resistance value at low voltages (500/L ). The

d.c. threshold voltage was less than that measured with a 100 Hz a.c.

supply (PM 6507 curve-tracer). For the pulse measurements, square

voltage pulses were used with a low repetition rate (100 Hz). The
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Fig. 6.16(a)
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current recorded was the value at the end of the pulse. In the d.c.

case and to a lesser extent in the 100 Hz measurements, a region

of negative resistance occurred before the device switched. Curves

such as those in fig. 6.16(a)would be expected if self-heating occurred

within the sample.

In order to establish the conduction mechanism at high fields,

it is necessary to measure the current-voltage characteristic

without the complication of self-heating. This may be done by

applying a short voltage pulse and measuring the current at t = 0.

For most of the samples used in this work the capacitive current

spike which occurs when a pulse is applied was very short; where the

initial current level was masked by the spike, the current pulse

shape was extrapolated back to t = 0 to give the initial current value.

Fig. 6.l6(b)shows the current at the beginning and end of a 70 yj.s

pulse and its variation with the voltage pulse height.

The current rise during a pulse cannot be uniquely attributed to

Joule heating. It was not possible to measure any consequence of

heating (other than current rise) which would give an alternative

measurement of the temperature increase. There are, however,

three calculations which show that Joule heating should be significant.

1. The power dissipated during one pulse is enough to give a

temperature rise of several K.

2. The increase in current during a pulse is large enough to be

due to a temperature rise of several K.
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Fig. 6.16(b)
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3. The time taken for the current to reach a steady value is

of the same order as the expected thermal time constant

for a thin film sandwich sample.

Each of these cases is considered quantitatively in later

sections but they do indicate a temperature rise of 2 - 20 K in the

pre-breakdown region. Thus, although it is not possible to prove

conclusively that the increase in current is entirely due to Joule

heating, the effect is present and is probably the most significant

factor in determining the current rise during a single pulse.

On the basis of fig. 6.16(14 there are therefore two characteristics

to be studied: the first excludes and the second includes the self-

heating effect. The relative importance of each effect is determined

by the sample resistivity; hence the importance of a wide range of

p values. This work forms the basis of the next five sections and
establishes the conditions which prevail in the pre-switching region.

As with bulk and coplanar samples, the current-voltage

characteristics with and without the Joule-heating component show

an ohmic region up to a voltage and then a non-linear region for

V > Vq. However, switching occurs when V = 3V^ so there is only
a relatively small voltage range over which the non-linear

characteristics can be measured. This introduces the complication

that the results can be fitted to several conduction mechanisms.

This has been done in the following three sections for the I - V

curve without the Joule heating term. There is a reasonable fit for
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each of three models so an assessment has been made in terms of

how realistic it is to expect each model to be valid.

Experimentally, flat-topped voltage pulses were applied. The

pulse length was 1-10 with a repetition rate of 100 - 300 Hz.

The associated current pulse was measured as the voltage across

a resistor in series with the sample. This voltage was subtracted

from that supplied by the pulse generator to give the voltage across

the sample. In most cases this was only a small correction. All

thin film sandwich samples gave results which had the same general

form so the analysis has been concentrated on those for which I - V

characteristics have been measured as a function of temperature

and electrode separation - the two most accessible experimental

variables.

6.4.2. Space-charge-limited current flow

If switching is assumed to be controlled by some electronic

process such as double injection (section 3.5.3.) or Henisch's field

inversion concept (section 3.5.4.), then the current flow in the

pre-switching region is likely to be space-charge limited. The

expressions which describe space-charge-limited currents (SCLC)

are dependent on the distribution of traps between the Fermi level

and the conduction band (for electron flow) and these equations have

been outlined in section 3.5.3.

Experimental current-voltage characteristics do not fit the
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power law relationship which would be expected for either a single

trap level or for traps with an exponential density distribution

throughout the forbidden gap. However, the uniform trap distribution

gives an equation:

J = CTa Eexp^E) 6.10

n

where t
1 A e N kT

and CT is the ohmic conductivity
ct

C is the sample capacitance for area A and thickness d
-3 -1

N^_ is the trap density expressed in m eV
Equation 6.10 indicates that the relation between log R and V should

be linear with slope t^/d. Results for three films of different
thickness are shown in fig. 6.17. If the dimensions for unit E57A.10

are substituted in equation 6.10 and it is assumed that the dielectric

constant is K. = 11, the slope of the log R - V line gives
23 -2 -1

N^_ = 5.10 m eV . This calculation has also been done for a
number of other films and in all cases was in the range

23 24 -3 -1
2.10 -2.10 m eV . Composition and resistivity do not appear

to have any consistent effect on the value of they do of course

determine the resistance value at V = 0.

From equation 6.10 the slope of the log R - V graph should be
-1 -2 -1

proportional to T and d (since capacitance C « d ). The

experimental values have been plotted to show these relationships in
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Fig. 6.17

Current - voltage data without Joule heating
represented as Log R against V for films of
different thickness.
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fig. 6.18. and 6.19. Units E56C and E57A have the same thickness

and fit the same line in fig. 6.18. Similarly in fig. 6.19. all

measurements refer to room temperature so the only variable is

thickness. Although the data shows the expected functional

dependence on temperature and thickness, none of the lines in fig. 6.18.

or 6.19. pass through the origin. This is confirmed by the results of

Fagen (18). His I - V curves are shown in fig. 4.1. and they cover a

much wider temperature range than those in fig. 6.18. Fagen's results

have been replotted as log R against V and the slope of each line has

been plotted against 1/T in fig. 6.20. For comparison the two lines

from fig. 6.18 have also been included. Fagen's data refer to a film

composition As Te Ge and different geometry, so the numerical
j J lu U

values of slope cannot be correlated with those for E56 or E57.

Space-charge-limited current flow with a uniform trap density

distribution throughout the band gap seems at first sight to be a

reasonable conduction mechanism for chalcogenide films. The numerical

value for the trap density and the functional dependence of current

on voltage, geometry and temperature appear to confirm the

application. However, the non-zero intercepts in figs. 6.18, 6.19.and

6.20. cast serious doubts on the applicability of SCLC and probably mean

that the features which support the mechanism are no more than a

coincidence.
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Fig. 6.20

Influence of temperature on the slope of lines
on a Log R - V graph: comparison of Fagen's
data with that from Fig. 6.18.
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6.4.3. Hopping conduction

In an amorphous semiconductor with a high density of localized

states a large fraction of the carriers are likely to be trapped at

any instant. One mechanism of transport is by direct hopping of

carriers between traps. If a carrier is considered to exist in a

potential well, depth cf) , and separated from the adjacent trapping

site by a distance a, then the probability that the carrier will move

out of its trap is given by

p = exp( - <j6/kT)
where is the frequency of vibration of the carrier in the potential

well, i.e. an escape attempt frequency. This equation assumes a

Boltzmann energy distribution. The effect of an applied field is to

reduce the well depth slightly in one direction and increase it

correspondingly in the opposite direction. The probability of motion

in the direction of the field is p+ :

p+ = % VQ exp - (cp - %eEa)/kT
and against the field:

p_ = h \> Q exp - ( <p + %eEa)/kT
assuming one dimensional movement only. Thus, the mean velocity

of drift v will be in the direction of the field:

v = a (p+ - p_ )

6 s E
i.e. v = a \) Qsinh( 2 kT ) 6.11
Thus, the current-voltage relation is of the form:
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I = I0sinhV/V0 6.12

where

I = Anea V
^ exp 6.13

V =
0 ea

6.14

n is the carrier concentration.

The experimental data for conduction in thin chalcogenide glass films

may be examined for conformity to these equations.

The general form of equation 6.12 is almost the same as that

used to describe bulk and coplanar samples in the pre-switching region.

At low voltages V I with resistance and at voltages greater

than Vq, the characteristic is approximately exponential. However,
as pointed out in section 6.2.2., the distinguishing feature of a sinh

expression is the relation

The constant is 2.0 rather than 2.7 which occurs if the characteristic

is simply ohmic then exponential.

Current-voltage characteristics (without any Joule heating) are

shown in fig. 6.21. for samples produced in experiment E53. By

suitable masking during the glass evaporation, three thicknesses were

produced. An increase in ambient temperature results in an increase

in Iq and a decrease in V^. Increased thickness has the opposite effect
on I and V . At first sight, this would appear to be contradictory to

equations6.13 and 6.14 which indicate that should increase with

6.15
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Fig. 6.21
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T and 1^ should be independent of film thickness. The experimental
data from fig. 6.21. and other similar films may be used to establish

the functional dependence of I and V on T and d.

Fig. 6.22. shows the variation of with d. The straight line

indicates a constant field: E^ = 3.3.10^ V.m \ This conforms to
equation 6.14 and from that equation, a value for the jump distance,

a, may be derived. At room temperature a is of the order of 15 mm;

values for a number of films are summarised later.

The temperature dependence of represents a more interesting

problem. does not vary directly with temperature, nor with

l/T. However, in fig. 6.23 log has been plotted against 1/T

for four films. The corresponding lines for log 1^ against 1/T are
also shown. The activation energies derived from fig. 6.23 are

summarised in table 6.2 along with the corresponding low field

activation energies for resistance.

Table 6.2

Unit Activation energies (eV)

for Vq for q difference for

E56 A 0.06 - 0.40 0.46 0.48

E56B 0.12 - 0.40 0.52 0.49

E56C 0.07 - 0.33 0.40 0.44

E57 A 0.14 - 0.30 0.44 0.48



vo (volts)
3
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Fig. 6.23

Variation of Vq and IQ with temperature.
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There are two important features of these results:

1. The activation energy for corresponds to the difference

between the values for and 1^. This is in accord with
equation 6.15.

2. The equation for (6.14) contains a term with an activation

energy. The only suitable term which could be temperature-

activated is a, the jump distance. Therefore a can be

expressed as

a = anexp( - —-)
0 kT

where

^ = 0.06 - 0.14 eV

and a^ is in the range 0.2-4yum.
In fig. 6.23. log rather than log V^/T was plotted but the
error this introduced was neglegible.

The cause of the variations in activation energies between films

is not known, but there are small differences in composition and

resistivity which could be responsible. This could also cause the

slight dependence of 1^ on film thickness. The average activation
energy for 1^ is about 0.36eV. This is <jz in equation 6.13. If the
value of jump distance, a, is substituted into equation 6.13, an

estimate of the carrier density, n, may be made. The spread in

possible values of cjj introduces an error of about one order of

magnitude into the value of n. The term Vq is a phonon frequency,
13-1 .23 -3

taken as 10 s This gives n = 10 m
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The carrier mobility may be derived from the low field

conductivity and n. However it is also given by the equation:

6.16
kT

i.e. the mobility has a slightly stronger temperature dependence than

the conductivity due to the term which arises from the

activation energy for the jump distance.

A summary of the values of resistivity, carrier density, jump

distance and mobility for six films is given in table 6.3.

The experimental results fit the required characteristics for

carrier hopping if the jump distance, a, is temperature dependent.

By analogy with the data for thick and coplanar samples, one of the

effects of Joule heating is to make temperature dependent:

cf. figs. 6.4 and 6.12. However, in the case of sandwich samples,

Joule heating effects can be excluded by the technique described in

section 6.4.1. Although current is described by an equation which is

similar to that used where Joule heating is present, the origin of the

Vq term and therefore its temperature dependence arise from a

completely different mechanism.

Hopping conduction in chalcogenide glasses was discussed briefly

in chapter 2. However, when hopping occurs between localized states

in the forbidden gap, the jump distance is small - of the order of one

atomic spacing, 0.3 nm. This occurs because of the high density of
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Table 6.3

Film Thickness

(urn)
Area

(xl0_7m2')
P

(Kfl..™)
V0

(volts)
J0

(w*A)

a

(iom)

n

(x idV) (x icT® >vvV ,'s'

E56A.1 1.1 3.6 5.6 3. 7 0.1 15 1.4 8

E56B.1 0. 8 3.4 3.0 2.3 0.18 17 2.4 9

E56C. 1 0.45 4. 8 2.8 1.9 0. 5 12 6.7 3

E57A.10 0. 45 2.2 o • co 1.5 0. 52 15 12 6

E57B.7 0. 75 3.0 1.1 1. 7 0.3 22 3.5 16

E57C.2 0. 2 2.6 1.7 0. 9 0.45 11 12 3

Summary of results for hopping conduction.

Poole-Frenkel effect: influence of field

on the shape of a Coulombic well.
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states. Their energy separation is also small so it would be

expected that the hopping conductivity would not be strongly

temperature dependent.

On the basis of the hopping model derived in this section,

the jump distance at room temperature is much greater than the

interatomic spacing : a = 15 nm. The activation energy measured

for conductivity and the trap depth ( = 0.35 eV) imply that hopping

occurs by excitation of a carrier into the conduction band where

conduction is scattering or diffusion limited until the carrier is

retrapped. As temperature is reduced, the jump distance a

decreases and for values of a below about 5 nm, tunnelling between

sites becomes significant. It would be expected therefore that the

conductivity activation energy would be reduced at low temperatures.

It was not possible to extend the characteristics of thin sandwich

samples to low temperatures. However, low temperature results

for similar materials are treated in section 6.4.5.

6.4.4. Poole-Frenkel hopping

For semiconductors with trapping sites which are many atomic

distances apart, the potential barrier surrounding each trap can be

considerably reduced by a high field. The process of field-assisted

emission of carriers from traps is known as the Poole-Frenkel effect.

For the case of conduction by electrons, the traps are donors, i.e.

they lie between the Fermi level and the conduction band and are
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neutral when occupied.

The influence of field on the shape of a one-dimensional

potential well of depth , is shown in fig. 6.24. The field reduces

the effective barrier height by

A<£ =

so the low field conductivity cr is increased at high fields to:
a

h
cr = craexp(^|-) 6.17

where cr is of the form:
a

<b
°~a = Nd 6 /* 6Xp * " kT ) 6-18

is the density of donors and the constant ^3 is:

K. is the dielectric constant for the semiconductor.

The distance from the trap centre to the minimum in the

potential barrier is x :
m

Xm = ^eE"

With this model the maximum density of traps is limited by their

minimum separation of 2x .
m
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Three dimensional models for field-assisted emission have

been considered by Hartke (195) and Jonscher (196). In this work

the field range for non-ohmic conduction is small and the magnitude

of the field itself is also relatively low so the simple one-dimensional

treatment is adequate.

In order to see how experimental data fits equation 6.17; log R

has been plotted against V in fig. 6.25. for different values of

temperature and film thickness. The same data was used in section

6.4.2., fig. 6.17., to examine the applicability of space-charge-limited

current flow with a uniform distribution of traps. The data fits

%
log R - V and log R - V equally well and this emphasises one of the

biggest experimental difficulties: only a small non-ohmic voltage

range can be studied before switching occurs.

The general shape of the lines in fig. 6.25. agrees with that

expected for a Poole-Frenkel process. At constant temperature,

lines representing films of different thickness extrapolate to a constant

value at V = 0 (allowing for small errors due to slightly different areas).

Slope decreases as thickness and temperature increase. The detailed

variation of slope with temperature and thickness is shown in fig. 6.26.

and fig. 6.27. and is less satisfactory. Neither line passes through

the origin and this cannot be accounted for by the errors which arise

from the experimental readings.

There are two important factors, one experimental and one

theoretical, which limit further analysis of the data in fig. 6.25.
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Fig. 6.25

V2 (volts) 2.

1

Variation of Log R with V2 as a function
of temperature and film thickness.
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Fig. 6.26

Slope
(Log/)

0
0 1.0 2.0

d~^ ( m"^)
Effect of film thickness on slope of lines in fig. 6.25

Slope 0.4

(Log/)
V~2

0. 2

Effect of temperature on the slope of the
lines in fig. 6.25.
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o.e.

1. Film composition and hence resistivity vary throughout the

thickness of the film. It is therefore difficult to estimate

the field distribution and hence the poole-Frenkel

contribution to current.

2. The model used has only required donor levels. In an amorphous

chalcogenide film considerable compensation may occur. The

degree of compensation affects j$ (equation 6.19) (197) (198)
%

which in turn determines the slope of the log R - V plot.
-1

For a field of 4 MV.m , the minimum trap separation is 2x
m

and is given by equation 6.20, i.e. approximately 20 nm. This is of

the same order as the mean jump distance derived in the previous
23 -3

section. It implies a maximum donor density of 10 m This is

also the approximate carrier density if the time spent by a carrier at

a trapping site is much larger than the time spent in transit between

traps.

6.4.5. Comments on off-state conduction

The off-state characteristics of thin film sandwich samples have

been analysed on the basis of three possible conduction mechanisms.

The influence of Joule heating has been eliminated by the use of low

repetition rate short pulses applied to low resistivity chalcogenide

glasses. The component of current due to Joule heating under these

conditions may be identified and excluded. This technique gives less

accurate results but has the merit of providing unambiguous data
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(as far as self-heating is concerned).

Conductivity shows field-dependence but the range of field

values over which this occurs is small. This means that each of

the models in the previous three sections shows reasonable agreement

with the results; there is not a wide enough range in the experimental

variables to provide a unique description of the conduction mechanism.

The space-charge-limited current model of section 6.4.2. gives

a uniform distribution of traps throughout the forbidden gap of
23 -3 -1

density 10 m .eV . For a band gap (or perhaps more accurately,

a mobility gap), of 0.9 eV, this trap density is of the order expected

for chalcogenide glasses. However, a uniform distribution does not

conform to the general picture of the type of trap distribution which

is usually associated with tail states in the forbidden gap, so it can

only represent an approximation. The detailed correspondence of

SCLC behaviour with changes in temperature and electrode separation

do not correspond to the experimental results. The SCLC model

is not therefore the most accurate to use.

The models based on hopping and on the Poole-Frenkel effect

have many similarities. With the range of experimental data available

it is not possible to distinguish between graphs of log I against V and

%
log R against V . Both models indicate that there is a set of

dominant donor levels about 0.35 eV below the conduction band. Both

models give a trap separation at room temperature of about 20 nm.

The trap density and carrier concentration have similar values if a
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carrier spends much more time trapped than free. Both models
. in23 -3give n = 10 m

There are, however, important differences. In general, the

Poole-Frenkel equation provides the more accurate description of

room temperature I - V characteristics. This is difficult to justify

for a single film, but when results for a large number of films are

examined, there are small but consistent deviations from linearity

%in the graphs of I oc sinh V and good linearity for I oe exp V .

In the Poole-Frenkel process, the minimum donor separation

is determined by equation 6.20. This is not temperature dependent.

In the hopping model of section 6.4.3., the jump distance has a small

activation energy : 'a'decreases with a decrease in temperature. At

low temperatures, transfer of carriers between trapping sites can

occur by tunnelling and the temperature dependence of conductivity

should be much reduced relative to room temperature values.

Fig. 6.28(a) shows conductivity data for silicon monoxide (175)

expressed as log I against log V and also log I against V . At

temperatures below 77 K the I - V characteristics are almost

temperature-independent. These curves have been interpreted on

the basis of a Poole-Frenkel effect. Fig. 6.28 (b) shows corresponding

curves for a thin film of composition As,.Te S Ge, . (18). Noob zo zl 16

clear conduction mechanism was suggested for these curves, but they

do bear a strong resemblance to those in fig. 6.28 (a).

The experimental variation of jump distance with temperature
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Fig. 6.28

(a). Characteristics for silicon monoxide,
for temperatures between 4 K and 413 K.

for temperatures between 77 K and 333 K.
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given in section 6.4.3. implies that a = 5 nm when T = 120 K, i.e.

for temperatures below 120 K, tunnelling between centres should be

the most important transport mechanism. The I - V relation

should conform to a high power law or sensitive exponential function

(e.g. as in fig. 3.14.) and be almost temperature independent. These

requirements are met by the curves in fig. 6.28. It is possible,

therefore, that the most accurate model to describe conduction in

thin chalcogenide films is a modified Poole-Frenkel process which

involves hoppirgand where the jump distance is thermally activated.

6.4.6. Thermal effects

In thin chalcogenide films it has been shown that conductivity

is a function of field as well as temperature. When a constant

voltage pulse is applied to a sample and internal Joule heating occurs,

temperature and hence current increase with time. The temperature-

time relation can be derived from the thermal energy-balance equation

which was introduced in section 3.3. :

^ + £'T"Ta»

The left hand term represents the Joule heat generated per unit

volume and it is assumed that the field E is constant. The extreme

right hand term is the heat lost via electrodes, substrate, etc. in

terms of geometry (area A and electrode separation d) and thermal
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conductance, P .

The graphical representation of each of the terms in equation

6.21 is shown in fig. 6.29. as functions of temperature increase above

ambient, AT = T - T . The lines P and P represent two different
ct 12

values of field and the shape of the curves P^ and P^ is approximately
that expected for a total temperature increase along the x - axis of

20 K. Thermal runaway does not occur as long as the heat loss line

which is proportional to AT intersects the power-temperature

curve (P , P etc.). For the curves P and P the stable temperatures
1 Z 1 z

eventually attained are T and T . The temperature-time plot
X z

(diagram c) is derived from dT/dt (diagram b). The derivative as

shown in fig. 6.29 (b) may be described approximately by an equation:

dT
C -ji = Pn - bT 6.22at U

where P„ is the value of the derivative term at T
0 a

and b is approximately constant. In general,

r
b < -i-r- 6.23A a

and this inequality becomes more pronounced for large values of T.

It may also be expressed as

»■ £Ad

with rx < r
If there were no current increase with temperature then f-1 and P^
would be identical.
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Graphical representation of the solution
of the energy-balance equation.
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The solution of equation 6.22 is:

P

T = -^(1-exp-t/ Ts) 6-24

C
where T is a time constant; ~ ~r~ 6.25

s > s b

It is equation 6.24 which is represented in fig. 6.29 (c).

When the voltage is removed from a sample, the temperature

within the material falls to the ambient value, T . The time for
a

this temperature drop to occur may be found from equation 6.21

with E = 0.

1,e* dt Ad ' A
This has a solution:

AT = At exp - t/ -f 6.26max / d

where A T^ is the sample internal temperature when the voltage
pulse ends. "f is a time constant,d

CAd

rTd " ^ 6-27
When this time constant is compared with that for the current

increase (equation 6.25) :

T P
— =

— > 1 since P > P 6.28
^d 1 1

This relationship, however, is only valid for temperature-time

curves. Experimentally only current variation with time can be

easily measured, so temperatures have to be deduced from current
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values.

The shape of the current waveform was measured as part of

the routine assessment of each thin film sample. A low repetition

rate double voltage pulse was applied and the current pulse shape

was given by the voltage across a resistor in series with the sample.

Voltage-time and current-time pulse shapes are shown in fig. 6.30.

Voltage amplitude, pulse width and pulse separation are independently

variable.

The variation of I (the current at t = 0) with voltage has been

discussed in sections 6.4.2.- 5. and characteristics for 1^^ - V and
I - V are drawn in fig. 6.17. For the reasons given in section 6.4.1.

the current increase above I or 1^ during a pulse is due to Joule
heating. It represents an increase over I of between 5 and 50%

(before switching occurs). However, the current component due to

heating can only be measured by substtacfcing I from the current at

any time during the pulse so experimental errors can be considerable,

especially for high resistivity samples where I is only slightly

greater than I .

The time constant for current rise can be measured directly

from the current-time curve. As the pulse separation is increased,

I falls from I to I . This gives a measure of the temperature
UZ J L U JL

fall with time. For small values of current increase due to heating,

the current may be initially taken as proportional to temperature.

The exact relationship between I and T for uniform heating is shown
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Fig. 6.30

Voltage

0

Variable pulse separation

Time

Current

12

02

Ol

T ime

Voltage and current pulse shapes.
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by curves P^ and P^ in fig. 6.29 (a). Samples were tested under a

great variety of conditions and in all cases the rise and fall in

temperature varied approximately exponentially with time.

As well as the standard crossover geometry, another electrode

arrangement was also used. This consisted of a large bottom

electrode of gold (1-2 cm square), then a layer of the chalcogenide

film. The top contact was made with evaporated gold dots which

were connected to the measuring equipment via an X - Y - Z probe.

Variation of the diameter of the top contact gave samples of different

area.

Substrates of silicon and 7059 glass gave exactly the same

values for heating and cooling curves. The top and bottom electrodes

were usually 0.3 yqm thick, but they were varied between 40 nm and
0.5 yum with no effect on the time constant values. These comparison
measurements were always made on samples of glass deposited at the

same time. This indicates that the rate of heat dissipation required

to give the thermal conductance term, P , can be achieved with thin

electrodes (^40 nm). Thicker electrodes or substrates of higher

thermal conductivity do not improve the rate of heat transfer.

Other experimental results, however, were not as straight¬

forward. Time constants varied with field, resistivity and sample

area. From the treatment of thermal breakdown in section 3.3., the

highest stable internal temperature which could be realised without

thermal runaway was about 25 K above ambient. In a uniformly
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heated sample this should mean that near V , the current at the
th

end of the voltage pulse, I , should be about three times greater

than the value at the beginning of the pulse I . i.e.

A I = I^i - Iqi - This was observed for only a few samples;
in general the relation was AI = x I with x in the range 0.05 - 1.0.

For values of x < 0.05, the increase in current was very difficult to

measure.

The variation in the magnitude of the current component due to

self-heating may be explained by non-uniform heating throughout the

sample. Only a small region need be heated by 25 K to produce

thermal runaway and this would imply a non-uniform current density

across the sample in the pre-breakdown region. The 'hot' area may

be considered initially to be at a uniform temperature (T + 25) and
SL

to have sharply defined boundaries with the rest of the sample at T .

The area of the 'hot' region in terms of the 'cold' region is then

given by:

' Hot' area = 0.3x. 'cold' area.

where x is derived from the current-time curve and the sum of the

'hot' and 'cold' areas is equal to the geometrical area.

The non-uniform temperature distribution with a localized

maximum value T may be represented by a uniform mean
max

temperature T , where T < T Both temperature
mean mean max

distributions would give the same I - V characteristics but the onset

of thermal runaway would occur at a smaller value of AI for the
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non-uniform temperature distribution.

With the uniform temperature representation of non-uniform

heating, the general shape of the diagrams in fig. 6.29. would not

change but the curves P^ and would be flatter. The thermal time
constant for heating would approach the value for cooling, i.e.

r -> P in equation 6.28.

In the more conducting chalcogenide films, the component of

current due to self-heating ( A I) was relatively much larger than

for films of lower conductivity. This suggests that in the former

case the temperature distribution before the onset of thermal

runaway was more uniform than in the latter case, i.e. the effective

heated volume was greater. The time constant given by equation

6.27 is:

CAd
T = —

If P is taken to be constant for given materials and device geometry,

then 7" depends on the effective heated volume, i.e. 7 should

increase as CT is increased. This is observed experimentally.

The proportion of a sample which is heated may be increased

by reducing the geometrical area. The measured values for 7

increase with sample area. Thus, experimentally 7 oC ACT . This

is shown in fig. 6.31. for values of 7 obtained from cooling curves.

Instead of ACT , the ratio of sample resistance to electrode separation,

R /d, has been plotted. There is a large scatter in the experimental

data but this is consistent with a non-uniform heating process which
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Fig. 6.31
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varies from sample to sample.

The numerical value for thermal time constant, , may be

6 —3 —1
found from equation 6.27. The heat capacity, C = 2.10 J.m .K

For a relatively conducting chalcogenide film where almost uniform

heating occurs, the experimental value of thermal conductance is:

-1 -7 2
! 1 = 20 mW.K . For an area 2.10 m and film thickness 2^um,

7" = 40 jj.s. This is typical of the experimental values obtained
for films produced from a glass of bulk composition •^■S2o'^e70^eiO"
The thin film resistivity is 40_Q.m. Data points for such samples

appear in the top corner of fig. 6.31.

Heating and cooling curves were measured as part of the

routine assessment of each thin film. In fig. 6.32. the curves for two

field values have been plotted as log | A I | against time. For heating,

| A I | = I^ - I and the time scale refers to time elapsed since the
beginning of the pulse (cf. fig. 6.30). For cooling, two pulses have to

be used and | A I | = I,, ~ In9- The time scale refers to theX J. uz

separation between the two pulses.

The influence of field in fig. 6.32. may also be explained on the

basis of non-uniform heating. At high fields the temperature

distribution is much less uniform than in the low field case. The

high field thermal time constant for heating is therefore shorter than

the low field value. For cooling, however, the thermal conductance

may limit the rate of heat loss from a small 'high-temperature'

region so the high field cooling time constant is lower than the low



Time(^is)

Heatingandcoolingcurves.|A11=I„-I(heating) 'AII=In"I^Ccooling)
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field value.

Non-uniform heating also implies that when thermal breakdown

occurs, it is localized. This determines the position of the high

current filament of the on-state.

The interpretation of thermal time constant results has been

limited by the errors of measurement and the scatter which arises

from measurements on many different samples. However, it does

appear that non-uniform heating can occur within sandwich samples

and this is most marked for high resistivity materials. The thermal

response time is of the order 0.5 - 40 p,s and is shortest for
samples with high resistivity and small area ( fig. 6.31.). These are

also the conditions which exist in chalcogenide switching devices so

the performance of these devices must be examined from the

viewpoint that some localized heating is almost certainly present.

The thermal response time ~ 1 yus is also of the same order of
magnitude as the delay time for switches operated under pulse

conditions. It is reasonable therefore to consider that the switching

process may be thermally initiated.

6.4.7. A.C. Admittance arising from thermal effects

One of the most unusual features of chalcogenide threshold

switches is that when biased close to V^, their capacitance changes
sign. Vogel and Walsh (184) measured the capacitance of threshold

switching devices as a function of d.c. bias voltage. Their results
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are shown in fig. 6.33. Close to , the capacitance decreases

as the voltage is increased; it goes through zero and then towards

- CO at V Many explanations have been offered for this effect:

space charge polarization, limited avalanche effects, phase changes,

etc. , but it can be shown that the graph in fig. 6.33. is to be

expected if any Joule-heating occurs in the device.

A thin film of chalcogenide glass sandwiched between metal

electrodes may be considered as a lossy capacitor and represented

by a parallel R - C circuit - R^ and C in fig. 6.34. When a voltage
pulse is applied to the sandwich, a high current spike results. The

peak current is limited by the current-measuring resistor or by

the generator output resistance. The spike decays with a time

constant R^C.and this is usually much shorter than the voltage
pulse length: fig. 6.35. Internal self-heating increases the current

above the steady-state level I = V/R . This response may be

simulated with a series L - R circuit across R^ where the resistor

R^ is determined by the current increase due to Joule heating;

R^ = V/ A I. The total equivalent circuit and its response to a

voltage pulse are shown in figs. 6.34. and 6.35.

The thermal time constant, T , is approximately constant for

any given sample. It determines the value of the inductance;

L - R T = XX
2 AI

Under typical experimental conditions, the current increase due to

Joule heating is zero until V is close to V ^ then A I increases
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d.c. bias voltage (volts)

Variation of capacitance with bias voltage:
results of Vogel and Walsh (184).
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Fig. 6.34

Equivalent circuit

Fig. 6.35

e=»

T ime

Response to a voltage pulse.
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rapidly; A I therefore largely determines the variation of L with V.

Qualitatively, this shows that the admittance of the - L

combination is zero until V is close to V . .

th

The principal features of the a.c. admittance of temperature-

dependent circuit components have been treated in general terms in

section 3.3.9. However, the equivalent circuit of fig. 6.34. is

adequate for this analysis. The admittance as a function of voltage

may be calculated on the basis of Joule heating. Constants appropriate

to Vogel's devices are used so that a comparison can be made.

The current-voltage relation as a function of internal temperature

( AT above ambient) is given by:

I = Vexp (a AT) exp (V/V ) 6.30

-7 -l
is the low field conductance , taken as 10 _0_ . ' a' is a

constant which depends on the resistance activation energy. For

materials used in chalcogenide switches, AE = 0.45 eV and a = 0.04.

Vq is a constant; from the analysis in section 6.4.3., = 4 volts
for the 1.2 yum film used by Vogel. is slightly temperature-

dependent ( A E = 0.1 eV) but since a temperature range of only

25 K is considered, may be taken to be independent of temperature.

It must also be assumed that heating occurs uniformly throughout

the sample.

The variation of AT and I with voltage is shown in fig. 6.36 (a)

and (b). V ^ occurs at 16 volts, but if slightly different constants
were used in equation 6.30 and allowance were made for heat losses
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volts

Variation of internal temperature, current
and equivalent circuit inductance with bias voltage.
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via the electrodes, then Vogel's experimental figure of V^_, = 24 volts
could easily result. The important feature of fig. 6.36 (a) is that

the temperature rise is only significant in the four volts below V ^

and in that region, the temperature rise is approximately uniform -

5 K.V \ For Vogel's devices, temperature effects are only likely

to be significant for voltages above 20 - 22 volts.

The value of equivalent circuit inductance has been calculated

from equation 6.29 for 7* = 1 yWs and is shown as a function of
voltage in fig. 6.36 (c).

The sample capacitance, as measured on a bridge is derived

from a measurement of the susceptance of the sample, i.e.
-1

COC + (tOL) . The capacitive. ..term is not a function of voltage,

but close to V (wL) ^ becomes the dominant term. This is

shown in fig. 6.37. and is very similar to fig. 6.33. The rapid

variation of L with V also means that the changeover from negative

to positive susceptance will only be very weakly dependent on frequency.

This is in agreement with Vogel's observations.

Vogel also observed that at low temperatures (below 0°C), the

sample capacitance appeared to be negative even with no d.c. bias.

Without information on the a.c. conductivity-frequency behaviour

of these films, it is not possible to explain the effect quantitatively.

However, if there were a peak in the a.c. loss curve at low temperature

the power dissipated due to this loss could be of the order of lOyUW.
The sample thermal conductance appears to be temperature dependent
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Fig. 6.37

Predicted susceptance - voltage variation
as a result of self-heating.
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(this is discussed in the next section) and a value of P = 10 W.K

is possible for the small area device used by Vogel. A temperature

rise of only a few degrees is all that is needed to give a susceptance

which would completely swamp the capacitive value.

The heating which arises from dielectric loss depends on the

loss-frequency curve which would vary slowly over a temperature

range of 50 K or more. It would be expected therefore that the

inductive character of the sample admittance would increase slowly

as the temperature was reduced and there would be a much more

gradual changeover than in the d.c. bias-room temperature case

shown in fig. 6.37. These predictions are qualitatively in agreement

with Vogel's observations.

Apart from the formal treatment of Burgess (35) and some

application to Ge poiit-contact diodes (199), the problems of thermal

admittance have not received much attention. It provides a

straightforward explanation for negative capacitance in chalcogenide

switches and it is consistent with the conduction and thermal processes

which occur in these devices. The admittance measurements are

very sensitive to temperature changes within the sample and along

with data from a.c. loss measurements, could provide an accurate

picture of the internal thermal behaviour of switching glasses.
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6.4.8. Threshold switching

Threshold switching was observed in a large number of

chalcogenide thin film samples. The primary objective of the

experimental work was to ascertain whether a single mechanism

could be used to explain all the switching observations. If so, then

the variables which influence the process had to be determined so

that in turn individual results could be explained in terms of the

basic physical properties and geometry of the sample.

Chalcogenide glasses with 3 or more components all have

similar activation energies for resistance and similar values of

thermal conductivity. The biggest variable is resistivity. The

effect of composition on resistivity has been discussed in chapter 5

and threshold switching was observed in samples with a wide range of

low-field resistivities: 30Xl.m - 10^X1 .m. The upper limit implies

that no monostable switching was observed in thin films of Se, As Se
^ j

or As2S3.
Switching may be considered under two groups of experimental

conditions:

1. Steady state. This implies continuous cycling with low

frequency square or sine waves.

2. Transient. Short, low repetition rate voltage pulses give

information on the time taken for breakdown to occur.

Under steady-state conditions, the value of V , is very dependentth

on the I - V characteristic at voltages just below V The
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experimental results of the preceeding sections have shown that

close to V current is described by an equation:

I = G(V).G(T).V

The exact expressions for G(V) and G(T) depend on the mechanisms

used to explain the effect, but from section 6.4.3., G(V) may be

described by

G(V) = G^ exp (~ ) = G_^ exp (^- ) 6.31

where the field E^ is a constant for any material but it is slightly
temperature-dependent ( AE = 0.1 eV). The temperature

dependence of I is dominated by G^ (T) :

Gn (T) = G0 6XP ' E ^ °*45 eV 6.32(a)

G exp ~ T = 24° K (b)
1

Gjx exp (a AT) a = 0.04 K_1
AT = T - Ta (c)

Over a small temperature range above ambient, T , the most
5L

convenient expression for the pre-breakdown current is:

I = G^ V exp(rp) exp (a AT)
0

6.33
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Thermal breakdown occurs when AT = 25 K (section 3.3.). A

proportion of the total power dissipated will go towards increasing

the internal temperature of the sample so it is important to examine

how the VI product is affected by material and geometry.

For samples with a relatively high conductanceor large electrode

separation, significant self-heating can occur at voltages below

(Eg = 3 x 10^ V.m ^). Thus the temperature increase is dependent
2

on a V term. This is the case for the bulk samples discussed in

section 6.2. Higher resistivity materials allow V > before

significant heating occurs. Thus the temperature increase is
2

determined by a term of the form V exp V/V^ where the exponential
term is dominant. When the temperature does start to increase

(beyond about IK), it will do so much faster than in the low resistance

case, so the whole runaway process will be much faster. This may

also explain the non-uniform heating effect in high resistivity samples,

discussed in section 6.4.6.

The mechanism of thermal breakdown with the current described

by equation 6.33 gives a good qualitative explanation for the observed

characteristics of a number of films with a wide range of resistivities.

To assess numerical values expected for V by this mechanism, theth

expression developed in section 3.3.5. may be used:

a e

r R
6.34
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where P is the sample thermal conductance, R is the resistance,

'a'is a constant defined by equation 6.32(c) and e = 2.7.

The variation of V , with thickness is shown in fig. 6.38. forth 6

24 samples with resistivities between 40H.m and 4.10^Jl.m. For a

given resistivity value, V d. This is also the theoretical result

derived in section 3.3.5. For comparison, the result of Kolomiets (176)

is also shown. With a wide spread in p values, the scatter of points
in fig. 6.38. is confusing so it is more significant to test the validity of

equation 6.34. The experimental details for the 24 samples used in

fig. 6.38. may be applied to equation 6.34. The constants used were:

a = 0.05, r = 8 rnW.K"1., Eq = 3.3 x 106 V.m_1 and e = 2.7.
In fig. 6.39. the value of breakdown field calculated from equation 6.34

is compared with the measured value for each of the 24 samples. The

scatter of results is perhaps to be expected with such a wide range of

samples. However, the points above the identity line belong to

higher resistivity samples and points below the line are for the more

conducting samples. This difference could result from the assumption

of a constant value for P (although all samples had the same electrode

area) and associated non-uniform heating.

The effect of ambient temperature on V ^ can also be derived
from equation 6.34. The relative importance of each of the temperature-

dependent terms in equation 6.34 was discussed in section 3.3.5. The

theoretical V
^ - temperature curve was shown in fig. 3.8. and it has

been redrawn in fig. 6.40. Experimental lines have also been drawn in
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Fig. 6.38

Electrode separation (yum)

Variation of threshold voltage with
electrode separation and film resistivity.
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Fig. 6.39

Comparison of calculated and measured
values of breakdown field, E^.
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Fig. 6.40

Temperature (°C).

Variation of threshold voltage with temperature.
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fig. 6.40. As expected from equation 6.34, the slope of the V

temperature lines depends on the sample thickness. The line given

by Shanks (178) for a 1 yum thick film also fits the pattern of the
E56 series.

The theoretical and experimental lines show good general

correspondence in fig. 6.40. However, there is a slight difference in

shape : the theoretical line has a distinct curvature, the experimental

lines are straight. There are two possible explanations for this

difference.

1. If Vq is taken to be temperature independent, then
V

^ cx - a AT, i.e. lines of constant slope. However, the
variation of with temperature for film E56 has been

measured. It is significant and is shown in fig. 6.23.

V (T) should therefore be considered in any theoretical

V,. - A T calculation,th

2. In the derivation of data for fig. 3.8. , it was assumed that

P did not show any temperature-dependence. From

detailed measurements of thermal breakdown in silicon

monoxide, Klein has found that P increases with temperature

(30). It has not been possible to make a quantitative

measurement with thin chalcogenide films, but similar

behaviour does appear to occur. The effect of this

temperature-dependence of P is to offset the influence

of Vq(T) and therefore give V ^ CX - AT.
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In general terms, therefore, the steady state breakdown

voltage conforms to the behaviour predicted by a thermal breakdown

mechanism. If the effects of non-uniform heating and temperature

dependent thermal conductance are considered, the variation of V..th

with geometry, chalcogenide film properties and temperature can

be predicted.

The experimental lines in fig. 6.40. may be extrapolated to

give a temperature, T , at which V =0. For sample E56C 1 this

occurs at 135°C. Walsh (194) has identified T with T the glass
z g

transition temperature of the chalcogenide glass used in the threshold

switch. However, fig. 6.40 shows that T is thickness dependent so

it is not uniquely determined by glass composition. In addition,

although a value of T may be determined for the bulk glass which was
g

evaporated to produce the thin film, it is much more difficult to

ascribe a value of T to the thin film itself. Not only is the film
g

composition likely to be different from the bulk glass, but the

effective cooling rate which can be associated with a vapour deposition

process is difficult to establish.

Under pulsed voltage conditions, each pulse may be considered

as an isolated event if the repetition frequency is low. If a voltage

pulse is applied to a sample so that it is close to the switching point,

switching may be induced by widening the pulse if the initial length

was of the same order or less than the thermal time constant for

heating. A similar effect may be produced by decreasing the separation
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between pulses to within a few multiples of the thermal time constant

for cooling. Both effects are due to an increase in the sample

internal temperature beyond the level at which an off-state can be

maintained.

A typical current pulse shape for a device in the on-state is

shown in fig. 6.41. The maximum current level is determined by the

load resistor in series with the sample. The rise time for switching

was faster than that for the oscilloscope amplifier (10 ns.cm ^).
The sample has a relatively low off-state resistance but a slight

rise in the off-state current can be seen during the delay time, t^,
between application of the pulse and switching.

The conditions for impulse thermal breakdown in a sample which

has field dependent conductivity were developed in section 3.3.7. The

delay time, t^, was related to the pulse voltage by the equation:

o v Cd2 PAT2 / V \ X. ' 3 fV exp ( -r—) . t3 = 6.35
vo d

where the resistivity-temperature equation has the form given in

equation 6.32(c) and a = 0.04. For typical chalcogenides,

C = 2.106 J.m~3.K_1.
As with the steady-state case, under impulse conditions the

significance of the exponential term in equation 6.35 depends on

geometry and composition. For thick or high conductivity samples
2 -1

where V/Vn < 1 the relation V c* t3 occurs. This was the caseU d
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O 0,2 o,4- O.fo <38
Time (yUs) Unit E51C.3

Switching under impulse conditions:
current through the device.
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with thick bulk samples. When conditions allow V > V^, the
dependence approaches the form V cx log t^. Results of variation
of delay time with pulse voltage are shown in fig. 6.42. As the

value of pulse voltage was reduced toward V^, the delay time
increased rapidly and when close to V . , t fluctuated from cycle toth d

cycle.

When two closely spaced voltage pulses were applied to a sample,

the delay time of the second pulse depended on the separation between

the two pulses; fig. 6.4 3. This may be taken as a measure of the

time for a sample to recover from a switching operation. The variation

of t^ with pulse separation is shown in fig. 6.44. From this graph
and that in fig. 6.42., the time for V to recover from a switching

operation may also be derived.

The delay time recovery appears to be a two-stage process. It

may be postulated that during the on-state of the first pulse, a high

temperature filament exists in the sample. When the first pulse ends,

the filament cools down. Recovery of t^ is very rapid to a point
where the internal sample temperature is about 25 K above ambient.

Up to this point (2-3 yus after the end of the first pulse) only a very

low voltage is needed to heat or punch through the thin cool region

of glass near the electrodes. In the second stage of the recovery

process the internal sample temperature is only 0 - 25 K above

ambient; the rate of heat loss is determined by the same process as

in a sample biased in the pre-breakdown region. The second recovery
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Fig. 6.42

Pulse voltage (volts)

Influence of pulse voltage on delay time.
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Fig. 6.43

Voltage

Current

t^-. Pulse separation t^

Time

Voltage

Time

Current

k

f
Time

tdl t
d2

1 yus
Time scale

Recovery after switching: effect of pulse
separation on delay time of second pulse.
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Fig. 6.44

Pulse separation (jus).

Recovery of delay time after switching.
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stage should therefore occur over a time period which is similar

to the cooling thermal time constant for the device. ^ for E51
and E52 is approximately 20 jus. This is also the order of the
recovery time in fig. 6.44.

The mechanism of thermal breakdown has been used to explain

all the important features of threshold switching in thin films of

chalcogenide glasses. However, there are two other processes

which could also contribute to switching.

1. When a conducting path is formed between the electrodes,

the capacitive energy of the sample will be discharged

through it. This will have the effect of increasing the

rate of thermal runaway and shortening the switching time.

2. As discussed in chapter 3, relatively cool, high resistance

regions can exist near the electrodes. In these thin

layers, tunnel currents may be significant or the high

field could give an avalanche effect. In either case the

result is the same as the capacitive discharge: the

thermal runaway is assisted and a short switching time

results.

The stability of the switching characteristics varied considerably

from film to film. In high resistivity films where non-uniform heating

occurred, the threshold voltage varied by as much as 50% between

cycles. This may be due to a slight variation in the effective 'hot'

area or in the filament position between cycles. Such effects are to
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be expected with a simple crossover geometry where high fields

can occur at the edges of the lower electrode. Films of relatively

low resistivity gave much more stable results and also appeared

to have more uniform heating across the whole area of the sample.

For these units the variation in V , was around 5%.
th

When threshold switches failed, they remained in the on-state.

This is discussed in the next chapter in the context of memory

switches.

6.4.9. The on-state

Thin chalcogenide films switch from the off-state to the on-

state very rapidly. For the devices discussed in the preceeding

sections the switching time, t , was shorter than 10 ns. This was

the shortest time which could be measured with the equipment

available. Published results, however, indicate that t is of the
s

order of 100 ps (178). This is four orders of magnitude faster than

typical delay time values.

In the bulk switching samples discussed in section 6.2.3., delay

times were of the order of 1 s (fig. 6.7.) and switching times of the

order of 0.1 ms (fig. 6.9.). However, the thermal breakdown analysis

of section 3.3.7. indicates that the normalized rate of current

increase at breakdown should not be geometry dependent. This is

shown in fig. 3.11. The ratio t : t3 would therefore be the same
s d

for both bulk and thin film samples so on the basis of a delay time of
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1 jjs, a switching time of 100 ps in thin films conforms to the
thermal breakdown theory.

Fig. 3.11. shows a continuous curve for the increase in current

with time. However, the formation of filaments, capacitive

discharge and avalanche effects may all contribute to a more rapid

rise in current. In addition, when t^ is measured on an oscilloscope,
only the last order of magnitude increase in current is normally

examined. This gives a minimum value for t^, but even with times
as short as 100 ps, the transition to the on-state remains consistent

with thermal breakdown.

The on-state of a threshold switch is not very sensitive to

experimental variables so it was not examined as closely as the off-

state. The on-state is characterised by a holding voltage which

is approximately constant and a current which must be kept above

a holding value 1^ if the device is to remain in the on-state.
The on-state current does not depend on electrode area. This

suggests that most of the current is confined to a small-area

filament. This has been confirmed for threshold switches which can

be locked into the on-state (4). Electrode separation and ambient

temperature have no significant effect on on-state current or on V^.
In order to obtain accurate measurements of on-state

characteristics, stable reproducible devices are needed. Few of the

thin film devices described in this chapter survived long in the high-

current on-state so only superficial measurements and observations
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were made. However, on-state properties provide a useful means

of assessing the mechanism involved in switching. Accordingly,

table 6.4 summarises on-state data obtained in this work and also

that which has appeared in the literature. Figs. 6.45 and 6.46.

show on-state I - V characteristics. Fig. 6.45. is from data

published by Shanks (178). It is unique in giving current-voltage

relations up to 1 amp. Fig. 6.46. is much more typical of low

current level on-state characteristics (193). Above 1^ there is a

region of negative resistance and then an approximately constant

V, value.h

Electronic mechanisms which could be used to explain threshold

switching were reviewed in section 3.5.4. Although there are two

mechanisms to describe the off-state, they give the same description

for the on-state: energy barriers exist at each electrode so the

on-state voltage should be approximately constant and equal to the

band gap or (more accurately) the mobility gap. A current filament

may exist and an increase in current is associated with an increase

in filament diameter. A small decrease in may also occur so the

on-state characteristic would be like that of fig. 6.46. However,

it is difficult to explain the high current characteristic of fig. 6.45.

in terms of a purely electronic process.

The summary table indicates that can have widely different

values, even for electrodes of the same metal. In chalcogenide

films the resistance activation energy is about 0.45 eV. This implies
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Table 6.4

Yh Xh Vh Electrodes Reference

(volts) (mA) (mW)

1. 3 0.6 0.8 C (178)

3 0.3 0.9 Mo (193)

12 0.1 1.2 Mo (193)

2.5 0.4 1 Au (201)

4 - - Au (201)

7 - - Au (201)

3 - - - (177)

2.8 0. 4 1.1 Cu (200)

3.0 0. 4 1.2 Brass (200)

1.8 0. 3 0.6 V (200)

1. 3 1.9 2.5 C (200)

20 0.06 1.2 Si (200)

1-3 - 1 1-2 Au,Mo This projec
thin films

10 -0.1 - 1 Ag This projec
bulk glasse:

Note: the value of has been taken at 1^

Summary of experimental data for the on-state.
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On-state current - voltage characteristics.
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an energy gap of 0.9 eV if the material behaves as an intrinsic

semiconductor. With carbon electrodes, is close to the energy

gap, but with other electrodes, particularly Au and Si where

> 6 volts, it is not possible to explain in terms of a voltage

across barrier layers. The electronic switching models therefore

look reasonable only when applied to some types of glass-electrode

combinations; they are not sufficiently flexible to explain all the

results in table 6.4.

A current filament may be formed during thermal breakdown.

A qualitative description of filament formation and its implications

was given in section 3.3.6. The filament diameter is determined

by current, voltage and internal temperature. In particular, the

on-state voltage is determined by the temperature distribution

between the electrodes, so V. is not restricted to values in theh

range 1-2 volts. The temperature distribution is most easily varied

in thick samples. In the bulk samples described in section 6.4. the

on-state always has a near-zero dynamic resistance and depends

on the maximum current level. In thin films, the temperature

distribution cannot be varied much so remains approximately

constant for any current level.

In fig. 3.10(a) there is a current level (marked B) below which

a filament can no longer be sustained. This implies that the filament

diameter and temperature have been reduced to a point where the rate

of heat loss from the filament to the surrounding film and electrodes
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is greater than the heat generated within the filament, i.e. there

is a minimum power level needed to maintain a filament (and the

on-state). Table 6.4 shows that the product is approximately

constant for a wide range of electrodes and geometries. The

I - V characteristic just above I in fig. 3.10(a) (marked B - C) ish

very similar to the experimental curve in fig. 6.46.

In this work the thermal breakdown mechanism therefore gives

a more accurate description of on-state characteristics than the

electronic mechanisms of section 3.5.4.

If the on-state current filament is assumed to have an area

-10 2
of 10 m when the current is 10 mA and V = 2 volts, the

h

_2
resistivity of the filament is 2.10 JT.m. If the off-state resistivity

4 5
is 10 Jt.m, resistivity changes by a factor 5.10 when switching

occurs. This is equivalent to an increase in temperature within

the filament of 330 K. Pearson has observed that if a low melting

point metal such as lead is used as a top electrode in a sandwich

device, the Pb film may melt locally (183). This may be taken as

evidence of high temperatures associated with switching.

Many of the bulk chalcogenide glasses used to produce switching

devices soften at temperatures below 350°C. If it is assumed that

thin films have a glass transition temperature, T , which is similar
§

to the value for bulk glasses of the same composition, then a

temperature above T^ during the on-state could have several
consequences:
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1. Slow cooling may result in local crystallization.

2. Component separation within the film may occur.

3. Atoms of the electrode metal may diffuse into the

chalcogenide film.

Threshold switches must not show any of these effects if good

device lifetime is to be attained. It is therefore important to

choose a chalcogenide glass which has a high thin film glass transition

temperature and electrodes which provide a stable interface over

a wide temperature range.
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CHAPTER 7 MEMORY SWITCHING

7.1. INTRODUCTION

Some features of memory switches have already been discussed

but it is useful to review the operation of these devices made from

multicomponent chalcogenide glasses before discussing the experimental

work done on them.

The glasses used for memory switches are chosen from

compositions which lie close to the edge of glass-forming regions in the

appropriate phase diagrams. In the amorphous phase, the resistivity

is high and the switch is off. When energy is supplied to the glass,

heating and possibly even local melting occurs. From this the on-state

may be attained by one or both of two processes:

1. If the glass is allowed to cool slowly, crystallization may

occur and usually the crystalline resistivity is much lower

than that of the amorphous phase. Thus a conducting filament

is formed between the electrodes.

2. Component separation may occur and a crystaUine or metallic

filament may be formed which has a composition which is

quite distinct from the bulk of the glass.

In both cases the memory state is removed by supplying a sharply

defined high-energy pulse which melts and rapidly quenches the region
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around the conducting filament so that the glassy state is restored.

It should be emphasised, however, that the glasses used in memory

switches are very similar to those used for threshold switches but

with a lower transition temperature and greater tendency to

devitrification. As mentioned in section 1.1.3., there is a forming

time necessary to establish a conducting filament in a memory glass.

If pulses shorter than the forming time are applied, a memory switch

shows typical threshold switch behaviour (4). Much of the work

described in the previous two chapters is therefore relevant to memory

switches as well as threshold switches.

Although it may be said that the basic mode of operation of

memory switches is understood, there are serious technological

problems which limit the development of reliable commercial devices.

There is a difference in expansion coefficient of crystalline and amorphous

materials. This can lead to voids, cracking and gross physical damage

to devices. During switch-off, the whole filament may not be destroyed

so on the next cycle, switching occurs at a lower threshold voltage.

Similarly, the on-state may spread so that the filament size is increased.

In turn this increases the pulse energy needed for switch-off. Volatile

components such as As or Te may be vapourised with the result that the

semiconductor composition changes slowly throughout the operational

life of the switch.

All of these problems are associated with the switching process.

Most memory applications would demand relatively few such operations
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in the device lifetime. However, the device would be 'interrogated'

much more frequently to ascertain whether it was in an off- or on-

state. Since the glass composition was initially chosen so that it

would easily devitrify, the cumulative effect of many interrogation

pulses could be to precipitate devitrification and therefore switch the

device on.

In order to make a more realistic assessment of the problems

associated with memory switches, a preliminary investigation of the

devices was made.
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7.2. BULK MEMORY SWITCHING

7.2.1. Bulk memory glasses

The glass-forming regions of the ternary systems AsTeSi and

AsTeGe are shown in figs. 5.1. and 5.2. respectively. The composition

of a memory glass should be close to one of the boundaries. The

composition used most was As^i-Te^Ge^Q * (^8). This is in a small
glass-forming region and has also been studied by Uttecht et al. (137).

They observed component separation as a result of memory switching

in this glass (fig. 3.30).

An unusual feature of V38 was that after it had been quenched,

when the quartz tube was cut open, small shiny black platelets were

found growing out from the material stuck to the walls near the (cooler)

neck of the tube. The platelets were about 2-3 mm square and 15 yum
_2

thick. Their resistivity was 2.10 _fL .m. A similar type of growth

has been observed with crystals of CdS (202). Chemical analysis

indicated that in the case of V38, the platelets had an average

composition : Ge 92%, Te 8% (by weight). The quantity of germanium

in the platelets was small relative to that in the whole sample ( < 5%).

However, the result is important because it shows that even when

glasses have been melted and rocked for 20 hours, complete mixing

may not occur.

Another form of immiscibility was observed with samples composed

of As, Te and Si. Where glasses were made up from As^Te^ + Si , a

furnace temperature of 1000°C was sufficient to produce a melt and a
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well-mixed glass resulted. In order to compare thin film properties

with those of bulk glasses of similar composition, the mixtures

As^^Te^^Si^ and As^Te^Sig were sealed in capsules, put in a

rocking furnace for 24 hours at 1000°C and then quenched. Inside the

capsules were some glassy ingots but also some silicon powder which

had not mixed with the As and Te.

It may therefore be necessary when producing memory-type

glasses to use higher furnace temperatures and better agitation

techniques than those which were standard in this work. There is

also a need for more knowledge about the details of the phase diagrams

of multicomponent chalcogenide glasses.

7.2.2. Memory switching in bulk samples

Flat bulk samples of the glass ASggTe^Ge.^ were made
by melting an ingot on a hot-plate (300°C) and then quenching it quickly

while it was being pressed flat between two sheets of freshly cleaved

mica. Typical dimensions were : 5 mm diameter and 0.5 mm thick.

Contacts of silver paint and evaporated gold were used. Both gave

3
similar results and the resistivity was 1.4.10 jfL.m. This is lower than

4
the value of 10 JT.m reported by Uttecht et al. (137), but in V38 there

was a slight loss of Ge due to the growth of small Ge platelets inside

the melting capsule.

Crystallization of V38 could be induced by melting followed by slow

cooling at about 1 - 5 K.s ^ (as opposed to a cooling rate of ~ 50 K.s ^
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which gives a glass). The crystalline resistivity was 10 _TL .m

which is in good agreement with the measurements of Uttecht. Strong

pressure from a probe on the surface of the glass was also enough to

convert some of the glass into the low-resistivity (crystalline) state.

Switching was observed in flat samples of V38 glass with two

probes lightly positioned on the surface and an alternating voltage

across them. The threshold voltage was not dependent on probe,

separation for distances of more than 1 mm.

With a high series resistor, threshold switching was observed.

As the current-limiting resistor was reduced in value, the threshold

voltage fell and eventually there was no evidence of any switching

action. At this point there was a filament of melted material between

the two probes. If the supply voltage were reduced quickly, the

off-state returned and an increase in voltage produced threshold

switching again. However, if the supply was reduced slowly (over about

10 s), the on-state remained even when the voltage was reduced to

zero. To regain the off-state, a high current had to be passed and

then cut off quickly.

Bulk memory switching was only examined with a 100 Hz supply.

Over 10-20 memory operations and several thousand associated

threshold operations, it gave consistent and repeatable results.
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7.3. MEMORY SWITCHING IN THIN FILMS

The glass used in a memory switch should be readily devitrified.

This in turn places requirements on the glass composition which are

rather more exacting than those for threshold switching glasses.

This is difficult to achieve experimentally since there is some

difference between film and bulk compositions. The glass composition

which showed memory action in the bulk material (section 7.2.2.) did

not behave in the same way when it was evaporated to give a thin film

device. The composition of a thin film could not be predicted

accurately enough to give a memory-type film so the effect was only

studied in films which happened to hehave as memory switches rather

than any which had been deliberately made as such.

Failure in threshold switches usually occurred with the device

remaining in the on-state. This occurred more readily if the threshold

switch were operated under 100 Hz a.c. conditions or if voltage pulses

greater than V ^ were applied, i.e. the delay time t^ was very short.
The high resistance off-state could be regained by applying a

high current pulse or by passing a high current ( ~ 100 mA) in the

on-state and then cutting off the supply quickly. The memory on-off

cycle could be repeated about 10 times but it became more difficult

to regain the off-state.

With films of As^Te^, memory switching occurred after only
1-10 threshold switching cycles and it was not possible to switch off

with a high current pulse. As2Te3 exists in the bulk in a crystalline
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phase and the amorphous phase can only be obtained with small rapidly

quenched samples or with thin films. It is therefore reasonable to

expect that the resistance change is due to crystallization of a

portion of the As Te film.
Z J

Crystalline and amorphous resistivities of As^Te^ were discussed
-3 2

in section 3.6.1. They are 3.10 _0_ .m and 10 Jl_ .m respectively.

The as-prepared As^Te^ films had a low-field resistivity of 100/l.m.
This dropped at higher fields in a manner consistent with internal self-

heating. The on-state resistance was not sensitive to electrode area,

contact metal or temperature. However, the resistance value was

much higher than that expected for uniform crystallization throughout

the sample. It corresponded to local devitrification over a small region

10*20 yum diameter. This is approximately the filament size which has
been observed in other memory switches (4) (203). Because of the

stability of crystalline As Te relative to the amorphous phase, it
£* O

was not possible to switch off the small crystalline filament with a

high current pulse.

The long-term stability of metal-glass contacts was not studied

in detail. However, it is known that gold diffuses rapidly through

chalcogenide glasses at temperatures above 300°C and also that it is

a good nucleating metal to help induce crystallization. In switches which

operate by a thermal runaway mechanism, both diffusion and nucleation

are likely to occur with gold electrodes and it is likely that the contacts

played a significant part in the failure of threshold switches (into the
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on-state).

To check the effect of high temperature on a device, a sandwich

sample evaporated from a bulk ingot of ASggTe^gGe^Si.^ WaS ^eate<^
for 2 hours at 170°C. The glass transition temperature for this bulk

composition is around 250°C, but since the thin films are deficient in

Si and Ge relative to the bulk glass, the effective glass transition

temperature in the thin film is likely to be less than 250°C (cf. chapter

5 ). As a result of the heat treatment, the thin films resistivity

dropped from 200 JL.m to 10 TL.m and the device still behaved as a

threshold switch but with a lower off-state resistance. This suggests

that gold diffusion from the electrodes was more important than

crystallization for this particular case.
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7.4. COMMENTS ON MEMORY SWITCHING

The investigation into memory switching has been very limited.

However, the results are consistent with those published and indicate

that local devitrification can produce a low-resistance filament which

defines the on-state. The glass composition must be carefully

chosen and to achieve predictable and repeatable thin film compositions,

close control is needed over all stages of the deposition process. The

principal factors which affect thin film deposition have been outlined

in chapter 5.

Although gold is a very convenient contact metal to use, it has

severe disadvantages for possible use in devices. More reliable

operation could be achieved by using contacts of molybdenum or

silicon which do not diffuse readily through chalcogenide glasses or

help devitrification by providing nucleating centres.



CHAPTER 8 COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The literature on switching in amorphous semiconductors is

extensive, but most publications have been restricted to small

groups of experimental results. In particular there has been no

attempt to examine the whole field of switching in relation to the

general problem of dielectric breakdown. This thesis provides such

a review. In practice most of the well-established dielectric

breakdown processes require higher fields than are observed for

switching in chalcogenide glasses.

Most of the experimental investigations on amorphous switches

have been done over the past 2-3 years. Some of the work of this

project was done independently of work which has since been published;

this is an inevitable consequence of a rapidly developing subject.

However, the work described in this thesis covers a wider range of

experimental conditions than has been reported by any individual or

group, so it has the advantage of experimental self-consistency and

results can be compared since the experimental conditions are known.

There are several types of switching which have been observed

in amorphous semiconductors. This project has concentrated on the

chalcogenide glass switches because these devices are the closest to

being commercially viable and because there is a degree of controversy
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about their operating mechanism. The latter concerns the

monostable or threshold switch and most experimental work was

done on it. The mechanism of the memory or bistable switch is

better understood so it was only studied briefly. However, the

two types of switch share a common technology so much of the

experimental effort and results for threshold switches can be

easily applied to memory switches.

There are two schools of thought on the mechanism of

threshold switching. One regards it as a purely electronic process;

the other as a case of reversible thermal breakdown. The results

and analysis of this project allow the two mechanisms to be

compared and assessed.

The electronic switching mechanism proposed by Henisch

(section 3.5.4.) can be used to explain qualitatively most of the

features of threshold switching, e.g. the non-ohmic off-state

characteristic, the delay time under impulse conditions, the very

fast switching time, the constant on-state voltage and minimum

holding current, the temperature dependence of V ^ and and
the lack of any stable region of negative resistance between the

off and on-states. However, the theory has not been developed

much beyond a qualitative stage. Where it can be assessed

quantitatively it is generally inadequate: the off-state

characteristic cannot be described by a form of space charge

limited current (section 6.4.2.); is approximately constant but
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it can be very much greater than the energy band gap (section 6.4.9.).

The only point of potential agreement between theory and experiment

is in the switching speed ( ~ 10 ~^s).
Application of thermal breakdown theory requires an accurate

description of conductivity and thermal conductance. This has

been done for a range of possible conditions and an accurate

description of breakdown achieved for bulk, coplanar and sandwich

samples. The former two, with electrode separations > 10 jj.m,

are accepted to show thermal breakdown. The sandwich samples

produced by the same method as the coplanar also fit the theory if

allowance is made for field-dependent conductivity. The origin of

cr = 0~(E) has not been absolutely clarified, but it appears to

arise from a form of hopping conduction with a temperature-activated

jump distance.

A component of current can be identified as being due to Joule

heating. With high resistivity samples, there appears to be non¬

uniform heating, but this is to be expected with a simple crossover-

geometry. Thermal breakdown theory allows a quantitative

prediction of V , , tn, t and their variation with temperature andth d s

geometry. It also gives a description of recovery from switching,

thermal time constants, negative capacitance close to V ^ and the
non-ohmic I - V characteristic. If a high current filament is formed

during switching, no region of negative resistance would exist, but

the minimum on-state conditions would be described by a constant
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power level (which is observed).

On the basis of this theory, the conditions needed for a good

device can be established. There are also many problems which

though not serious from a research viewpoint, would give poor

device performance. The areas where more work is needed are:

1. General characterisation of chalcogenide glasses. This

would include measurement of their basic transport

properties, an understanding of their atomic structure,

particularly in thin films and a more detailed description

of the high field conduction mechanism.

2. The influence of composition on electrical properties.

3. An improved method of thin film deposition. The threshold

voltage requirement for compatibility with transistor

drive circuits limits the electrode separation to about

1 yUm. The evaporation techniques used in this work gave
films of different composition to the bulk starting material

and in many cases it was difficult to achieve reproducible

films easily. There are three techniques which could give

improved results: an improved flash evaporation process,

r.f. sputtering and sedimentation and firing of a suspension

of glass in a suitable medium.

4. An improved device geometry with small area is required.

This would give a high on: off resistance ratio. If the

contact area were defined by a hole in an insulator film,
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there would be a uniform field distribution in the

chalcogenide film and probably fewer problems associated

with non-uniform heating.

5. Stable contact metals are required. Internal temperatures

greater than 300°C may occur in the on-state. The

contacts must be stable and ohmic under these conditions.

Gold was used in most of this work and though convenient

is not suitable for extensive application. Nickel,

molybdenum or silicon would appear to be better.

6. In the higher resistivity chalcogenide films, heating

effects are only significant close to V ^ because of the
field-dependent conductivity. Thus as well as allowing

a high off-resistance, such films should have more stable

V . values,
th

7. Commercial interest is needed to provide a goal and the

incentive to solve the problems quickly.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Section

Symbol where Units Meaning
defined

A

A

b

b

B

B

C

C

CCNR

opt

2.3.

6.4.3.

3.3.3.

3.4.1.

6.4.6.

3.2.

3.4.1.

3.3.7.

2.2.3.

3.5.3.

1.1.1.

3.3.3.

3.4.1.

3.2.

2.2.3.

K

m

m

W

-1

W.m 3.K 1

W

-1 -3
J.K .m

m

V.m

eV

Constant in cr - T equation

Distance between trapping
sites

Electrode area

Rate of energy transfer
from field to electron

Constant

Fraction of total area

Electron-phonon energy
transfer rate

Parameter depending on

pulse length

Heat capacity

Capacitance

Current controlled negative
resistance

Electrode separation

Electronic charge

Electric field

Optical energy gap
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Symbol Section Units Meaning

Eq 3.3.4. V.m ^ Constant in field-dependent

n

nt

c

conductivity expression

E^_ 3.5.3. eV Trap depth below conduction
band

g 3.3.1. JT ^ Incremental conductance

6.4.7. JT ^ Ambient low field
conductance ( = )

h 3.3.1. A.K Temperature coefficient
of current

h 3.4.1. J.s Planck's constant

H 3.3.7. m Substrate thickness

i, I 3.3.3. A Current

1^ 1.1.2. A Minimum on-state holding
current

Iq 3.3.3. A Pre-exponential parameter
_2

J 3.2. A.m Current density

k 2.3. eV.K ^ Boltzmann's constant

K 3.3.7. W.m \k ^ Thermal conductivity of
substrate

M 3.4.3. - Avalanche multiplication
factor

-3 .

3.5.3. m Free carrier density

_3
3.5.3. m Trapped carrier density

_3
N 3.5.3. m Density of states at the

bottom of the conduction band

-3
3.5.3. m Trap density
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Symbol Section Units Meaning

th

n

P

P

P

Q

R

R

R

RMM

ROM

•

s

t

t,

T
i

T
m

6.4.3.

3.3.1.

6.2.2.

3.5.3.

3.3.1.

3.2.

3.2.

6.2.2.

1.1.3.

1.2.3.

3.2.

6.4.2.

1.1.2.

1.1.3.

4.3.2.

1.1.2.

3.5.3.

2.1.

2.1.

3.4.1.

6.3.1.

W

W

C

XL

XI

XI

XI

-3 -1 -1
W.m .K .s

m.V
-1

K

K

K

K

K

Probability of hopping

Power

Power at threshold (V ,. I . )th th

Charge

Resistance

Load resistor

Slope in negative resistance
region of I - V curve

Low field ohmic resistance

3r2.(= )

Read-mostly-memory

Read-only-memory

Entropy production rate

Trapping parameter

Delay time

Forming time

Constant in - t^ expression
Switching time

Parameter which characterises
a trap distribution

Glass transition temperature

Crystal melting point

Lattice temperature

Surface temperature
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S ymbol Section Units Meaning

V

V2
VCNR

Vh
V„

V
th

VthO
w

x(y and z)

x

x
m

y

Y(OJ)

Z

oc

cx

(X

z3
r

6.4.8.

6.4.3.

1.1.1.

3.3.3.

1.1.1.

1.1.2.

4.3.2.

1.1.2.

4.3.2.

6.3.1.

3.3.3.

3.3.1.

6.4.4.

3.3.1.

3.3.9.

3.3.1.

6.3.1.

2.2.3.

3.4.3.

6.4.4.

3.3.1.

K

-1
m.s

V

V

V

V

V

V

m

m

m

n

n

2 -1
m .s

-1

-1
m

m

C (V.m):

W.K_1

Temperature at which V ^ = 0
Mean drift velocity

Voltage

Constant in I - V expression

Voltage controlled negative
resistance

On-state holding voltage

Constant in V - t - expression
p d

Switching threshold voltage

Constant in V
^ - T expression

Width of contact strip

Dimensions

Constant

Distance to field maximum

Constant

Admittance

Impedance

Ratio of thermal conductivity
to heat capacity

Optical absorption coefficient

Avalanche ionization rate

Poole-Frenkel coefficient

Thermal conductance
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Symbol Section Units Meaning

A 3.3.9. w.k"1 Frequency-dependent thermal
conductance

8 3.5.4. - Normalized current density

A E 2.3. eV Activation energy

AT 2.3. k Temperature increase
above ambient

A 4> 6.4.4. eV Reduction in barrier due
to field

€ 3.3.3. K"1 Temperature coefficient
of resistance

£
0

3.5.3. F.m Primary electric constant

£

e

3.4.1.

3.3.3.

J Electron energy

Normalized distance from
electrode

0 3.5.3. - Free : trapped charge ratio

K 2.2.3. w.k ^ Thermal conductivity

K.
X

3.3.4. - Dielectric constant

A 3.3.3. - Parameter describing
temperature distribution

P 3.4.1.
2 -i -l

m .V .s Carrier mobility

V 3.4.1.
-1

s Phonon frequency

V 0
6.4.3.

-1
s Vibration frequency of carrier

in a well

p 3.3.3. jfl.m Resistivity ( = CT

A 3.3.3. JT.m Resistivity at ambient
temperature
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Symbol Section Units Meaning

or 2.3. (/I.m) 1 Conductivity ( = p )

cr
3

2.3. (n-m)"1 Conductivity at ambient
temperature

cr0, c, 2.3. (.TL.mf1 Constant in 0*-T

expression

^p.n 3.5.3.
2

m Capture cross section for
holes, electrons

r 3.3.9. s Thermal time constant

n 3.5.3. s Transit time

4> 6.4.3. eV Depth of potential well

*1 3.3.4. eV Poole-Frenkel trap depth

6.4.3. eV Jump distance activation
energy

GO 3.3.9. rad.s Angular frequency
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APPENDIX EXPERIMENTAL DATA

1. Bulk glasses

Nomenclature

Each melt was given a number for identification. The number

is preceeded by the letter 'V' to indicate that the glass was melted

under vacuum. All compositions are expressed in atomic %.

Details of glasses

Number Composition Resistivity Comments
(JL.rn)

V9 G^Sc95
VIZ

VI8

VI9

V20 ASsoT^gSi^o

V22 (MTe3)foo. SVo
V28 (ASjTesb . si^
V29 CAs.Tc^.S^
V30 . Si7o
V3I As10Te,0 G-e|0
V33 As3DT%g S\|ZG«lo
V37 Si35
V33 AS55 "IV 3s Ge,c
V39 As^ Te,s S>5
V9o As^ T
Vhl (AsxTe3)9o. S\'lo

109
1.5 1 d°
5 IO»
3 109

Melted AT 930 °C
%1Q

700
too /

ft 3'28-

I0T BULK SWlTCHIKJ .

IOS
io8

6> |Ofc
I04
2SO

,7 I04
3 10"4
.5 105

USED Toft EVAPORATION) IWAINLy

1 IO"
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2. Properties of thin films

Nomenclature

Each glass evaporation was denoted by the letter 'E' followed

by a number which identified the run, i.e. experimental conditions,

glass composition, etc. When a film was evaporated on more than

one substrate during a run, the substrates were labelled, A, B, C

Each device on a substrate was given a number. Thus a typical

notation would be: E56A.10. This is the 10th device on substrate

A produced during evaporation no. 56.

Details of films

Number bulk
6-lASS

EVAPORATION
TECHNIQUE

sane>wich
RESISTIVITY
/UKn-.K*)

AE

(RV)
THICKNESS

(yolts) !!l
E5IC V3I Boat 0.2 044 1.0 35

E52C V3I BOAT 0.05 0.42 1.1 3.1 4-0

E53C V29 BOAT 0.4- 0.4O 0.5 3,3 0.4

E54B V33 Boat 0,3 0.43 0,35 1

ESSC V33 boat 2 0.43 0.9 3.1 2

E5bA 11 3 0.44 1.1 8,5 0,1

E5bB / V29 BOAT 2,5 0.44 0.3 4,3 0.8

E5bC ) 3,0 0.44 0.45 fa I.I

E51A } V29 BOAT
0,-3 0,48 0,45 4,1

ESTB 0,3 O 48 0,15 3.3 1

E58B 1I V31 BOAT
2 0,45 0.4S 3.9

ESSC.1 2 0.45 0.45 b

Eb4A ] V3I BOAT
0.04 0,5 2 25

Eb4B J 0,04 0,1 1.5 30

Efc&A V28 Flash 220 1,05 19

E10A V2S ELECTRON BEAM 250 1,2 H

E7IB V33 ELECTRON BEAM 1,2 0.49 0,55 I

E23B V31 RASH 30 0.49 0.35 fa

E"?4C V32 FLASH bO 0.4b 0,35 4

E158 VH FLASH OS 0.40 0,b 2,5

ET7C V30 FLASH 2.5 0.43 0,3 0,9
E1SC V38 FLASH 3 0. V) 0,b 2,8

ES4-E V3S BOAT lo 0.42 2.0 25"

E2C.B V3S Boat 10 0.42 0.4 3,3.
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3. Bulk current - voltage - temperature data

V 20 glass figs. 6.2. - 6.4.

0°C 20°C 35 °c 50°C T£°C IC0°C
V I V I V I V I V I V I

VOLTS r* VOLTS r VOUS r VCUS /A VOLTS r VOLTS /A

IbO 4 60 5 10 2 S 2 5 s 5 10

ISO 5 80 6 20 4 10 4 10 12 10 20
200 (0 ICO 8 30 5 20 2 20 27 20 so

no 1 120 10 40 1 30 12 30 45 3o 90
240 1 140 12 50 9 40 IT 40 TO 40 160

7bo 3 Ifco 16 60 11 SO 23 SO |O0 50 280

280 9 180 20 TO 14 bO 29 60 160

300 10 200 25 80 16 TO 31

320 12 220 30 90 19 80 46
340 14 240 34 ICO 22 90 60

360 1 b 2bo 4o 120 32 loo 75

400 22 280 46 140 45 no 95
440 35 300 60 160 65 120 150

TEMPERATURE R* % v0 V-h^-h,
L°C) (jvui) (.volts) ^A) (kaW) .

-to 6T >600

O 41 450 139 40 1.3 18

10 25 330 5o IT

2D 16 260 91 100 3 20

21 II 220 loo 22

31 9 200 100 20

35 5,T |T0 58 120 4 20

4-1 4.4 ISO 150 23

4« 2-95 135 200 21

SI 2.T5 130 41 200 T 26

55 2,5 lis 200 23

60 2.1 10S 220 23

65 I.T4 9b 300 29
TO 1.4-3 TS 300 23
T5 1,33 So 22,6 4co II 32

SO O.95 75 450 34

85 0.110 72 500 36

90 0,15 61 500 33

95 0.62 63 fcco 38

100 0.50 Sb H.4 800 IS 45
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4. Coplanar electrode/thin film current - voltage - temperature data

Sample E84A.2 figs. 6.11. - 6.13.

293 K 310 k 320 K 330 K
V I V I V I V I

V0CT5 /A volts /A vows r volts y*A.
SO G 30 10 20 10 10 8

80 10 50 \b 4© 20 20 16

100 13 bo t9 bo 30 40 36
|20 IS 15 25 80 44 to 55

140 19 90 30 ICO bO 80 80
100 32 too 33 120 80 100 ICS

250 44 120 39 140 ICS 120 135

300 55 140 48 160 135 140 130
160 68 180 I^O 150 250

180 40
2C0 no

340 k. 350k 3fcOk

V I V I V 1
VOLTS y>A VOLTS y*A volts AA

20 25 10 IT 10 25

40 58 20 3b 20 54
50 TO 30 52 30 $s
60 85 40 11 40 115

SO 125 SO 95 SO 150

100 180 bo 125 bO 190
110 250 TO 160 TO 24o

120 350 80 2.00 80 310

90 250 90 450
100 310

TEMPERATURE Vk, v0 *0
CK) (volts) (/A)

293 8.0 350 120 150 51

310 3.0 20 83 ICO 10

320 2.0 190 1L 25D 14

330 1,25 160 bl 300 21

340 O.T| 130 50 350 26

350 0,59 110 44 4oo 33

350 0.4O 100 42 600 44
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5. Sandwich electrode/thin film current - voltage - temperature ■

thickness data

Samples E56A.1
E56B.1
E56C.1

1.1 |im thick
0.8 jum
0.45 yum

(Joule heating component
of current removed)

296 K 3!OK 340 K "SfcOK

E56A.

Vk-

ES5C.I

V,■ttv

V I V I V I V I
VOLTS w,A vocts W.A Votrrs w\A VOCTS MA .

1 0.045 0,5 0,13 0,18 0.11 0.11 0,32

1,5 0.C9 1 0,30 0,55 0.48 05 1.0

2 0,13 1,5 0.45 0.9 05 0.81 1.8

2.5 0,11 2 O.bS 15 1.8 1.65 3,5

3 0.21 2,4 0.8O 2,3 2,3 2.1 4,2
3.5 0,24 2.9 0.95 25 2,8 2.5 45

4 0,30 3,4 1.2 35 3.3 2.9 6,0

45 0,34 3.9 1.4 3.0 35 3.3 6.8

5 0.4O 4.4 l.fa 4.1 4.4 3.1 8.0

5.? 0.50 4.8 49 4.5 5,2 4.0 10

I 0,11 as 0,4 0,3 0-9 0,24 15

1,5 0,28 1.4 15 05 1,8 0.48 3,2

2 0.42 18 2,25 1,2 3,4 052 35

2.3 0.6O 25 28 15 5,8 l.o 5,8

3 O.bS 2,1 35 2,3 6,8 1,3 1,4

3.4 O.SO 3.1 4.2 2.6 8,5 1,5 10

3.9 1.0 35 S.2 2.9 11 1,8 II

4.4 1,2 3-9 6,2 3,2 13 1.05 14,5

4.35 1.5 4,3 1,2 3.4 16 2.25 11.5

1 0.48 0.4 015 0.14 0.64 0,1 1

1.4 084 0.8S 15 0,21 1.3 0.18 2.2

1.9 1.2 1.3 24 0,55 25 0,21 3,3

2.3 l,b5 15 4 0.68 3.2 0.34 4.4

2.8 2.2 2.0 S 1.0 4.8 0.50 5,2

3,2 2,1 2.4 fc> 1,35 6.5 0,1 1,8

3 .fa 35 2,1 51 15 8.8 1 10

4.1 4.4 3.1 9 1,9 11 1.15 13.5

4.4 55 3.4 11 2,1 13 1,4 16

35 13 2,4 155 1.6 19
21 18 1.8 22

4.4 55 3.1 13 28 11 1.9
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6. Sandwich electrode/thin film current - voltage - temperature -

thickness data

Samples E57A.10 0.45 //m thick (Joule heating component
E57B.7 0.75 yVm of current removed)
E57C.2 0.2

198K ES1A.IO E51B.1 E51C..2.
V X V I V r

V0LT5 wA VOLTS mA Volts MA

0,11 0,12 0,4% 0,2 0.1? 0,15
03% 0,24 0.9b 01 0,31 0,34
0.5b 040 1,4 0,b% 0.S4 0.S5

0,74 0,51 1,9 0.9 0,1 0.8

0.93 0,10 2,4 1,25 0.9 1.0

1,4 1,2 IS 1.0 1,3 2.0
U 11 3.3 2,0 11 3.0
2,3 2.4 2.0 4,0
2,1 3.2 7.4 64
3.1 A.I 2.0 8.8

3,5 s.o 2.9 II

3,9 b.3
4,2

E51A.I0 310 K 330k 350K 330K
V I V I V X V I

VOLTS (y*A) VOLTS wV\ VOLTS MA VOLTS

0.1% 0,24 0.15 0,5 0.1 0,9 0,01 1,3

0.35 0,52 0.28 1,2 0,2 i,9 0,\2 2-8

Oil O.SS 0.41 1.9 0.3 2.8 0,19 4,1

0.68 1.25 0,53 2.1 0,4 3.8 0,24 S.O

0,84 I.SS O.bS 3.S 0,54 4.4 0,3 1.0

l,2S 2,5 1.0 S,1 0.8 7.2 0,45 10

1,05 3,5 1.3 6,6 1,0 10 0,45 13

2.0 4.0 1,0 s.% 1,25 12.S 03 n

2.4 5b 1-9 II I.4S 15.5 0.9 2)

2.8 1.0 2.2 13 1.6 19 1,0 IS

1,1 %,8 2.4 10 1.8 22 1. 1 29
3.4 II 2.6 19 1-9 20

3.1 13.5 2.8 22 2.0 30



APPENDIX 2 (related to paras. 6.4.2 - 6.4.5)

Hopping Processes in Amorphous Semiconductors

In an amorphous semiconductor which has a high

density of localized states there are 3 possible

processes of one-carrier charge transport, each of

which has been described in the literature as hopping.

1. Thermally assisted tunnelling.

The carriers jump by quantum mechanically

tunnelling between two relatively close sites which

are separated by only a small energy, W. The

conductivity is given by an expression of the form;

CT = 0", exp exP (-2 0(a)

where CT^ is a constant, a is the jump distance and
cx is a tunnelling parameter which is determined by the

trap depth below the conduction band.

This form of hopping is important in a.c.

conductivity measurements, but is probably not signif¬

icant in d.c. measurements.

2. Hopping from neutral traps.

A carrier is released from a trap (leaving the

trap uncharged) and retrapped at another site. The
carrier must be excited into a region of the gap when

the mobility is relatively high. For deep traps
to

close/the Fermi level, this implies a relatively large

activation energy, E. This process is field dependent



and is described by a sinh-expression as in

equation 6.12.

3. The Poole-Frenkel process.

A high field lowers the coulombic potential

barrier around a centre which is charged when not

occupied by a carrier. Although it is usually

implied that carriers are excited into the conduction

band, this is not essential; they only need to be

excited into a region where the mobility is relatively

large.

Comment

Unless the nature of the trapping site can be

identified, i.e. whether it is charged or uncharged

when full, then it may be difficult to distinguish

between processes 2 and 3. Superficially both give

similar current-voltage relations. However, to

obtain the field dependence observed in the experimental

work, process 2 does require the jump distance to be

exceptionally large (^10-20 nm.) .

With the results available, a specific conduction

process cannot be uniquely identified. This does not

affect the thermal breakdown analysis which requires

only an expression for (E,T).


